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Summary 
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF BALANCED AND 
UNBALANCED HVDC POWER TRANSMISSION LINKS 
In high voltage direct current power transmission, the need to filter 
the non-sinusoidal current waveforms drawn by the converters from the 
ac supply has long been acknowledged. 
Assessment of the harmonic content of these waveforms to the best 
accuracy possible is a desirable objective to aid filter design. The 
conventional analytical technique necessitates making simplifying 
assumptions and produces only approximate results. Such practical 
considerations as system unbalance cannot be taken into account. 
The objective of the research was to perform in-depth analyses of hvdc 
transmission links, by developing a mathematical model which, in 
addition to perfectly balanced conditions, allows for the following 
practical operational abnormalities: 
<i) Unbalanced 3-phase ac supply voltages 
(ii) Unbalanced converter transformer impedances 
(iii) Asymmetrical thyristor valve triggering, 
whilst not making the usual assumptions of infinite dc side inductance 
and zero ac system impedance. In other words to develop a completely 
comprehensive mathematical model. 
The initial approach was to develop the tensor analysis of a six-pulse 
Graetz bridge supplied first by a star-star, and then by a star-delta 
connected transformer. A twelve-pulse converter system was then 
investigated by modelling the series connection of these two 
arrangements. 
The technique of diakoptlcs was introduced and combined with the 
previous tensor analysis to model a complete dc link with a twelve 
pulse converter at each end of a transmission line. The diakoptic 
approach enables the full circuit to be torn, for the purpose of the 
analysis, into the two twelve pulse converters and the dc line. 
Summary 
The final stage of the development of the model involved the inclusion 
of a more sophisticated representation of the ac system impedance and 
the addition of tuned or damped filters at the ac busbars. 
To verify the program, computed results from the mathematical model 
are compared with corresponding experimental results obtained from a 
laboratory-scale model of a typical hvdc link configuration. 
Comparisons are also made with conventionally based calculations 
involving the assumptions included in the computer-based results, in 
order to investigate the relative accuracy of the computed solution. 
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CHAPTER 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
DC power transmission is linked fundamentally with the earliest forms 
of electricity distribution. At the end of the last century, with the 
advent of the incandescent lamp and powerful electric motors, the 
industrial and domestic uses of electricity became widespread. With 
this increase in demand an efficient distribution system was 
necessary, and it also soon became clear that generation at a remote 
site, not at the centre of the load, would be favoured, to avoid the 
siting of large generators in the middle of fashionable suburbs. 
Economies of scale mean that large power stations are more economical 
than distributed groups of small generators and so the need for 
centralized economical generation and distribution was established. 
The principal of using remote hydro-electric power stations also 
appealed to countries with potential sites, if the problems associated 
with the transmission and distribution of the electricity could be 
overcome. 
1.1.1 History of hvdc transmission 
One of the earliest systems that can be classed as dc transmission 
occurred between 1877 and 1880, and was known as a "Brush forty- 
lighter" after its inventor Charles Francis Brush,. of Cleveland, 
Oregan [1,2]. The system involved running forty arc lights connected 
in series across a2 kV dc generator. Although this system. does not 
transmit large quantities of power over long distances, the principal 
of saving on the cost of conductors feeding a series of arc lamps was 
established by this popular [4] system. 
A Frenchman, Marcel Deprez was the first person to pursue the Brush 
system to its logical conclusion, with the publication in 1881 of a 
theoretical paper on dc power transmission [5]. In the following year 
he put the theory into practice in Munich at the German 
Electrotechnical Exhibition, by supplying to the exhibition 1.5 kW of 
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power generated by a single 2 kV dc machine located 35 miles away at a 
coal mine in Iiesbach 161. 
In England, at the same time developments were taking place in the 
electrical systems used to supply the increasing domestic demand for 
power for filament lamps. In most cases, to meet the peak of the 
daily load curve, the generator output was supplemented by banks of 
batteries that were recharged when the generating machinery would 
otherwise be idle. 
To economise on the distribution wiring, the batteries were located 
near to the geographical centre of the load. The bulky and more 
objectionable generating equipment was housed elsewhere. To reduce 
the cost of the copper in the feeders from the generators the charging 
was performed at high voltage, by series rather than parallel 
connecting the generators and also by connecting the batteries in 
series. During the duty part of the daily cycle, the generators and 
the batteries were parallel connected for distribution to the customer 
at a lower voltage of about 200 V. This situation represents a 
practical application of hvdc transmission and such a system which 
charged the batteries at 1.8 kV was in operation in Colchester in 1884 
[7]. The Cadogan Electric Lighting Company also developed a similar 
system with a7 mile transmission line operating at up to 1.5 kV for 
the lighting of the residential areas of Chelsea and Belgravia [7]. 
By 1900 Rend Thury, a Swiss engineer, trained in Geneva and in 
Edison's laboratories in America, was already established as a 
pioneer of hvdc power transmission. He already had 12 installations 
in service [8] and the largest of these had begun operation in 1896 
transmitting 1.89 XV of power at 12.6 kV over a 16-mile route. The 
line voltage was obtained by the series connection of seven 
generators, with the metalwork of each generator insulated from earth 
and insulating couplings in the drive of each of the generators. This 
system avoided the problem of handling large voltages on a single 
machine, but at the expense of the reduced reliability which naturally 
resulted. 
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Thury's last installation was announced in 1905 [9] and was in service 
from the following year until 1937 [101. The scheme transmitted 4 I1[V 
of power at 57 kV over a 112 mile route to Lyon from a hydro-electric 
power station in Noutiers. The dc power transmitted was added to 
power from ac-fed motor generator sets at a machine substation in 
Vaulx en Velin, before being passed down a pair of cables to Rue 
d'Alsace, Lyon at a constant 75 A dc supply and a voltage up to 60 kV. 
Here the greater part of the power was converted to ac by motor- 
generator sets and the remainder used at 600 V dc for the tramway 
[11]. 
This scheme of Thury's ran reliably and successfully for many years 
and its rating was increased twice by the addition of further hydro- 
electric power stations, firstly at La Bridoire in 1911 and secondly 
at Bozel in 1912 112,13,14]. These stations had capacities of 6 XV 
and 9 ITV respectively and to accommodate the constant line current was 
increased to 150 A. The system was rarely operated at full power and 
usually worked at about 100 kV to transmit about 15 XV. 
At this time it was being realised by both Thury and by other workers 
in the field, such as John Somerville Highfield, that the economical 
limit on the size of a dc generator was being reached. The limit was 
quantified by Artur Scherbius [15] in 1914, when he showed that a 
large high voltage dc generator would not be of optimum proportions. 
Also the development of the steam turbine as an economical prime mover 
could not be fully exploited by a large output dc generator, which 
typically ran at 300 rpm, until a high-speed reduction gearbox had 
been developed. 
In 1913 the Frenchman Maurice Leblanc [ 16] noted the 20 XV rating of 
turbo-alternators and the achievement of 150 kV ac transmission lines. 
Leblanc shared the view of Thury and Highfield that dc transmission 
should be complementary to ac techniques, and not a distinct 
alternative. He also mentioned the development of the Cooper Hewitt 
mercury-vapour rectifier [17] which had been developed from lamps 
first shown by Peter Cooper Hewitt in 1901 [18]. 
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By 1905 a version of the mercury-vapour rectifier developed by Charles 
Proteus Steinmetz of the GE Co. was reported as completing a 
successful year of service at a rating of 3.8 A and 925 V [19]. In 
1908 a steel-clad version of the rectifier was patented by Hewitt, and 
by 1910 a steel-tank version had been produced by Westinghouse [20]. 
In his 1913 survey [16] Leblanc predicted the use of these rectifiers 
for the conversion of the output of large turbo-alternators to hvdc, 
for transmission through underground cables. He also foresaw the use 
of a device, similar to the rectifier, to provide the inversion 
process, in converting the transmitted dc back to ac with lower losses 
than then currently possible with rotating machinery. 
The next development in the field of hvdc transmission occurred was a 
device called a "Transverter" [21], first patented [22] in 1920 by 
Villiam Earnest Highfield and John Barnshaw Calverley. The principal 
of the device had been patented in 1888 by Zipernowski and Deri [23] 
in a device called a "permutator". Another device utilising the sane 
principal was developed by Maurice Hutin and Maurice Leblanc at the 
turn of the century [24] was termed "le panchahuteur". 
The "Traneverter" [25] basically comprised transformers commutated by 
synchronously rotating brushgear. The brushes were mounted on a 
horizontal shaft rotating at 1,500 rpm and wiped banks of stationary 
contacts. The advantage of this device over other conversion 
equipment was that the brushes alone moved and any possible problems 
of rotational stresses limiting the size of the generators were partly 
overcose. 
The first public disclosure of the "Transverter" was made in 1922 by 
Roger Smith 1261, who described the successful testing of an 
experimental device giving a dc output of 2.5 A at 100 kV fed from a 
three-phase, 50 Hz, 2 kV supply. Two further "Transverters" were 
built with an increased rating of 20 A dc at 100 kV, and one of these 
was completed in time for showing at the British Empire Exhibition at 
Wembley in 1924. 
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However, several important difficulties arose which prevented the 
"Transverter" from progressing beyond the stage of a bold experiment. 
Technical considerations prompted doubts about the ability of the 
device to commutate large amounts of power. Economic arguments worked 
against the device because of the ability of ac transmission 
techniques to handle the bulk transmission of power required in 
England, and the standardisation and consolidation of the ac system 
[27-301. 
1.1.2 The advent of mercury-arc and hot-cathode rectifiers 
The advances predicted in Leblanc's 1913 survey [16] were soon to 
occur and by 1925 the rating of mercury-arc rectifier units was 
increasing. A fan-cooled glass-bulb type was capable of giving 150 A 
dc and a water-cooled steel-tanked unit being developed by Brown, 
Boveri & Co. (BBC) at Baden was available in ratings up to 1,500 A 
[31]. Both units were rated at only 600 V and so were not capable of 
producing the high voltages needed for hvdc transmission purposes, but 
progress in this direction was being made. By 1928 a device with a 
rating of 16 kV and 150 A was available, giving a power output of 
2.4 XV [321. 
Another important advance that occurred at this time in the USA was 
the addition of a practical grid control for a hot-cathode rectifier 
(33,34], the type of device favoured by the GE Co. over the mercury- 
arc pool-cathode devices common in Europe. The device produced by GE 
Co. was called a "thyratron", and by 1930 a rating of 20 kV and 100 A 
[35] had been achieved. The presence of a gate control in the 
"thyratron" meant that these devices could be used for inversion as 
well as rectification, and a brief disclosure made in 1930 [36] 
described an experimental hvdc transmission system using these devices 
at each end of a line equivalent to 400 miles long, with the inverter 
end being at 15 kV ac. 
Simultaneously, in Europe, progress was being made in the development 
of the steel-tank mercury-pool cathode rectifier. Ratings of 10 kV, 
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10 A were achieved for a single-anode device on the continent [37], 
and 12 kV 60 A for a multi-anode device developed by English Electric 
Co. Ltd. E381. 
In the USA in 1935, GE Co. demonstrated an "artificial" 150 kV 
transmission system using "thyratrons" [39] which took 3-phase ac at 
550 V, converting it to 15 kV, 10 A dc and then inverting it back into 
the same ac system. Due to the success of this demonstration a larger 
experiment was performed in the same year, feeding to and from a 
13.8 kV ac system [401. Six hot-cathode valves were used in the 
rectifier to produce 15 kV 200 A dc and the inversion was performed by 
six "thyratrons". Up to 3 XV of power could be fed through aA mile 
long cable to demonstrate the potential of the system. 
GB Co. proceeded, in 1937, to install a full-scale 17 mile 
transmission link between the Mechanicsville substation of the New 
York Power and Light Corporation and their own factory substation at 
Schenectady 1411. The line transmitted 4.7 XV in 175 A dc at 27 V. 
The dc rating of this system was increased from that of the previous 
one by the use of twelve hot-cathode valves connected in series pairs 
for rectification, and a similar arrangement of twelve "thyratrons" 
for inversion. The individual devices used in this scheme were rated 
at 8.5 kV, 60 A and the hvdc link also demonstrated another advantage 
over ac transmission by performing a frequency conversion on the input 
of 40 Hz, to add power to the existing 60 Hz Schenectady system. 
At the Fifth Swiss National Exhibition, which opened in Nay 1939 at 
Zurich, BBC gave a demonstration of hvdc transmission using 
grid-controlled mercury-arc devices (42]. The 19 mile transmission of 
500 kV, rectified from 3-phase power at 6 kV, in the form of 10 A dc 
at 50 kV was carried by a single overhead conductor (the earth 
conductor of an existing 3-phase overhead line) with an earth return 
over two sections of its path. The power, which was received at the 
exhibition as hvdc, was then inverted into 3-phase 6 kV ac and fed 
into the distribution system of the Zurich Electricity Works. 
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Although the power transmitted by this demonstration was not as great 
as that achieved in the USA by GE Co., BBC still concluded (42] 
"... doubt can no longer exist that economically-operated large power 
transmission systems of the future over long distances will be by 
means of high-voltage dc... We intend going ahead with the 
development of still higher voltages in a single cylinder. " 
From 1932 onwards, the development of mercury-arc converters by 
Allmanna Svenska Blektriska Aktiebolaget (ASEA) continued in their 
rectifier department at Ludvika [43). In 1940 intensive research was 
begun, with the aim of exploiting the hydro-electric resources in the 
north of the country to supply the growing demand in the south. In 
1943 an agreement was reached by ASBA and the Swedish State Power 
Board for the joint financing of. an experimental hvdc transmission 
system [43]. 
The installed system, which was completed by 1944, ran for 36 miles 
between Xellerud and Trollhättan and could transmit up to 8.5 ]4W in 
either direction at 90 kV, using mercury-pool valves [45]. The 
terminal stations each had 16 ASEA single-anode grid-controlled 
mercury-pool valves, of which 12 were active during normal running. 
Early in 1943 an American firm, the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing 
Company, entered the field with a multi-anode mercury-pool rectifier 
and inverter combination for the purposes of frequency conversion [46, 
47]. The system took power from the 3-phase CO Hz public supply at 
132 kV and converted it for use with a privately generated 66 kV 
supply at 25 Hz at the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation (part of 
the United States Steel Corporation) at Gary near Chicago. The 
presence of dc at 1.75 kV was incidental and only existed for a matter 
of feet between the two pairs of multi-anode units. The power rating 
of the system was 6.7 XV. 
Three European frequency converters, rated at between 1 XV and 3.6 XV, 
were also produced at about the same time, where the conversion 
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occurred within the tank of the "mutator" and so was not externally 
available [48,49]. 
At the end of 1943, the GE Co. installed a frequency converter at the 
Edgar Thompson steel plant in Pittsburg (again part of the United 
States Steel Corporation) (50). The reversible 25/60 Hz system was 
rated at 20 MW and produced an intermediate dc at 29.4 kV. The scheme 
no longer made use of GE Co. 's own hot-cathode glass "thyratron", but 
used a single-anode mercury-pool metal-enveloped "Ignitron" valve 
developed by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company (51]. 
The "ignitrons" used in this scheme had individual ratings of 150 A dc 
and a maximum peak inverse voltage of 20 kV. The total power rating 
of the conversion was handled by two units of 10 1IW, each consisting 
of 24 water-cooled pentode "ignitrons" used in series pairs. The 
pentode type of "ignitron" differed from the usual type by the 
presence of a grid for control of its firing and internal behaviour 
[52]. The two units of the scheme were operated either singly or in 
parallel according to the power required. The scheme gave 
satisfactory service and was still running as late as 1958 [531. 
Problems were occurring however, in the operation of the Carnegie- 
Illinois Steel Corporation's 6.7 XV installation, and after World 
War II, each of the twelve-anode mercury-pool valves was replaced by 
twelve single-anode water-cooled continuously-pumped "excitron" 
valves, with ratings which gave the new scheme an enhanced rating of 8 
MV [541. 
The "exciter" was a development of the "ignitron" valve by the 
addition of an auxiliary "exciter" anode, and represented a 
convergence of the American and European designs for high-voltage 
valves [55,56]. The devices used on each side of the Atlantic 
operated on the same principles, even if they were seldom called by 
the term "exciter" in Europe. 
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During the war years development of hvdc technology continued on 
several fronts. In Switzerland, BBC continued their experiments with 
hvdc, with a 20 mile transmission of 13 KW at 33 kV using multi-anode 
valves [57], until they were forced in 1946 to abandon the research 
work on economic grounds [28]. 
In Germany the war was a deciding factor in the choice between ac and 
dc for a transmission between the Alps and the Ruhr. A planned three- 
phase 400 kV overhead line was abandoned in favour of an hvdc 
underground cable on the basis of being less vulnerable to air-raid 
damage [581. Accordingly, tests for transmitting power between two 
power stations in Berlin were performed by Siemens-Schuckert A. G. 
whereby 400 kV of power was taken from the ac system at 30 kV and 
transmitted for three miles along an existing overhead line at 110 kV 
dc E591. 
As a result of the success of this test, a larger experiment was 
designed to transmit 60 XV of power at 400 kV dc 70 miles down an 
underground cable from the Elbe power station to Xarienfelde near 
Berlin [601. The purpose of the experiment was to gain further 
experience with the single-anode valves, twelve of which were to be 
used in each terminal station. Siemens-Schuckert A. G and Allgemeine 
Elektricitats-Gesellschaft (AEG) were each made responsible for one 
terminal station and half of the cable. However, before the work was 
completed the war ended and the surviving plant and documents were 
taken to the USSR as reparations. 
1.1.3 Survey of post-war hvdc schemes. 
The first major hvdc scheme to be constructed after the end of World 
War II was the Gotland link, which was designed and constructed by 
ASEA and their subsidiary A. B. Liljeholnens Kabelfabrik in 1949. The 
link, rated at 20 XV and 100 kV, was fully commissioned by 1954 1611 
and taken over by the Swedish State Power Board on ist January 1956. 
It ran from Västervik, Sweden through 60 miles of submarine cable to 
Visby, on Gotland island. 
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As a result of the successful operation of the Gotland scheme [ 621, a 
proposed ac interconnection between England and France was 
reconsidered, [63] and in September 1957 formal British approval was 
given by the Minister for Power [64] for a hvdc power transmission 
link. The conversion equipment was built by ASEA [65] and the scheme 
rated at 800 A and 200 kV, with capability of power transmission in 
either direction through a total of 42 miles of cable. The scheme, 
which began experimental operation in October 1961 [68], was fully 
commissioned by 8th December 1961 and ran from Echinghen near Boulogne 
to Lydd which is 4 miles from Dungeness point [67]. 
By 1965, the Volgograd-Donbass transmission scheme [68] achieved its 
rated power of 720 XV along 294 miles of overhead line. The line was 
built to transmit power in either direction between a hydro-electric 
power station at Volgograd and an industrial and mining district in 
the Donets Basin. The dc scheme was chosen in preference to an ac 
scheme in order to gain experience in long line hvdc schemes. 
In the same year, an hvdc transmission scheme went into operation in 
New Zealand connecting the North and South Islands [891. The growing 
demand for power in the North island was found to be more economically 
met by the installation of hydro-electric plant in the South island 
together with a dc link, than by further steam-electric power plants 
in the North. The scheme used a total of 354 miles of overhead line 
and 24 miles of submarine cable to transmit 800 XV of power at 
±250 kV, and cost about two-thirds of an alternative ac transmission 
scheme. The four-anode valves were manufactured by ASEA and were each 
rated at 1.2 kA, 125 kV. 
Also in 1905 the Konti-Skan link between Sweden and Denmark went into 
service (70]. This scheme was rated at 250 XV, 250 kV through 
54 miles of overhead line and 54 miles of submarine cable. It was a 
monopolar scheme using sea return, with the second stage of the scheme 
doubling its rating by making a bipolar circuit with a metallic 
return. The cost of this scheme was similar to a comparable ac 
system, but provided the advantage of an asynchronous tie with a 
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higher stability limit than a 350 MV ac tie and eliminated the need 
for load-frequency regulation of the ac systems. Four-anode 1.1 kA, 
125 kV valves were used again in this scheme. 
A further development in 1985 was the Sakuma frequency changer, 
interconnecting the 50 and 60 Hz systems of Japan. The scheme was 
rated at 300 XV and was capable of passing power in either direction 
using similar valves to those used for the New Zealand and Konti-Skan 
schemes. 
Using similar valves, the Sardinia scheme was started in the following 
year connecting the Italian island of Sardinia via the French island 
of Corsica to the Italian mainland near La Spezia 1711. The scheme 
was rated at 200 XV and was built to utilise the large coal deposits 
on Sardinia by transmitting power to the mainland, to maintain the 
frequency of Sardinia's power system and also to import power from the 
mainland during any forced outages of the island's power station. The 
scheme's unusual feature was that the two conductors were of the same 
polarity with the sea forming the return path. 
In 1968 the first 78 MV stage of a power transmission link between 
Arnott, British Colombia to Vancouver Island was completed [72]. The 
total scheme was rated at 312 MW and transmitted power over 26 miles 
of overhead line and 20 miles of undersea cable with the ultimate 
voltage of the scheme being 1130 kV. 
In 1970, the Pacific Northwest-Pacific Southwest hvdc link went in to 
service [731 transmitting 1.44 GY through each of two separate ±400 kV 
dc bipolar links. A separate 1 GW ac connection was also included as 
part of the scheme, which was designed to take advantage of the 
seasonal variation of generation and load between the areas. The ac 
overhead lines were a total of 905 miles and the dc lines 853 miles 
long. The length and rating of these dc schemes were greater than any 
previous dc link. 
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Another scheme using a dc link to reinforce parallel ac transmissions 
is the CEGB's Kingsnorth link in London [74]. A total of 640 XV can 
be transmitted to two substations at Beddington and Willesden from the 
Kingsnorth thermal power station. The transmission is a bipolar 
scheme with each substation forming a single pole, and a neutral cable 
to carry the unbalanced current when the pole powers are unbalanced. 
The Belson River scheme [75] provided an interesting insight into the 
development of thyristors for the use in hvdc schemes. The scheme was 
designed to make use of the hydro-electric power available at the 
Nelson river, and it was decided to use hvdc techniques to transmit 
the power over 555 miles of overhead cable to Winnipeg. The scheme 
which has a design capacity of 6.5 GW was built in stages, each of 
which was rated at 1.62 GY. Five proposals for the terminal equipment 
were received, two using mercury-arc valves and three using 
thyristors. The mercury-arc proposal of the English Electric Company 
was ultimately accepted using valves rated at 150 kV and 1.8 kA, but 
the presence of the thyristor tender demonstrated the maturity of the 
solid state technology. 
1.1.4 Solid state technology 
Thyristor valves for hvdc schemes had been under development for many 
years and their ratings have gradually increased. Blocking voltages 
of modern thyristors are of the order of 5 kV and the full rating of a 
valve is attained by connecting many devices in series to share the 
voltage, and stacks of devices in parallel to share the current (76]. 
The first application of hvdc thyristor valves was in the Gotland link 
(77], where in 1967 one of the existing mercury-arc valves was 
replaced by a solid state equivalent with a group rating of 50 kV and 
200 A. After a total of 20 months of successful operating experience 
the thyristor valve was dismantled, and in 1970 a complete thyristor 
valve group installed increasing the rating of the total transmission 
scheme from 20 to 30 XV, by raising the link voltage from 100 to 
150 kV. 
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In 1972 the next major scheme to be commissioned was a frequency 
converter between the two ac systems of Hydro Quebec and New 
Brunswick. Called the Eel River scheme, the two ac systems operated 
at the same nominal 60 Hz frequency and the converter permitted 
asynchronous transmission of 320 XW of power at 80 kV dc, allowing for 
phase differences and drift of the frequencies. One important feature 
of this converter was that it was built from a design exclusively 
using thyristors, and demonstrated the fact that thyristors had 
developed sufficiently to provide an economical and practical 
alternative to the mercury-arc valve. 
The next scheme using thyristors, for which the original decision was 
taken in 1969, was the Cabora-Bassa link between Mozambique and 
Johannesburg, RSA. The 870 mile link, which was completed in 1979, 
was the first to have more than a megavolt between poles and had a 
rating of 1.92 GW at a voltage of ±533 V. It represents the first 
international bulk power transmission. A total of 36,000 thyristors 
were used in the scheme with oil for insulation and cooling of the 
devices. 
The Inga-Shaba scheme, which was approved in 1974, was designed to be 
implemented in three stages, with the first of these being rated at 
560 XV with a link voltage of ±500 kV. The length of transmission was 
1050 miles, to exploit the hydro-electric potential of the Zaire 
river. The scheme made use of air-insulated thyristors and is unusual 
in that the later stages of the scheme are designed to be added in 
parallel. The final rating of all three stages operating in parallel 
is 2.24 GV, at a link voltage of ±500 kV. The first stage of this 
scheme was completed in 1981. 
A change in the arrangement of thyristors in a hvdc substation was 
used for the Skagerrak transmission scheme between Norway and Denmark. 
The four individual valve stacks of each phase of the twelve-pulse 
converter were combined to form a total of three vertical quadruple 
valves, with each of the thyristors being of modular form for ease of 
maintenance. This arrangement of valves has now become standard 
for 
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hvdc schemes throughout the world. The scheme was rated at 500 XV, 
transmitting power over 78 miles of cable and 70 miles of overhead 
line. 
The Square Butte scheme, completed in 1977, was used to transmit 
500 XV of power at ±250 kV from North Dakota to Minnesota. A dc 
scheme was found to offer a cheaper alternative to local generation in 
Minnesota with imported fuel, as well as eliminating the system 
stabilisation problems inherent in the ac transmission alternative. 
Based on the confidence in thyristor technology obtained from the 
successful operating experience of the Eel River scheme, this scheme 
was designed as a twelve-pulse converter in each of the four poles. 
The final stage of the Nelson River scheme was completed in 1985 with 
a bipole rated At 1.8 GW and ±500 kV, using twelve-pulse bridges built 
using water cooled quadruple valves. Water cooling has generally 
become the accepted method of cooling for hvdc links. 
The Itaipu scheme, transmitting 12.6 GW of power over a total of 
525 miles, to both Paraguay and Brazil, is a modern example of an hvdc 
link using solid-state technology. In the joint development by the 
two countries, it was arranged for half of the power generated at the 
hydro-electric power station at Itaipu to go to each country. Their 
ac systems operate at different frequencies and consequently ac 
generation is performed at both 50 and 60 Hz. Approximately half the 
total power is sent along 800 kV ac lines and the rest transmitted 
along a pair of t800 kV bipolar dc transmission links. Each bipole of 
the scheme consisting of four twelve-pulse water cooled converters. 
In practice the split of the power to the two countries does not occur 
and the half of the power generated in Paraguay's name is in fact sold 
back to Brazil. 
A scheme built in the Soviet Union connects a thermal power station at 
the Ekibastuz coal fields of Siberia to the European part of the 
Soviet Union. The scheme possesses the longest dc transmission 
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distance of approximately 1500 miles and transmits 6 GW at an inter- 
pole voltage of 1.5 XV. 
One of the most recently commissioned hvdc power transmission links 
was designed by GEC Transmission and Distribution Projects Ltd. 178, 
79,801, transmitting up to 2 GW in either direction between the grid 
systems of the CEGB and Electricite de France. The scheme consists of 
two independent 1 GW hvdc links each with a transmission voltage of 
±270 kV sending power along eight individual submarine cables between 
Sellindge, Kent and Bonningues-les-Calais in Northern France. 
The two independent 1 GV hvdc links have, at each end of the link, a 
pair of series connected twelve-pulse bridges rated at 500 MV. The 
thyristors for each twelve-pulse bridge are arranged in three 11.9 a 
tall 62 tonne quadrivalves. Each quadrivalve consists of a total of 
1000 thyristors arranged as four series connected valves of 125 levels 
of two paralleled thyristors. 125 thyristors are required to achieve 
the voltage rating and a pair of thyristors per level are required for 
the current rating. The individual thyristors used are 56 mit in 
diameter and rated to withstand 4 kV reverse voltage. Cooling of the 
quadrivalve is by forced air in a sealed clean-air environment, with 
subsequent air-water heat exchangers and water-air evaporative 
coolers. 
Xany other schemes are under design or consideration throughout the 
world, including one designed to transmit up to 12 GY at ±600 kv dc 
for the Philadelphia Electric Company, USA. 
The number and increasing size of hvdc schemes throughout-the world 
demonstrates the development of thyristor technology and the economic 
advantage presented by hvdc schemes for large bulk power transmission 
without the problems presented by the equivalent ac schemes. 
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1.2 Comparison between AC and DC Power Transmission 
When large quantities of power are to be transmitted, the question of 
whether to use ac or dc techniques has to be decided on the basis of 
technical and economic factors. 
The factors favouring a dc transmission scheme are: 
1) For the same transmission costs (same conductor volume 
and insulation level), approximately 50% more power 
can be carried by dc due to the absence of both a 
peak/rms factor and power factor problems 180,817. 
2) Earth (or sea) return is possible. 
3) Fewer losses. 
4) No cable charging current under steady-state 
conditions. 
5) No phase shift and stability problems. 
6) To increase is fault level due to method of converter 
control (constant current) used. 
7) Link is asynchronous and can be used to connect ac 
systems of differing frequencies. 
Conversely, the factors favouring the choice of an ac transmission 
scheme are: 
1) Availability of high voltage circuit breakers. 
2) Static transformers. 
3) AC substations are less complex and cheaper for equal 
power levels. 
4) AC substations draw sinusoidal currents and require no 
filtering. 4 
However, the economic argunnts against dc power transmission are 
centred around the extra cost of the terminal equipment and in 
particular the ac to dc converters. Iahen comparing ac and dc 
trrnsmission schemes at a given power level, the dc scheme has the 
advantage of lower transmission costs and higher terminal equipment 
coasts. As the length of the dc power transmission scheme 
is 
increased, the advantages of the lower transmission costs begin to 
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overcome the extra cost of the terminal equipment. Over short 
distances ac transmission schemes will be economically favourable, but 
as the length of the scheme is increased a point is reached when the 
two schemes cost the same. Above this length (termed the cross-over 
distance) the dc scheme will be cheaper. A survey [831 performed in 
the late 1950's concluded that for a scheme using overhead lines, the 
cross-over distance was 380 miles for a system rated at 1500 N. W and 
450 miles for one rated at 750 MV. In the case of a scheme using 
underground or submarine cables, the cross-over distance was a much 
lower figure, at 25 miles [831. 
1.3 Objective of the Investigation 
The objective of this research was to perform an in-depth analysis of 
converter circuits used in hvdc power transmission . 
links, by 
developing a mathematical model, allowing for the following practical 
operating features: 
a) Finite dc side inductance 
b) Yon-zero ac system impedance 
c) Unbalanced 3-phase ac supply voltages 
d) Unbalanced converter transformer impedances 
e) Asymmetrical converter device triggering 
1.4 Method of Approach 
The approach adopted in this research was to develop in discrete 
stages the model of a twelve-pulse hvdc power transmission link with 
aulti-branch filters and a three branch representation of the ac 
system impedance. 
A summary of the available analytical techniques is given in Chapter 
3, including the methods adopted in this thesis. 
Chapter 4 describes a mathematical model for a six-pulse bridge using 
tensor techniques. The model is then extended to a twelve-pulse 
converter, with the ac system impedance represented as a series 
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combination of resistance and fundamental frequency reactance. A 
sample of the waveforms generated by this program is presented at the 
end of the Chapter. 
A comparison of the results from the twelve pulse converter model with 
results using conventional analysis follows in Chapter 5. 
The diakoptic technique for modelling the complete transmission link 
is developed in Chapter 6, including a three branch representation of 
the ac system impedance and the multi-branch filter. Waveforms 
generated by the computer program are again presented. 
Chapter 7 confirms results from the program described in Chapter 8 by 
comparing predicted results with those obtained from a specially built 
small-scale laboratory model of a twelve-pulse transmission link. 
The performance of a typical current harmonic filter connected to the 
ac system of a twelve-pulse converter is evaluated in Chapter 8, using 
the mathematical model developed in Chapter 6. The process is 
repeated using a conventional design method and the two sets of 
results are compared. 
Conclusions on the work presented in this thesis are given in 
Chapter 9, together with some suggestions for further work. 
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2. PRINCIPLES OF HVDC POWER TRANSMISSION 
This chapter introduces the basic principles and some of the terminology 
used in hvdc power transmission schemes. It begins by describing the 
circuit which forms the fundamental building unit for transmission 
schemes, goes on to discuss the process of commutation and then mentions 
a few of the most commonly used control strategies. 
2.1 3-Phase Bridge Circuit 
The 3-phase bridge circuit, shown in Figure 2.1, is the basic building 
block used in hvdc power transmission schemes. It provides a means of 
converting 3-phase alternating voltages and currents into a direct 
voltage and current and vice versa. In the simplest case, an hvdc power 
transmission scheme would consist of one such circuit at each end of a 
dc transmission line or cable. One bridge circuit would be used to 
rectify the ac to dc and the other would invert the dc back to ac. 
The elements labelled T1-T6 in Figure 2.1 are switching elements, which 
connect the 3-phases of the ac supply to the output terminals of the 
bridge in sequence to produce a direct voltage. If the switching 
elements used are controllable, the bridge can be used to invert power 
from a dc source into an ac system. 
Figure 2.2 shows the voltage and current waveforms for the bridge when 
operating as a rectifier, with a firing delay angle of zero degrees, 
supplied by a stiff ac system and feeding a passive load having a large 
inductance. The firing delay for the thyristors is defined as the delay 
between the earliest possible conduction time and the instant when the 
gate signal is applied. This delay is often quoted as an angle, a%º 
where 360' represents one cycle of the ac supply. For the 3-phase 
bridge, the range of a for rectification is from 0' to 90' and for 
inversion, from 90' to 180', providing the load current is continuous. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates the case of the minimum firing delay angle, in 
which case operation is that of an uncontrolled rectifier bridge. 
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Figure 2.1 Three-phase bridge circuit. 
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The direct voltage shown in Figure 2.2(b) can be seen to have six 
ripples per cycle of the fundamental waveform and so the bridge may be 
described as a 6-pulse bridge. From the voltage across thyristor T1, 
shown in Figure 2.2(c), it is evident that the device conducts for the 
whole of the period during which e. is the most positive voltage. 
2.2 Commutation Angle 
Commutation may be defined as the sequential switching of current from 
one thyristor to the next in the firing sequence. The sequence of 
conduction of the thyristors in Figure 2.1 is illustrated by the 
numbering sequence T1-T6. 
The commutation process may be described by considering a typical 
situation when thyristors Ti and T2 are conducting. The next thyristor 
in the conduction sequence is T3 and the commutation begins when its 
gate signal is applied. Thyristors T1 and T3 now form a commutation 
path between two lines of the supply. The driving voltage in this mesh, 
called the commutating voltage, tends to decrease the current in Ti and 
increase the current in T3 until the former falls to zero and 
commutation ceases. The commutation angle, u defines the duration of 
commutation. 
Due to the absence of inductance in the path of the commutating current 
of Figure 2.1, the transfer of current from one device to the next is 
instantaneous and the commutation angle is zero. However, in practice 
the ac supply is not perfectly stiff and its inductance causes a non- 
zero commutation angle. Additionally, in most practical hvdc 
installations, the 3-phase bridge is connected to the ac system through 
a transformer to achieve the desired voltage level. The leakage 
inductance of this converter transformer increases the inductance of the 
commutating path, and indeed forms the main part of the commutation 
inductance. 
Taking account of the commutation inductance modifies the voltage and 
current waveforms to those of Figure 2.3, which show a finite 
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commutation angle. The figure also shows the effect of operating the 
bridge with a finite value of a. Figure 2.3(a) shows that the effect of 
both a firing delay angle and a finite commutation angle is to remove a 
"notch" from the dc voltage waveform. These "notches" appear in the 
direct voltage and also in the thyristor voltage waveform. Figure 
2.3(c) illustrates the fact that in rectification the firing delay 
angle also corresponds to the period for which the thyristor is forward 
biased before being turned on. This is evident from the waveform, which 
has a small positive triangle of voltage which lasts for 15' before the 
voltage collapses as the device is turned on. 
The effect of the firing delay angle and the commutation angle on the 
three line currents can be seen in Figure 2.3(d). Commutation has the 
effect of rounding the rising and falling edges of the current blocks. 
Each current block now takes u' to rise from zero to the positive or 
negative dc level and u' to fall back to zero. This increases the 
length of the current blocks from 1200 (in the case with zero 
commutation) to 120 + u'. The firing delay angle has the effect of 
delaying all three line current waveforms with respect to the 3-phase 
voltage waveforms. This has a direct influence on the reactive 
component of power taken by the bridge, as described in section 2.3. 
Figure 2.4 shows the voltage and current waveforms for inverter 
operation, with finite commutation angle. Commutation in this circuit 
is performed by the ac system voltage tending to reduce the current in 
the outgoing thyristor. This will only occur up to a certain instant in 
the cycle, after which the ac system voltage tends to increase the 
commutation current. If commutation is not completed by this time, then 
commutation failure will occur. 
To prevent commutation failure, it is normal to ensure that commutation 
is completed before the change in sign of the commutation voltage, which 
occurs at a=180'. A safety angle y is introduced, which is the angle 
between the actual end of the coluwtation and the zero commutation 
voltage instant. In normal operation i is maintained above the minimum 
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value to prevent commutation failure. The safety angle may be defined 
as 
V= 180 - (a + u) (2.1) 
It can be seen that, when the sum of a and u exceeds 180', the angle Y 
becomes negative and a commutation failure will occur. This is normally 
only a problem when the bridge is operated in the inversion mode and 
only causes trouble during rectification when the commutation angle is 
exceptionally large. A typical minimum value for Y used in hvdc schemes 
is 10'-15'. 
In the case of inversion, shown in Figure 2.4, the firing delay angle is 
130' and the commutation angle is 15', which gives a safety angle of 
15'. The angles u and Y have similar effects on the voltage waveforms 
as for the rectifier case. "Botches" of width a' and Y' appear in the 
direct voltage and in the thyristor voltage waveforms. However, the 
value of a cannot be so easily identified in these waveforms, since 
a> (120+u') and the usual phase voltage cross-over no longer coincides 
with the zero-crossing of the device voltage waveform. 
This shift in the voltage cross-over occurs because of the effect of the 
thyristor conduction pattern on the device voltages, when a>(120'+U) 
the phase voltage cross-over, corresponding to thyristor Ti becoming 
forward biased, occurs before device T5 begins to conduct (when 
a<(120+u) T1 becomes forward biased while T5 is conducting). This means 
that the device voltage for Ti is equal to the voltage e. -eb and not the 
voltage e. -ec (which is the case when T5 jr, conducting). The voltage 
e. -eb has a zero-crossing some 60' before the zero-crossing of the 
voltage e. -ec and so T1 becomes forward biased before the phase voltage 
cross-over. The firing delay angle is shown for thyristor T2 in Figures 
2.4(a) and 2.4(c). 
Firing angles when defined relative to the primary undistorted phase 
voltage crossings remain fixed irrespective of the size of the firing 
delay and commutation angles. This convention is therefore adhered to 
in all the computer programs described in this thesis, in the practical 
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rig described in Chapter 7, and in the theoretical predictions of 
Kimbark. 
The inversion current waveforms shown in Figure 2.4(d) have convex 
rising edges and concave falling edges, which is the converse of the 
rectification waveforms. Also, the much larger values of a considerably 
delay the current waveforms with respect to the phase voltage waveforms. 
The mean direct voltage of Figure 2.4(b) is negative, compared with the 
positive value of Figure 2.3(b). Similarly the mean device voltage is 
negative in the rectifier case and positive in the inverter case. 
2.3 Active and Reactive Power Components 
An hvdc power transmission link is used to transmit power from one ac 
system to another and it is necessary to ensure that sufficient reactive 
power is available at each end of the link under all operating 
conditions. This is usually achieved by connecting a combination of 
static compensation equipment and filters to the ac sides of each 
converter of the dc link. 
When rectifying, a fully-controlled bridge receives active power fron 
the ac system and the current waveforms lag the phase voltages by an 
angle dependent upon the value of a. This indicates an absorption of 
reactive power by the bridge. 
During inversion, the power flow is reversed compared with the rectifier 
case and the ac currents lag the phase voltages by more than 90', which 
indicates an absorption of reactive power. 
The active and reactive components of power from the ac system to the 
converter are, 
Active Power, P=S Cos / (2.2) 
Reactive Power, Q=S Sin (2.3) 
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where S is the apparent power and f is the angle between the fundamental 
frequency components of the current and voltage waveforms. As the 
firing delay angle of the converter increases, the current lags further 
the voltage waveform. Hence a and 0 are closely related and it can be 
seen that for values of 0 less than 90', P and Q are both positive, and 
for values of 0 greater than 90', P reverses in sign while Q remains 
positive. Hence reactive power is absorbed from the ac system by a 
converter whether rectifying or inverting, and active power flows from 
the ac system to the dc system when rectifying and vice versa when 
inverting. 
Ignoring losses in the conversion process, the active power P is equal 
to the dc power 
P=V, l Id (2.4) 
and the angle between the fundamental frequency voltage and current 
Waveforms j is defined by 
tan j= sin(2a 
+ 2u) - sin(2a) - 2u (2.5) 
cos (20 - Cos (2a + 2u) 
The displacement factor is defined as cos 0. For the bridge operating 
in the inverting mode, the equivalent relationships may be obtained by 
using the following substitution 
Y=a (2.6) 
It can be seen that the reactive power demand will vary with the active 
power level, the confutation angle and a or V. The values of these 
variables are under the influence of the control system which will be 
discussed in the next section. 
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2.4 HVDC Converter Compounding 
Converter compounding is the general term used for the strategies used 
to control the rectifying and inverting converters of a dc link. Normal 
operation of an hvdc power transmission link involves maintaining. a 
constant direct voltage, with changes of power level achieved by varying 
the direct current level. This being so, there are four main variables 
available for the control of the direct current level. These are: 
1) Rectifier firing delay angle, a 
2) Inverter firing advance angle, A (=Y+u) 
3) Rectifier ac voltage 
4) Inverter ac voltage 
The last two variables are available using tap-changers on each of the 
two converter transformers. Complete control of the link may be 
achieved by adjusting the first two variables mentioned above, but this 
would not produce an ideal solution owing to the large displacement 
factor and hence low power factor at low power settings. 
Tap-changers on transformers have a slower response than electronic 
control systems. Therefore, the firing delay/advance angles are used 
for swift response to transient and fault conditions and the 
tap-changers are used for longer term load variations. 
A commonly used inverter strategy is constant extinction angle 
compounding (CEA compounding) which involves variation of the firing 
advance angle, ß, to maintain a constant value of extinction or safety 
angle Y as the direct current level varies. 
Another pair of compounding strategies commonly used for link control 
are rectifier and inverter constant current compounding 
(CC compounding). Both are used to prevent excessive changes in the 
direct current level under transient conditions, 
If during operation of the link, the ac system voltage connected to the 
inverter should transiently fall, then a dranatic increase in the direct 
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current level would result. This is prevented by the presence of 
rectifier CC compounding, which effectively comes into operation when 
the direct current tends to increase above the demanded value, and 
operates by increasing the rectifier firing delay angle to maintain the 
direct current at a set constant maximum value. The rectifier end 
direct voltage is effectively reduced by this operation, to maintain a 
constant direct current level right down to zero voltage. 
Inverter CC compounding comes into operation if there is a transient 
reduction in the rectifier ac system voltage which tends to decrease the 
link current, resulting in the running down of the link. If the link 
current falls below the demanded level, then the inverter firing advance 
angle is increased to maintain the current at the minimum level right 
down to zero direct voltage with no power being transmitted even though 
the link current is still flowing. 
The use of these three compounding techniques in the operation of hvdc 
power transmission links leads to its stable operation under some of the 
most commonly found transient or fault conditions. 
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3. ANALYTICAL TECHAIQUES 
This chapter presents some of the possible methods of analysis 
available for electrical circuits and shows in detail the particular 
method chosen for the work presented in this thesis. 
In all cases, the basic method used is identical. Circuit equations 
are produced by some means, and then solved. Several methods may be 
used for the assembly and also for the solution of the equations. 
3.1 Review of Previous Work 
When presented with a circuit analysis problem, one of the first 
questions that must be answered is whether to solve the equations in 
the frequency or the time domain. In certain cases the frequency 
domain provides a quick elegant solution using Laplace transforms. 
However, when circuits with switching elements have to be considered, 
the Laplace transform approach becomes more complicated, since it 
requires different solutions for the different circuit configurations, 
with their corresponding initial conditions as the switching elements 
turn on and off. 
In addition, as the number of branches and switching elements in the 
circuit increases, the Laplace transform approach becomes more and 
more cumbersoi. 
Regardless of the complexity of the frequency domain approach, 
Yacaaini and Oliveira at UXIST have done much work [84,85,86] using 
this approach, to predict the abnormal harmonics caused by the 
following non-ideal conditions; 
D imbalance of ac supply voltage 
ii) harmonic voltage distortion of ac supply voltage 
iii) imbalance of the ac supply impedance 
iv) random errors in the firing pulses 
v) dc side harmonics 
vi) transformer saturation 
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The simulations were based on the following three assumptions: 
I) The dc side inductance is such that the current on the 
dc side is perfectly smooth and not time varying. 
ii) The overlap angles are always less than 60'. 
iii) The dc loads are operated with fixed values of current 
iv) The voltage drops across the conducting valves are 
neglected. 
The work provided many useful results relating to the harmonics 
generated by a wide range of single and multi-converter loads, but 
unfortunately the model only predicted the steady-state behaviour of 
the circuit. The work described in this thesis assumes a finite dc 
side inductance, " which requires the analysis to be able to cope 
with a direct current having appreciable ripple component. 
Further work performed by Reeve and others 187,88,89,90] and Mathur 
and Sharaf [91] uses similar techniques, to assemble the current 
waveform in a piecemeal fashion from information determined 
iteratively about the commutation voltages. This permits the 
representation of non-sinusoidal voltage waveforms and allows for the 
effect of the modification of overlap angles and commutation currents. 
The work of Ilathur and Sharaf extends the work of Reeve and Baron [90] 
to include the effects of unbalance in the commutation angles and 
harmonic voltages. However, the approach is again a steady-state 
frequency domain one and does not allow for the variation of the 
direct current and representation of the impedance and voltage drop of 
conducting valves. 
Other work in the field [92,93,94,951, concerned with the harmonic 
content of an ac system with an attached converter, simply treats the 
converter as a source of harmonic currents that may be determined by a 
Fourier analysis of the theoretical square wave taken by a three-phase 
bridge with zero commutation reactance and a perfectly stiff 
fundamental ac supply voltage. Commutation reactance will reduce the 
level of the harmonics by rounding the edges of the current waveforms, 
but the interactive influence of the harmonic currents and effect of 
noa-steady direct current make this approach appear rather simplistic. 
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The slightly different approach of Biringer and Slonim 198,97] uses 
the technique of "algebraic addition" instead of integration of the 
complex trigonometrical functions representing the converter 
waveforms. However, the starting point of the method requires a 
series of definitions to describe the converter waveforms at different 
instants in time, which represents a simplistic modelling of the 
converter. 
The work of Hingorani and Hay [98], Hingorani, Kitchin and Hay [99] 
and O'Regan and Dillon [100] all present methods for simulation of 
transient conditions on hvdc power transmission links. The methods 
presented in these papers use simplified representations of the 
converting transformers and ignore the influence of non-perfect 
switching action of the thyristors. These papers also neglect the 
presence of ac filter circuits and ignore the effect of the ac system 
impedance. Except for reference 100 they only consider the case of 
one bridge at each end. Further work has been performed by Hingorani 
and Burberry [103] to simulate the ac system impedance at certain 
frequencies and some of this work has been included in the research 
presented in this thesis. 
Williams and Smith 1101] and Kettleborough, Smith and Fanthone [102], 
use tensor methods in the analysis of their circuits, and these 
techniques are used extensively in the present work and are described 
in section 3.2.4. The tensor methods are introduced to provide an 
efficient method for dealing with the many time varying equations 
involved in the analysis of the converter circuits. 
3.2 Development of Circuit Equations 
The analysis of electrical circuits is based on the application of 
three laws, namely Ohm's Law and Kirchhoff's voltage and current laws. 
These laws may be combined to produce useful theorems, such as 
Superposition, Thevenin's and Norton's which can be used in the 
analysis of circuits. 
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For very simple circuits it is possible to determine a solution in a 
straightforward manner. However, as the number of branches in the 
circuit grows, the need for a systematic method of network analysis 
increases. 
3.2.1 Network analysis 
In general, network analysis is applied to a circuit having n nodes 
and b branches. The three main methods of network analysis are: 
1) Branch Current Analysis. 
Each branch has a current assigned to it. Kirchhoff's voltage 
law is applied round each independent closed loop and 
Kirchhoff's current law is applied at all but one of the nodes 
of the circuit. The b equations may be solved for the branch 
currents. 
2) Nodal Analysis. 
Using one of the nodes of the circuit as a reference, 
Kirchhoff's current law is applied to all but the reference 
node. These n-i equations may be solved for the node 
voltages. 
3) Mesh or Loop Analysis. 
For the purposes of the analysis, a set of imaginary closed 
loops are assigned to the circuit, each having an individual 
current. Kirchhoff's voltage law is then applied to each of 
the b-n+1 loops, and the equations solved for the loop 
currents. 
The method giving the smallest number of equations is usually chosen. 
The number of equations for the three methods described above apply 
only to single part networks. For multiple-part networks consisting 
of several different parts with no electrical interconnection between 
then, but with magnetic coupling, the above expressions need to be 
applied to each individual part-circuit to give the total number of 
equations for the solution. 
The simplest ac-dc converter circuit considered in this thesis is the 
six-pulse bridge supplied by a star-star connected transformer as 
shown in Figure 4.2. The arrangement and operation of the bridge 
is 
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described in detail in Chapter 4. The circuit consists of two 
magnetically linked parts and in the typical conduction pattern shown 
in Figure 4.2 it has three branches and two nodes in the first 
circuit, and seven branches and six nodes in the other. The three 
methods of analysis described above require 10,5 and 4 equations 
respectively. At the other extreme of complexity, the largest circuit 
described in this thesis, shown in Figure 6.29, is a three-part 
circuit consisting of a complete twelve-pulse transmission link, a 
three branch filter and a three branch ac supply impedance 
representation for each phase. In a typical situation, two of the 
part-circuits each have 24 branches and 10 nodes, and the third 
part-circuit has 22 branches and 20 nodes. This implies that a total 
of 68,37 and 35 simultaneous equations are required by the above 
three methods respectively. Both the above examples demonstrate the 
reason for choosing mesh analysis to solve the circuits considered in 
this thesis. 
3.2.2 Xesh analysis 
Having decided on the technique of mesh analysis, the method of 
implementing and solving the equations has to be determined. As 
stated above, there are between 4 and 35 simultaneous equations to 
solve, and the need for a computer aided technique is obvious. 
To add to the complexity of the solution, the equations defining the 
circuit change with time. All the circuits considered contain 
thyristors and during operation of the bridge circuits, the individual 
thyristors turn on and off in a regular sequence. Each particular 
configuration of thyristors requires a specific set of equations. For 
the case of the simplest circuit, twelve different sets of up to five 
equations are expected. In the more complicated circuits of 
Chapter 6, forty-eight sets of up to 39 simultaneous equations are 
expected. Bearing this in mind, there are two main approaches 
available for this analysis, namely model-subroutine and tensor 
analysis. 
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3.2.3 Model-subroutine 
This method requires individual subroutines for every possible 
thyristor configuration [103], whereby each subroutine holds the mesh 
equations relevant to its particular thyristor configuration. 
The solution proceeds by calling the relevant subroutine, according to 
the thyristor conduction pattern, and solving its mesh equations by 
numerical integration. The solution proceeds to another subroutine, 
and therefore different equations, when the thyristor conduction 
pattern changes. 
The main disadvantage with this technique is the amount of storage 
space required by the program. In the more complicated circuits of 
the later chapters, 48 different subroutines each with up to 39 
simultaneous equations are required. A more convenient way of storing 
this information is available using tensor analysis, which is 
described in the next section. 
3.2.4 Tensor analysis 
Tensor analysis 1101,102,105-114] assembles the mesh equations 
automatically from the given circuit information. Instead of having 
individual subroutines written to describe the sets of mesh equations 
for each thyristor configuration, a transformation tensor is defined 
to describe each of the circuits. 
The application of tensor analysis to rotating electrical machines was 
first investigated by Gabriel Kron [112]. Later versions of the 
theory demonstrated its application to static circuits 1110,101] and 
this is the basis of the tensor analysis described in this thesis. 
The mesh equations which are assembled by the tensor techniques may be 
solved by numerical methods. Transfornation matrices, whose elements 
are made up of VS, O's and -I' r- can be stored in a great deal less 
program space than the corresponding set of mesh equations. 
The 
technique, which has all the impedance elements stored in matrices, 
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enables changes in any of the elements to be made quickly and allows 
for small changes in the circuit topology to be made easily. 
3.3 Solution of Circuit Equations 
Having generated sets of circuit equations, it is now necessary to 
consider their type and the various methods available for their 
solution. 
Application of the Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws to purely resistive 
circuits leads to algebraic equations whose solution is 
straightforward. Where there are large numbers of simultaneous 
algebraic equations the solution may still be laborious and tine 
consuming. 
When energy storage elements such as inductance and capacitance are 
present in the circuit, the application of these laws results in 
differential equations. If only one type of energy storage element is 
present, the equations are first order. If both types are present, 
they are second order. The equations may be solved by analytical or 
numerical methods. One analytical solution for such equations is the 
Laplace transformation. 
3.3.1 Laplace transformation 
The solution of differential equations using the Laplace 
transformation is well known to electrical engineering students. The 
Laplace transform, F(s), of a function 5(t) is defined as, 
F(s) =J ; (t). e'" . dt (3.1) 
a' 
0 
The use of this technique is greatly enhanced by the availability of a 
large number of useful time domain functions and their known Laplace 
transforms. The technique is to apply the transformation to the 
elements of the differential equation, manipulate the resulting 
algebraic equation into standard forms, and then to use the 
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inverse-transform, giving a solution which often consists of 
steady-state and transient components. 
The technique can only be applied realistically to relatively simple 
circuits. Other analytical methods are available, but when the number 
of equations increase, a numerical solution of the equations becomes 
favourable. 
3.3.2 Solution of differential equations by numerical methods 
The solution of differential equations by numerical methods presents 
two fundamental choices. The solution can use either multi-step or 
single-step methods, or a combination of the two. The two types of 
numerical process are outlined below, with brief details of the 
applications for which each are best suited. 
3.3.2.1 Xulti-step methods 
Xulti-step methods such as those of Adams, Milne or Adams-Moulton 
11151, all use information from previous as well as the last step 
computed. Once the solution process has begun and information about a 
few previous steps is known, the method can make use of this 
information about the function and its derivative to derive a 
polynomial approximating to the function. 
The construction of the polynomial is eased by using a constant 
step-length, and is extrapolated into the next interval to give an 
estimation of the value of the function. An example of the Adams 
method applied to the equation 
py =1 (X, y) (3.2) 
where p is the operator d/dt, is given below. Using four previous 
values for the development of the polynomial, 
yk+1 = yk + (55fk - 59fk-, + 37fk-z - 9fj<-3). ex/24 (3.3) 
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where fk is the value of the function (equation 3.2) evaluated at the 
kth step, and Ax is the step-length used. This gives a solution which 
includes an error term proportional to the fifth power of Ax. Using a 
greater number of previous values of the function in the calculation 
of the polynomial increases the power of the error term and so 
decreases the absolute size of the error (Ax « 0). 
The other two multi-step methods mentioned above are slightly more 
complicated versions, involving the use of a corrector as well as a 
predictor equation. 
However, multi-step methods are not suitable, because the circuits 
being modelled incorporate switching elements and at each instant of 
switching, a single-step method would be required, since there is no 
known information about previous points for the development of a 
polynomial equation. A multi-step technique could be used for the 
periods in between the thyristor switchings, needing a single-step 
method to get the solution moving after each switching. It was 
eventually decided that, due to the number of thyristor switchings per 
cycle, a neater and faster solution would be achieved with a 
single-step technique. 
3.3.2.2 Single-step methods 
Xany different single-step methods exist, such as Buler, Modified 
Ruler and Runge-Hutta 1115-1201, which extrapolate from the value of 
the variable at the beginning of the step to obtain a value at the end 
of the step. This means that all of the single-step techniques are 
suitable for solving these circuits. When a thyristor either switches 
on or off, the routine is not halted due to lack of knowledge about 
mesh current values at previous steps. It can receive the new set of 
equations, valid for the period following a thyristor switching, and 
simply continue with the solution of the differential equations. Each 
technique involves a different polynomial for estimating the value at 
the end of the next step and these will be demonstrated, using the 
first order differential equation given in equation 3.2. 
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The expression for the Euler method is, 
yk-, = yk + pyk. AX (3.4) 
which simply estimates a constant gradient for the function over the 
period between x and x+Ax. If the actual gradient is not constant, an 
error term is included in each step which is proportional to the 
square of the step-length. 
An expression for the Modified Euler method is, 
yk+l - yk +( Pyk + Pyk+1 ). A /2 (3.5) 
which relies on the standard Ruler equation (equation 3.4) to evaluate 
a first estimate of the function yk.,. This is substituted into 
equation 3.2, to give an estimated value for pyk. r, and an updated 
value of yk. i is obtained using equation 3.5. The Modified Ruler 
method contains errors in each step which are proportional to the cube 
of the step-length, leading to errors in the overall solution 
proportional to the square of the step-length. 
The methods of the German mathematicians Runge and Kutta represent a 
further increase in accuracy. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is 
chosen because of its high degree of accuracy. The details of the 
algorithm used are given in the next section. 
3.3.3 4th order Runge-Kutta solution for differential equations 
The expression for the 4th order Runge-Kutta method is, 
yk+l = yk + (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)/6 (3.6) 
where, 
k, = f(xk, yw: ). nx (3.7) 
kz = f(xk+ox/2, yk+k, /2). ex (3.8) 
k3 = f(xk+Ax/2, yk+k2/2). &x (3.9) 
k4 =f (xk+Üx, yk+k3). Ax (3.10) 
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and ox is the step-length for the solution process. The Euler and 
Modified Euler methods described in section 3.3.2 involve respectively 
one and two estimates of the gradient during each step. This method, 
however, uses four estimates of the slope, and uses a weighted average 
of these to predict the next value of the function. The error 
incurred in each step is proportional to the step-length to the power 
of five, and the error for the entire solution is proportional to the 
step-length to the power of four. 
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF A TENSOR MODEL FOR A TWELVE-PULSE CONVERTER 
This chapter presents in detail the stages involved in the development 
of a tensor model for a twelve-pulse converter. The basic technique 
of tensor analysis is described in the first section and subsequently, 
details of the specific application of the method to the modelling of 
a twelve-pulse converter are given. 
Details of the algorithms used in the computer program are presented, 
illustrating the way the model handles thyristor switching, testing 
for steady-state, choice of step-length, Fourier analysis and rms and 
mean calculations. 
The final section of the Chapter presents results from the 
mathematical model, in terms of voltage and current waveforms of the 
twelve-pulse converter operating in both the rectifying and inverting 
modes. 
4.1 Tensor Analysis 
Tensor analysis [101,105] involves the use of tensors to assemble the 
mesh differential equations of a circuit in a form suitable for 
solution by numerical methods. The individual branch currents and 
voltages are then calculated from mesh values by further tensor 
operations. The technique may be applied to any set of simultaneous 
equations, but the benefits become more apparent when dealing with 
switching circuits, where there is a frequent need to assemble 
multiple sets of differential equations. 
4.1.1 Definitions and outline of technique 
The method requires the definition of three reference frames; the 
primitive, the intermediate and the mesh. The primitive or branch 
reference frame is made up of the disconnected, individual branches of 
the system, described by the equation 
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I fib + Vb] -L Zb] .I 
Ib] (4.1) 
where (Eb] is the impressed branch voltage vector, IVb] is the branch 
voltage vector, tZb) is the branch impedance matrix and [Ib] is the 
branch current vector. IZe] is made up of resistance and 
self-impedance terns on the leading diagonal and has off-diagonal 
terms of mutual impedance. Equation 4.1 may be re-arranged in the 
form of an operand voltage equation 
(Eb + Vel =[ Rb] .[ Ib] +[ Lbl .[ pIb] (4.2) 
where p is the d/dt operator. The intermediate reference frame 
consists of the individual branches of the primitive connected 
together. All the branches of the thyristor bridges are included 
regardless of the fact that they never conduct at the same time. The 
intermediate reference frame equation is 
[B, + Val = [Z, 7. [Is] (4.3) 
where [B, ] is the impressed intermediate voltage vector, [V, ] is the 
intermediate voltage vector, [Z1] is the intermediate impedance matrix 
and [Is] is the intermediate current vector. The primitive and 
intermediate reference frames are linked by the transformation matrix 
[Cbi] such that, 
( Ib] = (Cb, ]. (I 11 (4.4) 
assuming real and reactive power invariance between the two reference 
f raiies, 
[ViIt. I Ii] = [Yb], -. I IA (4.5) 
substituting for [Ibl fron equation 4.4, 
(V lt. [I, l = [Vblt. ccb, l. ýI1l (4.8) 
re-arranging, 
{[V, ]° - [Vbl°. [G, s]). [I, ] =0 (4.7) 
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for the non-trivial solution where [IL]*0, this implies that 
[V, ]*- _ [Vt, ]t. [C. ] (4.8) 
transposing, it follows that, 
[Vi] __ [Ce]t. [9b] (4.9) 
and similarly, 
[Bi] = [vbi]t. [Bb] (4.10) 
Adding equations 4.9 and 4.10, 
(Ei + Vi, = (Cbt]t'. (Eb + Vb) (4.11% 
Substituting for [&, + Vt, ] and [It. ] from equations 4.1 and 4.4 
respectively, 
[Ei + Vi] _ [Cbt]t. [ZIA. [CbiI. [Ii] (4.12) 
Hence by comparison of equations 4.3 and 4.12, 
(Zil = LCbi]t'. (Zb]. ICbi] (4.13) 
The mesh reference frame is concerned with the mesh equations formed 
when particular sets of thyristors conduct and consequently, as the 
pattern of conducting thyristors change, the mesh equations also 
change. The mesh equation for the circuit is, 
(B,  + V. ] = (Z, ] . (I. ] (4.14 ) 
where [L. ] is the impressed mesh voltage vector, [V, ] is the mesh 
voltage vector, [Zn. ] is the mesh impedance matrix and [1, j is the mesh 
current vector. The intermediate and mesh reference frames are linked 
by the transformation matrix, [C'm], which is defined by the 
relationship, 
(Ii) = (Cim]"[Im] (4.15) 
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Assuming real and reactive power invariance between the two reference 
frames and using a derivation similar to that shown in equations 4.5 
to 4.13, it follows that, 
[Vm] _ Ecun]°. [Vi] (4.16) 
[BM) _ [Cim]°. [Bi] (4.17) 
[Zm] = [Ciro]. [Zi]. [Cim] (4.18) 
Substituting for [Bi] and [Zi] in equations 4.17 and 4.18 using 
equations 4.10 and 4.13, 
[Em] _ [Ctm]°. [Cbilt. [Eb] (4.19) 
[Z, ] _ [Ctm]4. [Cbi]t'. [Zb]. [Cbj]. [Cin%] (4.20) 
and since Kirchhoff Is voltage law states that the voltages around a 
mesh are zero, 
[Vrn] =0 (4.21) 
Using equation 4.21, equation 4.14 may be expanded to give, 
CE-1 = (Rm]. (ImI i Lmý ý)Imý (4.22) 
where ER,. ] and ILO are the resistive and inductive components of E7,, ] 
respectively. Re-arranging this equation into state variable form 
leads to, 
[ pIm] _ EL. ]-'. < (Em] -[ Rm] .[I, ] } (4.23) 
which expresses [pIr] in terms of mesh parameters. Substituting 
equations 4.19 and 4.20 in equation 4.23 gives, 
[pIm]-{[Cfm]°. [CbiI`. ILbl. 1rbII. [C,. ])-'. ([Cim]t. [CbsIt "[Be]- 
[Cim7t. [Cai]'. [Rb]. [Cbi]. [C, m]. [Im]) (4.24) 
which may be solved using 4th order Runge-Kutta numerical integration. 
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4.2 Computer Implementation 
Computer programs based on the theory set out above were written to 
solve numerically the differential equations describing various bridge 
circuits. The basic procedure for each program is the same, with 
variations to the contents and size of the primitive and 
transformation matrices according to the circuit being analysed. The 
procedure is explained below: 
a) Define [Zr] and EBb] for a particular set of circuit 
parameters 
b) Define [C ] for the complete circuit configuration 
c) Calculate [ Z, l from [ Ze l and [ CL., ] using equation 
4.13. This matrix will remain unchanged. 
d) Calculate [ Zml from [ Zi] and [Cin] using equation 
4.18. This matrix will change every time a thyristor 
turns on or off. 
e) Calculate [E,, ] from [Eh] and [Cet] using equation 
4.10. If [Eh) contains time-varying voltage sources 
then [E, ] will have to be re-calculated at each step 
as the solution proceeds. 
f) Calculate (E, ] from 1E, 3 and 1 Cm] using equation 
4.17. 
g) Equation 4.23 can now be assembled and integrated 
using a 4th order Runge-Kutta numerical integration 
method to yield a new [ I] vector. 
h) Calculate [I, ] using equation 4.15. 
D Calculate [Ib] and [Eh + VN] using equations 4.4 and 
4.1 respectively. 
4.2.1 Discontinuity procedure 
There are two types of discontinuity which can occur in this type of 
circuit, namely thyristor turn on and thyristor turn off. The 
difference in the nature of these two events led to the writing of two 
separate subroutines. 
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To commence conducting, a thyristor needs to be forward biased (anode 
to cathode) and have a positive voltage pulse applied to the 
gate/cathode junction. The time of application of this pulse is 
measured from the instant at which the thyristor becomes forward 
biased. In a stiff ac system, this corresponds to a line voltage 
cross-over on the secondary side of a star-star or a star-delta 
connected transformer. The thyristor turns off when its anode current 
falls below the value of the holding current. This value varies from 
device to device, but is always small with respect to the rated 
current of the thyristor and can often be taken as zero without 
introducing large errors. 
The discontinuity procedure has first to determine whether there is 
more than one discontinuity within the present numerical integration 
step. If there is, then the first is examined, it's type determined 
and the relevant subroutine called. 
In each case, after either of the two thyristor switching subroutines 
has been executed, command returns to the discontinuity subroutine 
where the period between thyristor switching and the end of the 
original step is examined for discontinuities. If any more are found, 
then the type of the earliest is again determined, the relevant 
subroutine executed, and the remainder of the original step examined 
again. This process is repeated until the period between the last 
discontinuity and the end of the original step Jr. clear of all 
thyristor switchings. 
4.2.2 Thyristor turn-on 
This subroutine relies on the fact that the instant of firing a 
thyristor is at a defined time. The subroutine uses the values of the 
mesh currents existing at the start of the original step and 
calculates H. ] at the instant of firing, re-assembles ICs-, ] for the 
period after thyristor turn-on, and then proceeds through sections d 
to f of section 4.2. The subroutine then calculates [I,,, ] at the end of 
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the step and the discontinuity procedure is applied again to test for 
the needs of subsequent thyristor switchings. 
4.2.3 Thyristor turn-off 
This subroutine is slightly more complicated than the turn-on 
subroutine because, the instant of turn-off has to be calculated 
iteratively by the program in order to narrow down the region where 
the zero-crossover of thyristor current occurs. 
The subroutine is called when the current in the relevant thyristor 
(le. the one about to turn off) is negative, It also follows that the 
current in this thyristor at the beginning of the step Jr. positive 
since the current zero-crossing is being detected. This subroutine 
receives the value of the current vectors at the beginning and the end 
of the step, and starts its calculation from the beginning of the 
step. 
The program starts by calculating [Im] at t+Ax, using half the normal 
step length, and if the current in the relevant thyristor is now 
negative, <ie: the solution has passed the point at which the 
thyristor should have turned off), the program goes back to the start 
of the step and calculates a new value of [I, ] using a quarter of 
the 
normal step-length. If the thyristor current is still negative, the 
program returns to the start of the step again and repeats its 
calculation using an eighth of a step-length. If the thyristor 
current is again negative, then it has been determined that the 
thyristor current crosses zero in the first eighth of the step. If, 
however, at the end of any one of these reduced steps the thyristor 
current is positive, <ie: the program has not yet reached the instant 
when the thyristor should turn off), then the starting point of the 
next step is not shifted back, but remains where it is. The next 
step, which is still half the size of the previous one, now calculates 
[Im] at a time added on to the end point of the last step. 
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This procedure enables the program to define the time period in which 
the thyristor current passes through zero to an eighth of the step 
length. Linear interpolation is then applied to estimate the 
zero-crossing time within this period. The program finally calculates 
[I,, ] at the interpolated instant of turn-off, re-assembles [C,, ] for 
the period after the discontinuity, proceeds through steps d to f of 
section 4.2, calculates [I, ] at the end of the reduced step, and 
finally calculates [Im] at the end of the original step. Tests for 
further discontinuities in the period between the thyristor turn-off 
and the end of the original step are then performed and implemented as 
necessary. The practical effects of thyristor reverse recovery are 
ignored. 
4.2.4 Testing for steady-state 
The program starts with a null [Im] vector and takes several cycles of 
calculations to reach a steady-state solution. The program tests at 
the end of each cycle of the ac mains, to determine whether 
steady-state conditions have been reached. If certain criteria are 
satisfied, the program creates a results file and performs Fourier 
analysis on selected data. If the criteria are not satisfied, the 
program continues running for another complete cycle of the ac mains 
before checking again. 
It was noted in the early results from the program that the current 
waveforms on the ac system side of the converter transformers 
contained substantial dc offsets. These values differed in each phase 
and gradually decayed as the run progressed. This effect corresponds 
to transformer magnetising inrush current (121], and its effect within 
the program was limited by altering the conditions at the start of 
each run of the program. Instead of starting with zero current in 
every branch and applying rated three phase voltage to the transformer 
windings, the applied voltage was slowly increased by multiplying the 
applied voltage waveform (a sine wave) by a ramp function commencing 
at 0 and rising to 1 In a predetermined number of cycles of mains 
frequency. This was found to reduce the number of cycles required 
to 
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reach steady-state, even if the ramp function only took a single cycle 
to reach a value of 1. 
The steady-state test used in this program is to determine the change 
in each of the mesh currents between the start and end of the cycle as 
a percentage of their peak values during the cycle. If each of these 
percentage values is less than a fixed tolerance, then the run has 
reached steady-state. Typical tolerance values used in this program 
are between 0.05% and 0.2%, depending on the accuracy required and the 
amount of CPU time available for the run. The program generally takes 
between 6 and 15 cycles of the ac Hains to reach steady-state, 
depending on the time constants of the meshes and the size of the test 
tolerance. 
4.2.5 Step length 
The step length is chosen as a result of two different considerations. 
The first is that there must be enough points for use in the Fourier 
analysis subroutine to ensure sufficient accuracy in the results up to 
the highest harmonic considered. The second is that the step-length 
must be small enough for stability and this is checked for within the 
program, by determining the inverse of the maximum system eigenvalue, 
which gives a measure of the shortest system time-constant [122]. The 
step length is selected with reference to the first consideration and 
then checked within the program to ensure that it is less than the 
value oalcul, atSI b is seoand. Typical values used range from 20 pe 
to $0 Pa. 
4.2.8 Fourier analysis 
The Fourier analysis subroutine is called once the run has satisfied 
the steady-state tests. The subroutine is used to determine the 
harmonic content of several of the voltage and current waveforms 
calculated during the last cycle of the run. 
This subroutine was developed to make full use of the information 
calculated in the program. The two discontinuity subroutines 
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(sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3) calculate and store a value of current and 
voltage on each side of any discontinuity. These extra points can 
occur at any time within the standard step and so the subroutine had 
to be written to accept variable step length data. The number of 
extra points calculated by the two subroutines is four times the 
number of thyristors, as each thyristor turns on and off once in each 
cycle of ac mains. 
The theory of Fourier analysis (96,123] states that any periodic 
waveform, y=f (t), may be broken down into an infinite series of sine 
and cosine terms and a dc value. If the periodic function, f(t), has 
a period of T and angular frequency of coo, then the function may be 
represented by the infinite series, 
m 
JM=E (a,. Cos(jcot) + bj. Sin(jwot)) (4.25) 
a-o 
where the Fourier coefficients aj and bi are 
2 T/2 
aJ= _ff 
(t). Cos(jwot) dt (4.28) 
T -T/2 
and, 
2 T/2 
b, t= _Jf 
(t). Sin(j(, )ot) dt 
'i' -T/2 
with, 
(4.27) 
0o = 
2x 
(4.28) 
T 
For the case of a function where ordinates are only known at discrete 
values of the abscissa and the value of the ordinate of the kth point 
is y(k) at time x(k), then the standard forms for the Fourier 
coefficients of a function of period 2n are, 
In 
a, .(E (y(k). Cos[J. x(k)] ) (4.29) k-l 
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and, 
bi =_(E {y(k). Sin[ j. x(k)] ) (4.30) 
71 k'' 
However, the above assumes equal spacing of the ordinates which as 
stated above is not the case in this particular example, so the 
following equations were developed to allow for variable spacing of 
the ordinates, 
2 ^-' 
a3 _. (E I6. {y(k)+y(k+1)). {x(k+1)-x(k)). 
x(n)-x(1) k-1 
Cos{! Q. j. (x(k+1)+x(k)]) ) (4.31) 
and, 
2 ^-I b, =. (E%. {y(k)+y(k+1)). {x(k+1)-x(k)). 
x(n)-x(1) k-I 
Sin{/. j. [x(k+1)+x(k)]) ) (4.32) 
4.2.7 RXS and mean value calculations 
At the end of each cycle, the rms, an and rms about the mean of each 
of the current and voltage waveforms is calculated. The mean of a 
series whose co-ordinates are x(k) and y(k) for k=1 to n is calculated 
using the equation, 
1.0 n-1 
Nean = .{E%. (y(k)+y(k+1)]. (x(k+1)-x(k)] ) 
x(n)-x(1) k-' 
(4.33) 
and the ras value of the sane series of points is calculated using, 
1.0 ^-l RISS =. {EI. (y(k)ý+y(k+1)2). [x(k+1)-x(k)l 
x(n)-x(1) "-ý 
(4.34) 
If the result of equation 4.33 for one particular set of points is M. 
then the ras about the mean is calculated using, 
n-1 
RIGS about = 
1.0 
.{E%. [(y(k)-)[)2+(y(k+1)-1t)'=), ix(k+1)-x(k)7) 
the mean 
I 
x(n)-x(1) k-I 
(4.35) 
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4.3 Twelve-Pulse Converter Model Development 
A computer program was written, to model the twelve-pulse bridge shown 
in Figure 4.1, using the tensor techniques of section 4.1 and the 
algorithm of section 4.2. The program. was developed in two main 
stages by modelling a six pulse bridge, firstly with a star-star 
connected transformer and then with a star-delta connected 
transformer. 
4.3.1 Six-pulse bridge with a star-star connected transformer 
The circuit of a six-pulse bridge with a star-star connected 
transformer is shown in Figure 4.2, with the intermediate reference 
frame currents as labelled. Figure 4.3 shows the primitive reference 
frame branches which are defined by equation 4.1. The transformation 
matrix [Cbi] of equation 4.4 is shown for this circuit in Figure 4.4. 
The mesh currents existing at any one time vary with the configuration 
of conducting thyristors. A typical example is shown in Figure 4.5 
and the transformation matrix [Cim], linking the intermediate and mesh 
reference frames, is shown in Figure 4.6. Twelve [Cim] matrices exist 
describing the different thyristor configurations occurring during a 
single ac cycle. Some meshes remain unchanged throughout the cycle 
and so portions of the [Cim] matrix corresponding to these meshes 
remain unchanged. Advantage is taken of this in the subroutine which 
assembles the full [Cim] matrix from the thyristor configuration. 
4.3.2 Six-pulse bridge with a star-delta connected transformer 
The circuit of a six-pulse bridge with a star-delta connected 
transformer is similar to that with the star-star connected 
transformer and is shown in Figure 4.7. The branches of the primitive 
reference frame, which are defined by equation 4.1, are identical to 
those of the six-pulse star-star configuration shown in Figure 4.3, 
and are not repeated here. The currents defined in Figure 4.7 
represent the intermediate reference frame currents and the branch to 
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Figure 4.1 Twelve-pulse converter circuit. 
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Figure 4.2 Six-pulse bridge with star-star connected transformer 
showing intermediate reference frame currents. .. 
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Figure 4.3 Priaitive reference frage branches of six-pulse 
bridge with star-star connected transformer. 
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Figure 4.4 
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Figure 4.5 Typical example of mesh currents in six-pulse 
bridge with star-star connected transformer 
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for the circuit of figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.7 Six-pulse bridge with star-delta connected transformer 
showing intermediate reference frame currents. 
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intermediate reference frame transformation matrix, [Ce, ], is shown in 
Figure 4.8. 
Each conducting thyristor is represented by a branch comprising a 
constant back emf and a resistance, which aids the analysis. 
A typical example of the meshes formed during commutation between 
thyristors 1 and 3 is shown in Figure 4.9. The ECG, ] matrix, shown in 
Figure 4.10, corresponds to this particular circuit and is one of 
twelve such transformation matrices which represent all the thyristor 
configurations possible during normal operation. 
A program was written using these transformation matrices, and the 
techniques described in sections 4.2,1 and 4.2.?. The simulations 
produced by this program were compared with results from a classical 
analysis of the circuit and these results are compared in Chapter 5. 
4.3.3 Twelve-pulse converter model 
The final stage in the development of a twelve-pulse converter model 
involves the combination of the models described in sections 4.2.1 and 
4.2.2. The circuit is shown in Figure 4.1 and is formed by the series 
connection of the circuits shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.7. The 
intermediate reference frame currents are defined in Figure 4.1 and 
the branch to intermediate transformation matrix, [Ceil, is shown in 
Figure 4.11. 
The computer program was written to consider two modes of conduction 
which are distinguished by the commutation process. The size of the 
commutation angle, u, is determined by the commutation reactance of 
the transformer, the ac system voltage, the level of the dc current 
and the reactive component of the ac system impedance. 
The first conduction node is concerned with commutation angles between 
0 and 30 degrees. Within this mode, only cases of continuous direct 
current are considered. The second mode is concerned with commutation 
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Figure 4.9 Typical example of mesh currents in six-pulse 
bridge with star-delta connected transformer. 
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Figure 4.10 Intermediate to mesh transformation matrix, [Cim], 
for a typical thyristor configuration. 
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angles between 30 and 60 degrees, where commutations in the two 
bridges overlap. At a commutation angle of 30 degrees, no such 
overlapping occurs, but the commutations are continuous, ending in one 
bridge and starting in the other simultaneously. Modes describing 
cases of discontinuous direct current and commutation angles greater 
than 60 degrees do exist but, as they are rarely encountered in normal 
operation of bvdc power transmission links, they are not considered. 
A total of 48 different conduction patterns exist for the bridge, each 
having a separate [ C,., ] matrix. The general form of these [ Ci, ] 
matrices is shown in Figure 4.12 where the components [RA1] and [RA2] 
are matrices of dimension 5 by n, where n varies from 2 to 4, 
depending on the thyristor conduction pattern. The components [RA1] 
and [RA2] are used in all the computer programs written for this 
thesis, and are completely defined in Appendix Al. 
A particular example of [Ci, ] for the second mode of operation, where 
two simultaneous commutations occur between the bridges, is shown in 
Figure 4.13. This example corresponds to circuit number 26 of 
Appendix Al, where thyristors T1, T2, T3, T12, T7 and T8, as defined 
in Figure 4.1, are conducting. During this period eight meshes are 
required to describe the circuit and these are also shown in 
Appendix Al. A subroutine was written which would calculate the value 
of the elements of the [C,, ] matrix from the thyristor conduction 
pattern. This subroutine is called each time a thyristor turns on or 
off, and is called a total of 24 times in each full cycle of ac mains. 
The rest of the program was written to perform the operations 
described in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.7. 
4.4 Predicted Results 
Two sets of predicted results are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4,15. 
Each set of results is labelled with a primitive branch or thyristor 
device number as defined in Figure 4.1. For example, Figure 4.14(a) 
is libelled with "cp(1), cp(2), cp(3)" which refers to the current 
in 
primitive branches 1,2 and 3 of Figure 4.1 
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Figure 4.14 shows waveforms for the converter operating as a 
rectifier, with an arbitrary firing delay angle of 15'. The 
converter is operating in the second conduction mode with a 
commutation angle of 34.5'. The supply line voltage is 400 kV and is 
assumed to be perfectly sinusoidal and produces primary phase voltages 
of 230.94 kV (rms) as shown in Figures 4.14(n) and (o). 
Figure 4.14(1) shows the direct current passing through the load, 
which has a an value of 1705 A, with a 9.5 A rms ripple component 
which represents 92% of the rated current. The load current is 
limited to this value by the load branch which has a back emf of 250.4 
kV, a resistance of 0.45 ohms and a inductance of 0.35 H. These 
values were chosen to give rated direct current at the defined firing 
delay angle, whilst retaining a visible ripple in the current. 
The load voltage and rate of change of direct current waveforms are 
shown respectively in Figures 4.14(k) and (m). The load voltage and 
current waveforms are both positive, illustrating that in the 
rectifying node, power is delivered to the dc system. The direct 
voltage waveform differs slightly from the conventional shape shown in 
Figure 2.3(b) of Chapter 2, due to the large commutation angle. 
The secondary phase voltage waveforms of the two transformers are 
shown in Figures 4.14(g) and (h) and exhibit the expected distortion 
due to commutation. The magnitudes of these two voltages are related 
by /3-, due to the different transformer turns ratios, which were 
chosen to produce equal line-line voltages. Figure 4.14(j) shows the 
secondary line-line voltages of the star-star connected transformer. 
Comparison of Figures 4.14(h) and (j) illustrates the similarity 
between the two transformer secondary line-line voltages in both 
magnitude and form. These two sets of voltage waveforms show the 30' 
phase shift between the star-star and star-delta connected 
transformers. 
The co. utation angle, is clearly seen in the secondary phase voltage 
waveforms shown in Figure 4.14(g). For the case of thyristor 1 
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commutating on, the phase voltage cross-over can be seen to occur in 
the lower half of the waveform at 210', when the red phase voltage 
vp(? ) becomes more negative than the blue phase voltage vp(9) and the 
thyristor becomes forward biased. 15' later at 225', thyristor 1 
turns on and thyristors 5,6 and 1 are conducting. The transformer 
secondary red and blue phases are effectively tied together by the 
commutating thyristors and their voltages coincide as can be seen in 
Figure 4.14(g). 34.5' later, commutation ends and the two phase 
voltages separate, leaving thyristors 6 and 1 of the top bridge 
conducting. 
The commutation period is also evident in the star-delta transformer 
secondary voltages shown in Figure 4.14(h). Thyristor 7 of this 
bridge becomes forward biased when the blue-red line voltage vp(12) 
becomes positive at 240'. 15' later, thyristor 7 turns on, to 
commence comeutation with thyristor 11. During this commutation, the 
blue-red line voltage is held at zero, and jumps to a large positive 
value when commutation ends at 289.5' 
The current waveforms for thyristors 1 and 7 are shown in Figures 
4.14(f) and (q), with the corresponding voltage waveforms in Figures 
4.14(1) and (p). These two thyristors are in corresponding positions 
in each of the two bridges and so their waveforms are similar in form, 
with a 30' shift between them. The current waveforms show a typical 
rectifier shape, with a concave rising edge and a convex falling edge. 
The top of the waveform is effectively a section of the dc current and 
so has the same magnitude and form as this waveform shown in Figure 
4.14(1). 
Commutations occur during the rising and falling edges of the current 
waveforms, and it can be seen by comparing corresponding device 
voltage and current waveforms that during the whole conduction period 
of a thyristor, its voltage is almost zero. The devices are reverse 
biased during most of their non-conducting period and it can be seen 
in Figure 4.14(1) that thyristor 1 voltage becomes positive at 210' 
and drops to almost zero at 225'. The delay between the device 
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becoming forward biased and turning on illustrates the firing delay 
angle of 15'. When conducting each thyristor is represented by a 
forward voltage drop of 150 V, a resistance of 0.02 ohms and an 
inductance of 30 #H. These figures are representative of a typical 
hvdc valve. 
The secondary current waveforms for the two transformers are shown in 
Figures 4.14(c) and (d). The current in thyristor 1 shown in Figure 
4.14(f) is clearly a component of the red phase secondary current 
waveform shown in Figure 4.14(c). The ripple content of the load 
current is clearly seen on the top of the phase current waveforms of 
Figure 4.14(c). The rms values of these current waveforms are 
respectively 1327 and 766 A for the star-star and star-delta connected 
transformers. 
The corresponding primary current waveforms shown in Figures 4.14(a) 
and (b) show the combination of the reflected secondary current and 
the transformer magnetising current. The magnetising current is 
evident in the primary phases of the star-star connected transformer 
during the intervals of zero current in their respective secondary 
phases. For the star-delta connected transformer, the magnetising 
current is evident in the primary phases when the secondary currents 
of consecutive phases are equal. In the case of the star-star 
connected transformer, the influence of magnetising current can also 
be seen in the sloping nature of the tops of the rectangular blocks of 
current. 
The magnetising current is a fundamental frequency component of 
current lagging each primary phase voltage waveform by 90', and so its 
influence is greater on the falling edge of each rectangular block. 
Figure 4.14(e) show the total ac line currents taken by the 
twelve-pulse bridge, obtained by adding the respective primary phase 
currents of the two transformers. These waveforms illustrate clearly 
that the current taken by a twelve-pulse bridge is much closer to a 
sine-wave than the current taken by a six-pulse bridge with either a 
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star-star (Figure 4.14(a)) or a star-delta (Figure 4.14(b)) connected 
transformer. The twelve-pulse nature of this waveform can still be 
seen by counting the number of ripples superimposed on top of each 
complete cycle of current. 
Figure 4.15 shows predicted waveforms for the converter operating in 
the inverting mode with a firing delay angle of 150'. The ac system 
line voltage is again 400 kV and produces the primary phase voltages 
shown in Figures 4.15(n) and (o). 
Figure 4.15(1) shows the direct current passing through the load, 
which is once again positive and has a mean value of 681 A 
representing 37% of the rated value. The ripple component is 4.6 A 
rms, with a frequency six times the fundamental ac system frequency. 
In this case, the direct current is driven by a 292 kV voltage source 
in the load branch, which has the same resistance and inductance as 
for the rectifying case. The value of the driving voltage was chosen 
to pass rated direct current under rated inverting conditions. 
The load voltage and rate of change of direct curr 
shown in Figures 4.15(k) and (m) respectively. 
negative, in this case as opposed to the positive 
converter was rectifying. The direct voltage 
slightly from the conventional shape shown in Figure 
2 because of the large commutation angle. 
-ent waveforms are 
The voltage is 
voltage when the 
waveform differs 
2.4 (b) of Chapter 
The secondary phase voltages of the two transformers shown in Figures 
4.15(g) and (h), exhibit the expected commutation distortion. 
Comparison between the secondary line voltages of the two transformers 
illustrate their similarity and the 30' phase shift between respective 
phases of the two transformers. 
The commutation angle is clearly seen in all the voltage waveforms 
mentioned in the previous paragraph. In the voltage waveforms of 
Figure 4.15(g), commutation occurs in the period when two consecutive 
phase voltages are tied together. For example, in the case of 
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thyristor 1 turn on, commutation begins at zero degrees when the red 
and blue phase voltages are tied together. Commutation ends 23' 
later, and the two voltages separate and follow different paths. The 
interval between the end of the commutation and the cross-over of 
these two voltage waveforms is the period in which the thyristor is 
reverse biased after the end of the commutation and is called the 
safety angle. If a practical thyristor is forward biased too soon 
after conduction, it re-fires, and so it is important for inverter 
operation to maintain a sufficiently large safety angle. In the case 
shown here the safety angle is 7.5'. The commutation period and 
safety angle can be seen in the line-line voltages of Figures 4.15(h) 
and (j) as respectively the zero periods and small positive and 
negative triangular sections after the end of each commutation. 
The current waveforms for thyristors 1 and 7 are show in Figures 
4.15(f) and (q) with their corresponding voltage waveforms in Figures 
4.15(1) and (p). The current waveforms show typical inverter 
characteristics which differ from those for rectifier operation, in 
that the falling edge is concave and the rising edge is convex. The 
waveform tops once again have the same magnitude and shape as a 
section of the direct current. The voltage waveforms show that for 
most of the period when the devices are not conducting they are 
forward biased, and show a negligible voltage when they are 
conducting. 
The firing delay angle for these conditions is 150', but it can be 
seen from Figures 4.15(1) and (p) that the thyristors are forward 
biased for considerably longer than 180' before being turned on. In 
fact the period for which the thyristors are forward biased is 209.5'. 
This difference nay be explained by the effect of the thyristor 
conduction pattern on the device voltages. When the converter is 
rectifying, the instant at which a device is forward biased coincides 
with the secondary phase voltage cross-overs. When the converter is 
inverting, this is not necessarily the case, since for a>(120'+u), the 
phase voltage cross-over corresponding to thyristor 1 occurs before 
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thyristor 5 begins to conduct. This means that thyristor 1 voltage is 
equal to the red-green line voltage and not the red-blue line voltage 
which is the case when thyristor 5 is conducting and has a positive 
going zero-crossing at 210'. The red-green line voltage has a zero- 
crossing at 150' and so while thyristors 4 and 3 are conducting 
thyristor 1 will become forward biased at this instant, which is 60' 
ahead of the zero-crossing for thyristor 1 when thyristors 5 and 6 are 
conducting. A small amount of distortion added to these voltage 
waveforms makes the phase advance 59.5'. 
The transformer secondary current waveforms are shown in Figures 
4.15(c) and (d). The rms values of these waveforms are respectively 
539 and 311 A for the star-star and star-delta connected transformers. 
The currents are similar in form to the rectifying currents, except 
that the rising edges are now concave instead of convex and vice- 
versa. 
The corresponding primary current waveforms of Figures 4.15(a) and 
(b), show once again the combination of reflected secondary current 
and magnetising current. In this case, the slope on the top of the 
rectangular blocks of current for the star-star connected transformer 
is in the opposite direction to that for the rectifier current 
waveforms. This is due to the extra lag of the inverter current 
waveform (135' compared with 15') and the fact that the phase of the 
magnetising current is linked to the primary voltage waveform which is 
the same in both cases. The fundamental frequency component due to 
the magnetising current now adds to the rising edge of each current 
block and subtracts from each falling edge. 
Figure 4.15(e) shows the total ac line currents taken by the twelve- 
pulse converter. These waveforms again illustrate the reduction in 
the distortion as compared with the currents taken by a six-pulse 
bridge with either a star-star or a star-delta connected transformer. 
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4.5 Conclusions 
This Chapter has introduced the technique of tensor analysis for a 
twelve-pulse converter. The algorithms described illustrate the way 
the model handles thyristor switching, testing for steady state, 
choice of step-length, Fourier analysis and rms and mean value 
calculations. Vaveforms produced by the model for rectifier and 
inverter operation are presented and commented on. The waveforms are 
known to correspond with expected results. 
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5. COMPARISOB OF COMPUTED TWELVE-PULSE CONVERTER 
PERFORMANCE WITH THAT USING CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS 
This chapter presents a comparison between the results obtained from 
the twelve-pulse converter model developed in Chapter 4 and those 
using conventional theory [1241. 
The purpose of the comparison is to give confidence in the computer 
program, since the assumptions made in the conventional approach and 
the imperfections of a practical transformer lead to discrepancies 
between conventional theory and the actual system performance. The 
model's validity is demonstrated more convincingly in Chapter 7, where 
the results for a complete twelve-pulse transmission link are compared 
with measurements from a scaled down laboratory model. 
The predictions of the converter model and conventional theory both 
use typical hvdc power transmission data for a pair of six-pulse 
bridges, each of 250 MV, connected to a 400 kV busbar through 
transformers with a high leakage reactance and a turns ratio of 
3.44: 1. The values are based on the circuit parameters for a single 
twelve-pulse bridge forming part of the 2000 XV hvdc power 
transmission link connecting the grid systems of England and France 
which was recently commissioned by GEC Transmission and Distribution 
Projects Limited [78,79,801. A brief summary of this scheme is 
given in Appendix A3. The rated direct voltage and current for this 
circuit arrangement are approximately 270 kV and 1850 A, depending on 
the precise operating conditions. 
5.1 Equations Developed from Conventional Theory 
The theory presented in this section is based on the assumption of an 
infinite dc side inductance. This leads to a perfectly smooth direct 
current, which makes the analysis of the current and voltage waveforms 
much simpler. 
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5.1.1 Prediction of direct current level and commutation angle 
Figure 5.1 shows the steady-state equivalent circuit used to represent 
the twelve-pulse converter. In this Figure 
3E 
výo = 
R 
and 
3crL. 
Rc - 
where, 
E= 
400x103 
V (rms) (line-line) 
3.44 
t5,1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
and L, is the commutation reactance per phase of the transformer. Rar 
is a resistance which accounts for the dc voltage drop due to 
commutation and has a value of 9.797 Q in this case. Rt, is a 
resistance which accounts for transformer copper losses and is 
0.2592 Q in this case. The load resistance, RL, and inductance, L. 
were given values of 146.0 Q and 0.5 mH respectively, to give rated 
current with a visible ripple component at rated values. 
Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to the equivalent circuit 
2. Cos(a) 
Ie = 
2 (Rc r+ Rt., ) + Rt- 
Inserting the values given above into equation 5.4 yields 
Id = 1893.8xCos(a) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
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The commutation angle u is defined by Kimbark 11241 as 
f2-. 
6). L Idc ., u= Cos-' 
( 
Cos (a) -1-a (5.6) 
lBJ 
The variation of load current is achieved by varying the firing delay 
angle a over a range from 0 to 90 degrees. The operation of the 
converter in this manner is not typical of hvdc practice, where the 
normal variation would be from 6 to 15 degrees. Large long term 
variations of power level are normally achieved by use of tap-changers 
on the converter transformers. 
Using equations 5.5 and 5.6, conventional predictions of u and Io may 
be made over a range of a. 
5.1.2 Calculation of transformer parameters 
The circuit model used to represent the transformer in the computer 
program is shown in Figure 5.2. The inductance matrix relating to 
the circuit is shown in Figure 5,3, where Lr, is the self inductance 
of branch n and L,,,, is the mutual inductance between branches m and 
n. Several of these mutual inductances are shown in Figure 5.2 to 
illustrate the notation. 
Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to winding 1 gives 
vi =r, . i, +L, 
di, 
+L 2_ +X 3_ +x, 4 +M, F. _ 
+L s_ (5.7) 
dt dt dt dt dt dt 
Applying Kirchhoff's current law to the star point of the primary 
winding 
i, = -i-- - i--! ) (5-8) 
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Differentiating equation 5.8 
di, die 
_ 
dia 
(5 9) 
dt dt dt 
and similarly for the secondary winding 
di4 dis di6 
(5.1 ) 
dt dt 
. 
dt 
Assuming a 180 degree plane shift between priaary and Ncgaisry 
currents, that 8- is the assbSr of ttraa of winding Al and s. gl. ctia` 
the aa6astisiag current 
diA di, 
(5.11) 
dt H. dt 
and letting in this case, 
112 = x, 3 (5.12) 
and, 
x, s = Ni ob (5.13) 
then equation 5.7 becomes 
v, = r, . i, +f L - X, Z - 
H, 
. <M14 - 115) 
di, (5.14) 
L H4 1 dt which can be reduced to, 
di, 
+ Lc,. - dt 
(5.15) 
where the commutating inductance referred to the primary, L, -p, 
is 
L. p = L - K, 2 - 
$' 
. (M, 4 - M, ) (5.16) 
H4 
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A similar derivation referred to the secondary side of the transformer 
gives, 
Lý,. = L44 - M4.5 - 
N4 
. (X41 - X42. ) (5.17) 
where the commutation inductance referred to the secondary is L,... 
The transformer used in this investigation has a cotioiitation reactance 
of 34.47% tad a la. s Impedance of 44.601 Q, giving L, a 48.94 aH. 
Assuinii, g that the referred components of the commutation inductance 
are split equally between the primary and secondary windings, and that 
the magnetising current is typically 3% of the full load current, the 
elements of the inductance matrix may be calculated using the above 
equations to give, 
L, = L22 = L33 = 55.61271 H 
Law = Ls5 - Lee = 4.69956 H 
x, = XI :3= X23 -27.70903 H 
M, 4= 1{2R = 1C-As = 16.11031 H 
M, s= H, 6= 1)[-4 = -8.02696 H 
N6= 1134 = 135 = -8.02696 H 
ILL = ](, 5 = Ike = -2.34156 H 
The elements in the lower half of the matrix are not given, since the 
matrix is symmetrical about the leading diagonal. 
5.1.3 Prediction of ac harmonics 
The ac harmonics are predicted using equations developed by Kimbark. 
The complex rms value of the ' h'th harmonic, Ij,, is 
Ito 2hD 
(5.18) 
where I, o is the rms fundamental alternating current calculated 
without allowance for overlap and h is the barmonic order, 
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D= Cosa) - Cosa + u) = 2. Sin(a + u/2). Sin(u/2) (5.19) 
and, 
Fý _ 
1/-(h+1)a - 1/-(h+1). (a+u) 1/-(h-1)a - 1/-(h-1). (a+u) 
(h+1) (h-1) 
(5.20) 
1/-(h+l)a is a vector of modulus 1 and phase -(h+l)a. 
If only the modulus of the current harmonic is required, then equation 
5.18 becomes, 
Ih 
_ 
F2 
Igo h. D 
where D is defined by equation 5.19 and Fi is 
u(h-1) 2 Sin u(h+1) 2 Sin u(h-1) Sin u(h+1) Sin __. FZ =2+2 -2,2 2 Cos(2a + u) 
(h-1) (h+l) (h-1) (h+l) 
(5.22) 
A useful characteristic may be obtained from the above equations, by 
calculating a set of current harmonics for a fixed value of firing 
delay angle a, and variable commutation angle u over the range 0 to 
60 degrees. 
A set of results was obtained by varying the load resistance, RL. in 
equation 5.4 such that, 
314,063xCos(a) 
(5.23) 
19.8532 + RL 
which illustrates how the load resistance RL may be used to vary the 
level of the direct current for a given a. It was found that RL had 
to be varied over the range 50 Q to 5000 Q, to achieve the desired 
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range of commutation angles at a fixed firing delay angle of 15'. The 
resulting variation of direct current was from 3828 A to 60 A. 
5.2 Comparison of Results 
This section presents a comparison between the conventional 
calculations and the computer predictions for a twelve-pulse 
converter. Discrepancies between the sets of results are discussed, 
together with suggestions which explain the differences. 
5.2.1 Direct current magnitude 
The variation of load current with firing delay angle as predicted by 
both the computer program and conventional analysis are shown in 
Figure 5.4. The conventional predictions are obtained using equation 
5.5. 
It can be seen that there is fairly close correlation between the two 
sets of results, with the largest difference occurring at high values 
of a. Table 5.1 shows the results, with the percentage difference 
between them referred to the computed predictions. 
The maximum difference of 4.29% occurs at a=80', which is the lowest 
continuous current level for which results were obtained. This 
represents an absolute difference of only 13.9 A (eg 0.75% of rated 
current). The differences are below 0.5% for the range of a from 0 to 
60' and only the last value, at 0.17 pu direct current, has a value 
Mick is just visible in ligura e. g. 
The main difference between the conventional analysis and the computer 
simulations is that the former method assumes an infinite reactance on 
the dc side. Any differences in the results would therefore be 
expected to be greatest when the dc side inductance is most 
influential. This situation occurs with high values of a, when the 
ripple content of the direct current forme a large proportion of the 
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total direct current. This explains an increase in the discrepancy 
between results as the current level decreases. 
Kimbark Program %age Diff. 
a II, (A) I.: 3 (A) AI Ix 
0 1785.7 1781 0.26 
10 1758.5 1760 0.09 
20 1678.0 1686 0.47 
30 1546.4 1548 0.10 
40 1367.9 1367 0.07 
50 1147.8 1148 0.02 
60 892.8 896 0.36 
70 610.7 619 1.34 
80 310.1 324 4.29 
90 0 0 - 
Table 5.1 Comparison of direct current levels using conventional 
analysis and the computer program. 
5.2.2 Commutation angle 
The variation of commutation angle with a, as predicted using 
conventional analysis and the computer program is shown in Figure 5.5. 
The conventional predictions are obtained using equation 5.6. 
Once again, the results which are summarised in Table 5.2 show a very 
close correlation. The differences, are again given as a percentage 
of the computed results. 
This table shows that the results are within 3% of each other over the 
range of a from 0 to 60'. Above 60', the difference increases 
sharply, reaching 0.8' or 33% at an a=80'. 
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Again, the influence of ripple content at high firing delay angles 
contributes to the discrepancy between the two methods of calculation. 
Kimbark Program %age Diff 
a U. U. Au% 
0 48.2 48.0 0.42 
10 39.0 38.7 0.78 
20 31.2 30.3 2.97 
30 24.8 24.2 2.48 
40 19.3 19.0 1.58 
50 14.6 14.4 1.39 
60 10.5 10.2 2.94 
70 6.8 6.3 7.94 
80 3.4 2.6 33.33 
90 0 0 - 
Table 5.2 Comparison of commutation angles calculated using 
conventional analysis and the computer program. 
5.2.3 AC harmonics 
Assuming perfectly balanced conditions, the harmonics of the total 
alternating current drawn by a twelve-pulse bridge are of order 12nt1, 
where n is any positive integer, whereas the harmonics of its 
individual six-pulse bridges are of order 6n±1. This is due to 
cancellation of harmonics of orders 6n±1, where n is odd. To prevent 
the loss of the comparison of the cancelled harmonics, the analysis is 
performed on the six-pulse alternating current waveform of the 
star-star connected bridge and harmonics of order 5,7,11,13,17 and 
19 are used in the comparison. 
Figures 5.6 to 5.11 compare the results obtained from the two methods, 
with the alternating current harmonics plotted against commutation 
angle. The conventional predictions are obtained from equations 5.20 
and 5.21. Variation of commutation angle is achieved in both models 
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by varying the load resistance, with all other parameters remaining 
constant. 
Table 5.3 summarises the differences between the two sets of data in 
Figures 5.6 to 5.11. The trend of the differences for each of the 
harmonics is similar, starting at a large value at low u and 
decreasing to a small value throughout the rest of the given range of 
U. 
Difference in harmonics as % of fundamental 
referred to the computer model results 
u 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 
2 5.0 3.6 1.4 2.5 1.6 1.2 
5 1.8 1.2 0.6 1.8 0.8 0.6 
10 0.8 0.4 0.9 1.6 0.5 0.4 
15 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.3 0.3 
20 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.1 
25 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.1 
30 0.4 0.5 0,0 0.2 0.1 0.0 
35 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.0 
40 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.0 
45 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 
50 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 
55 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 
60 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 
Table 5.3 Difference in ac system current harmonics between 
results from conventional analysis and computer 
program as percentage of fundamental component. 
At low values of commutation angle there are two main effects that 
will contribute to the discrepancy between the two sets of results. 
The first of these is the increased influence of the direct current 
ripple content at low loads, as mentioned in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. 
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The second effect is also caused by differences between the modelling 
approach of the two methods. The computer program model for the 
converter transformers has a realistic fundamental frequency 
magnetising current component, whereas the conventional approach 
ignores it completely. The 3% magnetising current assumed in the 
calculation of the transformer parameters, represents a current of 
13.1 A, which remains constant throughout the range of u in this 
study. At low loads, this fundamental frequency component begins to 
dominate the current drawn from the ac supply by the converter. 
Consider a direct current level of 60 A, for which the commutation 
angle is 2 degrees. Reflecting the fundamental ac component of the 
converter back into the primary of the transformer gives approximately 
14 A, which obviously seriously affects the results when the 13 A 
magnetising current is considered. The effect of this is a lower 
harmonic magnitude from the computer program, expressed as a 
percentage of fundamental, when compared with the results using 
conventional analysis. This is seen to be the case in Figures 5.6 to 
5.11. 
5.3 Conclusions 
It has been shown in this chapter that there is generally good 
agreement between the results obtained from conventional classical 
analysis and from the computer program. The performance criteria 
investigated in the comparison were the direct current level, the 
commutation angle for a twelve-pulse converter and the harmonic 
content of the primary current waveform of a star-star connected 
transformer supplying a six-pulse bridge. 
For the prediction of direct current level, it has been shown that 
over a range of dc levels f rom 0.96 pu to 0.48 pu, the discrepancies 
are less than 0.5%. Below 0.48 pu the differences begin to increase 
sharply, reaching a value of 4.29% at 0.18 pu. 
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The commutation angles are within 3% of each other over the range of 
direct currents from 0.96 pu to 0.48 pu, increasing to a discrepancy 
of 0.8' in an angle of 2.6' at a dc level of 0.18 pu. 
The primary side current harmonics show similar trends, with results 
for a range direct current level from 0.30 pu to 2.07 pu 
(corresponding to a range of u from 15' to 60') being fairly close. 
Below 0.30 pu the results from the two methods begin to diverge, 
following different trends. 
Over most of the range of dc levels the computed results agree fairly 
closely with the conventional predictions. The greatest discrepancies 
occur in the operating range over which the neglecting of the 
transformer magnetising reactance and the assumption of infinite dc 
side reactance in the conventional approach, would be expected to have 
their most significant effect. 
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0. APPLICATION OF DIAKOPTICS TO A 
COMPLETE HVDC POVER TRANSMISSION LINK 
This chapter presents a model for the complete twelve-pulse 
transmission link using a combined diakoptic and tensor analysis 
approach. It leads on from the tensor model of a twelve-pulse 
converter described in Chapter 4, with two such converter models 
connected back to back through resistance and inductance. 
The diakoptic approach is introduced by considering a simplified block 
representation of the circuit. The full circuit equations are given 
later, together with the amendments made to the model to include the 
representation of an ac system. and tuned or multi-branch damped 
filters. 
The chapter ends by presenting a set of current and voltage waveforms 
generated by the computer model. 
8.1 Diakoptics 
Diakoptics [125-129] is a term used to describe an analytical 
technique which can be applied to the solution of electrical networks. 
[Gk. öiakomro (deeakopto): to suspend, to cut off, to interrupt, to 
discontinue]. The technique derives its name from the fact that the 
solution process involves the cutting up of the electrical network 
into sub-networks. By the use of transformation tensors, the whole 
circuit my be solved by operations on the sub-networks, while 
anintaiaing the integrity of the complete circuit. ]Wch of the 
original work was performed by Gabriel Kron [127] and H. H. Happ [125]. 
6.1.1 Development of equations for a simplified diakoptic model 
Figure 6.1 shows a complete twelve-pulse hvdc power transmission link 
in block fora. The blocks labelled "Cony. 1" and "Cony. 2" each 
represent a complete twelve-pulse converter and the block labelled "dc 
Line" represents an equivalent circuit for the transmission line. 
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id. 
Figure 8.1 Block diagram for complete twelve-pulse 
hvdc power transmission link. 
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Figure 6.2 Twelve-pulse transmission link showing 
the diakoptic infinite inductances. 
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Figure 6.3 Torn sub-circuits of twelve-pulse transmission 
link. 
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Either of the two converters nay operate in the rectifying or 
inverting mode. 
The diakoptic approach solves the circuit in terms of these three 
blocks. The contents of the blocks and the detail of the solution are 
not considered here, but the method as outlined illustrates the 
differences between the diakoptic approach and a standard tensor 
analysis solution. 
Figure 8.2 shows the twelve-pulse transmission link with two 
fictitious infinite inductances inserted at the "points of tear", 
where the circuit is to be dismantled for the purposes of the 
analysis. These two infinite inductances may for the purpose of the 
analysis be replaced by fictitious voltages sources, [em], when the 
circuit is torn apart as shown in Figure 8.3. The voltage sources are 
such that currents flowing in the torn sub-circuits are the same as 
those flowing in the original circuit. The two extra sub-circuits 
shown in Figure 8.3, which consist of current sources supplying the 
infinite inductances, are called link networks. The current, [I, ], 
flowing in the first of the link-networks, is 
Ii Z IM1 IMZ (6.1) 
where Im, and 1.2 are defined in Figure 6.2. The current in the other 
link network my be similarly defined and the link/nesh current 
transformation say be assembled, 
[ IL] _[ CLM] .[ IM] (6.2 ) 
where [CL.. ] is the link/mesh current transformation matrix, [ IL-] is 
the link network current vector, (Ii, Iz] of Figure 8.3, and I In] is 
the original network current vector, [ I, , , 1.2, I, 3, IM4] ° of 
Figure 
0.2. Assuming real and reactive power invariance between the two 
reference frames, and using a derivation similar to that shown in 
equations 4.5 to 4.13 of Chapter 4, it can be shown that, 
[e,. ] = [Cu. ]°. iVL] (6.3) 
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where le,. ] is the torn network voltage source vector 10.1, l. 2, e. ', "Ui. ]` 
of Figure 6.3, and [VL] is the link voltage vector [VL,, VL2]'L of 
Figure 6.3. 
The mesh equation for the circuit shown in Figure 6.3 is, 
(Em] - (em] = (Rm] . (Im] + (pIm] . (Lm] (6.4) 
where the impressed voltage vector [E, ] contains the supply voltages 
of the original network and [ Rm] and IL] are the mesh resistance and 
inductance matrices of the torn networks. The equations for the link 
networks of Figure 6.3 are, 
[VL] = [LJ . [pIL] (6.5) 
where (LLA is the link network inductance matrix and the other vectors 
of equation 6.5 are defined above. Applying the link/Hash 
transformation of equation 6.2 to equation 6.5 and rearranging, 
[pIL] _ [CL«, l. [pIm] = [LL]-'. [VL] (8.6) 
Re-arranging equation 8.4 gives, 
[ pLn) _[I. ý]' ý. tEg. ) -[ em] - ER. ]. [ Im]) (8.7) 
and substituting equation 6.3 in equation 8.7 
[ pIml =[ Iml -' .{[B, ] -[ CLrl *-. [ VLl -[ R] .[ Iml) (6.8' 
Substituting equation 8.8 in equation 6.6, 
ELL-3 -LIVE] = (CLm3. Ciaw]-'. {E Em3 - (C+Lm]*'. (VL] - [Rm]. 
(Im]} 
(6.9) 
Re-arranging equation 6.9 
{[LL]-'+[GLm]. [Lml-'. [C4-wl°). [VL7=[CLm3. [Lml-'. {L$]-[Rml. [Im]) 
(6.10) 
and since the elements of ILL] are infinite, 
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ELL]-' =0 (6.11) 
Using equation 6.11 in equation 6.10 and re-arranging, 
I VLI 
'2 
{E CLr I. E+. 
m] - 
(CLf] 1) -I-E CL.. ] 
.(L]'. 
{( Em] -( Rm] .( 
Im) ) 
(6.12) 
which can be used to replace [VL-l in equation 6.8, 
I plm] = EL. ]-'. ( I Em] - [CLm] ;. {I CLm] .I 
Lm] -' .I 
C+Lm] "-' 
. 
I Cum] .I Lm] -1 . {I Bm]-I Rm] .I Im]) -IP. m] .I Im] ) 
(6.13) 
Equation 6.13 may finally be re-arranged to give, 
[ pIm] =[ InM] -I. ([ II -[ CLm]'-. ([ CLml . ELI- I. [ C, L. 1 t-) -' . 
[CLm]. [L. ]-1). {[Em]-[Rm]. [Im]} (6.14) 
where [I] is a unit matrix. Equation 6.14 may be solved using 
numerical methods to give an updated value for (Im], which is the 
current vector of the complete system. 
6.1.2 Advantages of the diakoptic approach 
The advantages of the combined diakoptic and tensor analysis approach 
can be explained when equation 6.14 is compared with the standard 
tensor analysis mesh equation 4.23 of Chapter 4 repeated below, 
[pI ]= [LM]-'. t [BM] - [RN, ]. [I, ] ) (6.15) 
In equation 6.15 the matrices (L], [ R, ] and 111m) have a slightly 
different structure, with the impedance matrices containing elements 
in all positions within the matrix structure. The matrices [L, ] and 
[it,. ] of equation 6.14 are, however, block diagonal in their nature, 
having three square sub-matrices located symmetrically about the 
leading diagonal, each of dimension n by n, where n is the number of 
meshes needed to describe each of the sub-circuits. 
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In the particular case of a twelve-pulse transmission link, the 
ordinary tensor approach requires between 11 and 15 meshes to define 
the circuit in the modes of operation defined in section 4.3.3. The 
diakoptic/tensor approach, however, has two sub-matrices varying in 
size between 6 and 8 meshes and a sub-matrix with only one mesh. Both 
equations 6.14 and 8.15 require the inversion of their respective [L. ] 
matrices, but because of its block diagonal nature in the 
diakoptic/tensor approach, this inversion may be applied to the 
individual sub-matrices as opposed to the whole [L] matrix. The 
extra matrix inversion operation involved in the diakoptic/tensor 
approach (eg {[CAM] . [Lam, ] -' .[C, ý, ] t) -' of equation 6.14) is of dimension 
L by L (eg 2 by 2 in this case). Assuming that the computer 
processing time taken for matrix inversion is proportional to the cube 
of the dimension of the matrix 1130,131] then the ratio of inversion 
times used by the two approaches varies from, 
CPU Diakoptic/Tensor 
CPU Tensor 
to, 
CPU Diakoptic/Tensor 
CPU Tensor 
_[ 
6+1+8+2 3]=0.331 (6.10) 
[ 11'] 
[ 83+1*+83+2: 3 1=0.306 (6.17) 
[153] 
depending on the number of thyristors conducting at any instant. This 
saving of CPU time is slightly offset by the extra multiplications 
needed by the diakoptic/tensor approach. 
However, between 20 and 22 meshes are required to define the full 
twelve-pulse converter, ac system and Multi-branch damped filter 
combination described in sections 6.3 and 6.4, and the comparison 
between inversion times for the diakoptic/tensor and the tensor 
approach is, 
CPO Diakoptic/Tensor 
_[ 
20'+19+201+23 l=0.270 (6.18) 
CPU Tensor (393 
for 20 aeshes and 
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CPU Diakoptic/Tensor 
=1 
223+13+223+2: 3 1= 0.268 (6.19) 
CPU Tensor 14331 
for 22 neshes, which represents a considerable saving in the total CPU 
tine used by the program. 
A recent paper by Gregory, Kettleborough and Smith [1291 performed a 
comparison of processing times for the analysis of series and parallel 
connected generators when analysed using conventional mesh analysis 
and diakoptic mesh analysis. The paper shows the dramatic saving in 
total processing time offered by the diakoptic mesh analysis method 
which become greater as the system complexity increases. 
6.2 Modelling a Complete Twelve-Pulse Transmission Link 
The full circuit used to represent a complete twelve-pulse 
transmission link is shown in Figure 6.4. The analysis presented in 
this section repeats the work of section 6.1.1, giving the details of 
the combined diakoptic and tensor analysis. 
The inductors L..., and L1_2 Shown in Figure 6.4 are the fictitious 
infinite inductors used in the diakoptic analysis, and are not true 
branches present in the circuit. They are located at the points of 
tear for the circuit and the torn sub-circuits and link networks are 
shown in Figure 6.5. 
The primitive reference frage for the circuit of Figure 6.4 has 52, 
branches, and the first 25 of these are shown in Figure G. G. The 
syaetry of the two ends of the transmission link leads to a saving in 
the definition of the transformation matrices. The two twelve-pulse 
bridges share an identical layout and so their primitive to 
intermediate transformation matrices are identical. Their primitive 
and intermediate resistance and inductance matrices are also similar 
in form but may have slightly different values if the transformers or 
ac system Impedances differ. The primitive to intermediate 
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transformation matrices for the rectifying twelve-pulse converter 
(identical to that of the inverting twelve-pulse converter), the dc 
transmission link and the complete circuit are shown in Figures 6.7, 
6.8 and 6.9 respectively. 
The intermediate to mesh transformation matrix for the rectifying 
twelve-pulse converter, ECR,, ], is shown in Figure 6.10. The 
component sub-matrices, [RAI] and [RA2], vary in both size and content 
as the thyristor configuration changes. Values of [RAI] and [RA2], 
for the particular case of thyristors 1,2,3,7,8 and 12 conducting, 
are given in Figure 6.11. This Figure corresponds to circuit 26 of 
Appendix Al, where the full set of [RAI] and [RA2] matrices are given. 
The intermediate to mesh transformation matrix for the inverter [C:,, ] 
is similar in form, and is identical to that of the rectifier for the 
same thyristor configuration. The intermediate to mesh transformation 
matrix for the dc link, [CL,, ], is shown in Figure 6.12. These three 
matrices can be used to assemble the intermediate to mesh 
transformation matrix for the complete circuit, 1CRL: sml, which is 
shown in Figure 6.13. The subscripts RLI in this transformation 
matrix stand for Rectifier, dc Link and Inverter components 
respectively. The dimension of this matrix varies from 30 by 13 to 30 
by 17 depending whether 0,1,2,3 or 4 simultaneous commutations are 
occurring respectively. 
The link network currents are related to the torn sub-network currents 
shown in Figure 6.5 by the equation, 
[ I4-] =[ CG. d] .[ I'll (6.20) 
where (IL] is the vector of the two link network currents, Eid] is the 
vector of the currents ice, to id., shown in Figure 6.5 and [CL. ] is 
the transformation matrix shown in Figure 6.14. Following the 
derivation first presented in equations 4.4 to 4.9 of Chapter 4, it 
follows that, 
[&s] = [Coma]t. [VL] (6.21 ) 
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Figure 6.13 Complete twelve-pulse link intermediate/mesh 
transformation matrix, [CRLIim]. 
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tear currents, id, ýo ida of Figure 6.5 to primitive 
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(Elements not shown are all zero) 
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where [Hal and EV... ] are voltage vectors consisting of Ee, to Ee4 and 
VL, and VL2 respectively, as shown in Figure 6.5. 
The relationship between the currents id, to id4 of Figure 8.5 and the 
primitive reference frame currents is 
(Id] = [CRLIdbI. IIRLIb1 (6.22) 
where [CRLZdb] is shown in Figure 6.15. As previously demonstrated, 
it follows that, 
[eRLIb] 2 (CRLXdb)°. (Ed] (6.23) 
Transforaing equation 8.23 to the torn mesh reference frame, 
[eRL: m] _ [CRLSSm]°. 
LCRLIblJt. ICRLICblL. [Bd] (6.24) 
where IeRLZm] is the torn mesh reference frame voltage vector. 
The torn mesh equation for the circuit of Figure 6.5 is, 
[$Ism - =retzm] = [ZRLSm] .[ IRL=m] (6.25) 
where t&RLzm], [eRLzm] and [IRL,,. ] are respectively the mesh driving 
voltage, diakoptic tear voltage and current vectors and [ZRL: m] is the 
torn mesh matrix. Expanding [ZRL2m] into its resistive and inductive 
components, and re-arranging equation 6.25, 
[ pIRý: ý] _[ Lp.: M7'' 
<8.28) 
which is the state-variable fora of the torn mesh equation for the 
circuit. 
Substituting equation 6.21 into equation 6.24, 
[eýeý: ]=[GeL_ : af. ]°. [C, RL- sbs]°. ECm-IdbI[C, y][V, J 
(6.27) 
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Substituting equation 6.27 into 6.26 
[pIRLSm] _ 1LpLZa]-'. t [&eL1m] - [RORLIm]. [IRRLIon] - 
(Ci z mli'. [CGeLZbt]t. 
LCILidb]t,. [CLd]°. (VL] ) (6.28) 
The equation defining the link networks is, 
[pIL] = [LL]-'. [VL] (6.29) 
Substituting equation 6.22 in equation 6.20, 
I IL) = (CLd] . 
(CRLldb] 
.L 
IRL-lb] (6.30) 
differentiating equation 6.30 and substituting in equation 6.29, 
[LL] '. (VL] = tCLd]. (CPLIdb]. IpIRL2b] (6.31) 
The relationship between the primitive and torn mesh current vectors 
is, 
IR-Z%, ] - ý`+RLZbiý C!! LZlmý IRLZmý 
(8.32) 
differentiating equation 6.32 
[ pIRLlb] =L CILIbi] . [CI' Ll im] .[ pIPtLxm] (6.33) 
and substituting equation 6.33 into equation 6.31 
[LL]-'. [VL] _ [Cued]. LCIRLIdb]. [Gei. Ibi]. LG, LI1ml . [pIRLxm] 
(6.34) 
Equation 6.28 may be substituted in equation 6.34 to give 
[I. L]-'. IYL] = ICLd]. 
ICýLIdb]. [GeL: bi]. [GeL: sm]. [LRý: m]-'" 
{[ ERLim] [ 
L2m] .I 
IRLIm] 
[CRL: i=]°. 
[CRLibi7ý. IýLIdb]t. [CLdlt. [YL] ) (6.35) 
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Re-arranging 
(ILL] -' +[ Ci. d l. I CRL i db ]. [ CMS 11311 .[ 
CRt- iiml. [ LRL : fn l -' .L 
CRI. Iim l'~ . 
ICRLIbiIt'. ICRLIdb]t. (CLdlt"I. (VLI = tCLdl . 
(CRLIdb). ICRLIbi]. 
(CRLIice]. LLRLIm]-'. ((ERLIm] - (RRLIm]. (IRLIm]) (6.36) 
The fictitious inserted inductors have infinite value and so, 
[LL]-' =0 (6.3? ) 
Using this fact in equation 8.36 and re-arranging, 
t" I OL I-(I Ct-d l- I CRL I db 
1" I 
vRL Ibi 
I" I CTRL 
Iiml. 
I LRL 
Im1 ^' .I 
CRL I IM] 
[CRLIbi7CRLIdbit'. [CLd]) 1. [CLd7. [CRLldbl. [CRLIbi]. 
[CGtLii. ]. [LRLZm]-1. (IERLIml IRRLIm]. [IRLIm]) (6.38) 
Using equation 6.38 to substitute for [VL] in equation 6.28, 
[ pIOU-1.. ] =[ LgeLiml-' .([ &eLIn. 
J -L RRLIr] 
.[ IRLim] - 
ErAtLiiwl '" ICRLibiI '. ICRLidbl '. ECLdJ '. (ICiLdl 
" 
LCRLidbl 
.LC tLIbIJ 
[vVei_Iim]. El+RLIM} 1"ICMLZim}i'. EvRLIbil*--ICRLIdblý-ECLd})-l 
- 
tCLd]. (CRLldb]. (CRLlbil. (CRLiiml 
. 
(LRLIm]-ý. ((ERLIm] - 
[Rm. Iml . (IRLZm]) } (6.39) 
which my be re-arranged to give, 
IpIRLI. Iz [LRL. Im]-1. {I I]-ICRLiim]t'. ICRLIbi]t'. LC, eLldb]t. 
Ivi_d]t'. 
(ICA. d]. 
ECRLIdb]IGtLIbiIACORLIim]. I]. RLim] '"ICRLIim]L" 
ICon. mi],. 
ECmLzablt'. ECL. O]) IICiLd]ICRLIdb]IC+RLIbi]. ICRLiim]" 
IL, LIm]-'). (IRmzm] - IRRRLim]. IIRLIm]) (6.40) 
where [I] is a unit matrix 
Iý! lLlýný 
Ivy. 
ilmýt. 
I(ýeLibiýL. I 
LIbý. LQRLIbiI. ICRLIi 
(6.41) 
[LwL:. pl = (C Zti. l°. [CfýL: bL]°, [LRýIb], [CRLIbi]. [GeLI1m] 
(6.42) 
and, 
IERLI. 
UJ ý 
ECRLIimI'L. ICRLIbLlt-otBRLIb] 8.43) 
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Def ining, 
[CLm] = LCLd]. ICRLIdb]. tCRLIbi ]. [CRLximl (6.44) 
then equation 8.40 reduces to, 
[pIRLIM]=[LPILim]-'. ( [I] - [CL-,,, 7 . IECL-,,, ]ILRLIfnl-'. 
[Cl-, ]t)-' 
ECL-ml . [LgeL:, ]-' }. { [Eg . im] - 
[RFL:, ]. [IrcL: r] 
) 
(6.45) 
which is the final equation for the diakoptic solution. 
In this equation, the inversion of [ LRL:, l is performed by inverting 
the separate sub-matrices, [LR, ], [LLm] and (L:, ]. For example, when 
4 simultaneous commutations are occurring, the dimension of (LRL: m] is 
17 by 17, but the inversion may be performed on the three block- 
diagonal sub-matrices, of dimension 8 by 8,1 by 1 and 8 by 8, located 
along the leading diagonal of the matrix. All the other elements of 
the inductance matrix are zero and so the inverse of the full matrix 
may be calculated from the inverses of the three sub-matrices. In 
equation 6.45 the only other matrix to be inverted is 
((CLm]. (L,. L: nl] -' .[ Ctm] L) which is of dimension L by L. In this case 
with two link networks, L is 2 and the inversion is relatively quick. 
Equation 0.45 is solved using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical 
integration method and during 4 simultaneous commutations, it 
represents 17 simultaneous first order linear differential equations. 
The circuit contains 24 thyristors and with each one turning on and 
off once in each cycle, there will be 48 occasions per cycle of ac 
wins when the mesh equations need re-assembling. Each change in the 
thyristor conduction configuration defines a new [C, LIim] matrix, 
which is used in equations 6.41,6.42,6.43 and 6.44 to calculate the 
new values of the matrices of equation 6.45. [BRLIm] contains the 
sinusoidal driving voltages of the circuit and its value needs to be 
re-calculated at each stage in the numerical solution process. 
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At each of the changes in thyristor configuration, a single thyristor 
either turns on or off. The rest of the thyristors remain unchanged 
and so by careful manipulation of the mesh currents, only one of the 
sub-matrices needs to be re-calculated at a discontinuity. This 
increases the amount of manipulation performed by the program, but 
halves the time spent inverting matrices. For the case of four 
simultaneous commutations, the program needs to invert an 8 by 8 
matrix, compared with a 15 by 15 matrix using the tensor approach. 
8.3 Inclusion of Filters and an AC System Xodel 
The performance of any filters connected to the ac system busbar is 
critically affected by the ac system impedance [89,100,132-134], 
since the ac system and the filter impedances are effectively in 
parallel. Figure 6.16 shows the conventional single line diagram 
representing a converter, filter and ac system impedance combination. 
6.3.1 AC system impedance representation 
The impedance locus of a real ac system is often very complicated 
[135-137]. Its value at harmonic frequencies is vital for the 
calculation of ac filter performance. It is important therefore that 
any model used to represent the ac system impedance should take this 
into account. 
Hingorani and Burberry [104] suggest several ac system models for hvdc 
studies and the one adopted here is shown in Figure 6.17. It consists 
of a fundamental-frequency source in series with an L-R branch, 
connected in parallel with two further R-L-C branches. lore branches 
'ay be added to increase the complexity of the ac system model, at the 
expense of the program CPU time, since each extra branch is included 
in each of the three phases at both ends of the link, adding a further 
6 meshes. 
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and filters. 
RSI ls1 CSI 11 
Ea Rs [a 
932 RM LS2 11 
Figure 6.17 AC system impedance model. 
Figure 6.18 Tuned filter. 
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6.3.2 Tuned filters 
The simplest type of filter used in hvdc power transmission schemes is 
the tuned filter, which consists of a simple series R-L-C branch as 
shown in Figure 6.18. Typically, a pair of such filters may be 
connected to the ac busbar and tuned to the 11th and 13th harmonic for 
a twelve-pulse system. A practical limitation of this type of filter 
is evident when the fundamental frequency of the system wanders from 
its nominal value. With very sharply tuned filters, the effectiveness 
of the filtering drops dramatically under these conditions. Other 
filter types will be considered later. 
6.3.3 Second order linear differential equations 
The inclusion of ac system impedance and filters introduce added 
complexity to the analysis and programs. Previously, the branches 
consisted only of resistance and inductance elements whereas the ac 
system and filters incorporate capacitance in some of their branches. 
Thus, the order of the differential equations is raised from first to 
second, as demonstrated below. 
The primitive equation is, 
18 1lLib + 9m-it] I RRLIb] 
. 
(IRLib] +I IRLib] 
. 
(pIPLIb] 
[LLib]-' f[ IRLxb] . dt (6.48) 
where [ IRLIb] s[B. eL: b] and [Vie-: b] are the primitive current, driving 
voltage and branch voltage vectors, and (LJIL=b], IRLlbI and CKRLIb] 
are the primitive inductance, resistance and capacitance matrices. 
Equation 6.46 any alternatively be written as a pair of first order 
linear differential equations, in the fora, 
pIRLIb] 0E+ 
-Ib] 
'. II 
ERLIb + VRLIb] -L RRLIb] .L 
IRLIb] + 
IVkRLIb] ) (6.47) 
and, 
pVk. zb] 
E Kp"-112] -I .I RLib] (8.48) 
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where IVF,, It] is the capacitor voltage vector. The same 
transformation matrices applied to the resistance and inductance 
matrices may be used to transform the capacitance matrix from the 
primitive to the mesh reference frame. 
In the nosh reference frage the equations are 
1PIRLim] = 1LRLIm]-1. { 1ERLIm] + 1VRLIm] - 1RRLIm]. IIRLIm] + 
ýVkRl. imý } 
(6.49) 
where EVRL: m7=0 as a result of Kirchhof f's voltage law and, 
(pVkRt-IIn] _[ RRLIm]-I . (IRLIm] (6.50) 
where [ IoeLZm] , [&q&-Sm] and [ vkRLIm] are the mesh current, driving 
voltage and capacitor voltage vectors, and [LRLSr], [RRL: m] and 
(L L: m] are the mesh inductance, resistance and capacitance matrices. 
These matrices are related to the primitive reference frame by, 
(ARLImJ ýý+RLI1nýJý. LvRLIbiJL"LaýRLIbJ"ýCiRLIbiJ. ývRLIimJ 
(6.51) 
tLRLim] - [CRLIim]L. LCmLibil'. lLRLIbl. EC+RLIbil. IC+RLZiml 
(6.52) 
ýaRLSrwý ECRL. IIni1t. IvRLIbilt'. EKnLIb]-[CnLIbiJ. EvRLIiml 
(6.53) 
and, 
[BM-,., ] = [CIRt-3t s. l°. [GeL-: bs]. [BRL-: el (6.54) 
Equations 6.49 and 6.50 any alternatively be expressed as a single 
second order linear differential equation by changing the 
state-variable from current to charge. The resulting equation is, 
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[p2QRLIm]=[LRLIm]-'. { [BRLim] - [RRLzm]. [pQRLIml + 
IKRLImI-'. [QRLIm] ) (6.55) 
where p and p2 respectively are the operators d/dt and d2/dt2 and 
[Q, LSm] is the mesh reference frame charge vector. The rest of the 
matrices and vectors are defined above. The charge and current 
vectors are related by the following equations 
[ IRLIMI _ (pQQeLzM] (6.56) 
and, 
[ pIRL: O, ] _[ p2Qu L: i] (6.57) 
Equation 6.55 represents the mesh equation resulting from 
conventional tensor analysis of a complete hvdc power transmission 
link. To allow for capacitance in the combined diakoptic and tensor 
model, equation 6.45 of section 6.2, is modified to, 
[pýQreLI«l=[ImLSm]-'. { [I] - [CLm]°. {[CLmI. [LRLIm]-'. [GLmI; )-'" 
[vLm][LRLIm]-'ý. (I&LIml -[aaRLImI. [PQfQLIrnl+[KRLImlr'. IQRLImIý 
(6.58) 
Where the vectors and matrices are as defined above, and the impedance 
matrices are now of block diagonal form. 
The fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration procedure used in the 
previous program has to be modified, to solve the second order linear 
differential equations of equation 6.58 and these modifications are 
described in the next section. 
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8,3.4 Runge-Kutta applied to second order linear differential 
equations. 
The modified equations for the solution of the second order 
differential equation [116] which is given by, 
Pty =f (x. y. py) 
are, 
(6.59) 
yk", = yk + pyk. nx + (k, + k2 + k3) . Ax/6 (6.60) 
and, 
PYk+1 = Pyk + (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)/6 (6.61) 
wbere, 
ki =f <xk, yk, pyk>. na (6.62) 
k2 = f(N yk+pyk. ex/2, pyk+k, /2). Ax (6.63) 
+4 
Ira = f(xk+ox/2, yk+pyk. ox/2+k,. nx/4, Pyk+k2/2). ox (8.64) 
r. º =f (xk +Ax , yk+pyk . ox+kz. Ax/2, pyk+k3) . nX (6.65) 
6.3.5 Circuit analysis 
The complete twelve-pulse transmission link, with tuned filters and a 
three branch representation of each phase of the ac system is shown in 
Figure 6.19. The inductors labelled LL., and LL2 are the fictitious 
infinite inductors inserted at the points of tear for the diakoptic 
analysis. Comparison of Figure 6.19 with Figure 6.4, shows that the 
diakoptic tearing of the circuit occurs at the same places. 
Figure 6.20 shows the rectifier sub-circuit, with its primitive 
branches numbered and the intermediate reference frame currents 
labelled. Also shown is the dc link sub-circuit with its primitive 
branches numbered and intermediate current labelled. The inverter 
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'23 
Ejý 
Figure 6.20 Rectifier and dc link sub-circuits showing primitive 
branch and intermediate current numbering systems. 
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sub-circuit is not shown, since it is identical to the rectifier 
sub-circuit. The inverter primitive branch numbers may be obtained by 
adding 39 to the corresponding rectifier primitive branch numbers and 
the inverter intermediate currents may be similarly obtained by adding 
23 to the corresponding rectifier intermediate currents. 
The primitive to intermediate transformation matrix [Geasl, for the 
rectifier sub-circuit is shown in Figure 6.21. The dimension of this 
matrix is now 37 by 22. The primitive to intermediate transformation 
matrix [CL-b, ] for the dc link is unchanged from that of Figure 6.8. 
The primitive to intermediate transformation matrix [C: bi] for the 
inverter is identical to (CRbi] as shown in Figure 6.21. The 
primitive to intermediate transformation matrix ICRLIbi] for the 
complete circuit may be assembled from the three sub-matrices as shown 
in Figure 6.9 and is of dimension 76 by 45. 
Once again the intermediate to mesh transformation matrices for the 
rectifier and the inverter share certain similarities, being identical 
for the same thyristor conduction pattern. The complete circuit 
transformation matrix, (C L:, m], is assembled from the three 
sub-matrices shown in Figure 6.13, where in this case its dimension 
varies from 45 by 29 to 45 by 33 depending on the number of conducting 
devices. 
The rectifier intermediate to mesh transformation matrix (CRiml, is 
shown in Figure 6.22, where [RA1] and [RA21 vary in size and content, 
from 5 by 2 to 5 by 4, according to the thyristor conduction pattern. 
The rest of [CR,. ml remains fixed, except for the null matrix in the 
top right hand corner which varies in size from 12 by 2 to 12 by 4 to 
match the number of columns of (RA1] and [RA2]. The elements of [RA1] 
and [RA2], for the particular case of thyristors 1,2,3,7,8 and 12 
conducting, are given in Figure 6.11. 
The link to diakoptic tear current transformation matrix [CL-dl, is 
unchanged from that of the previous circuit shown in Figure 8.14, 
because of the identical nature of the tears performed on the circuit. 
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Figure 6.22 Rectifier twelve-pulse converter intermediate to mesh 
transformation matrix, [ CR,, ] . 
([0l is a null matrix of dimension 12 by n, [ RA1] and 
[RA2] are matrices of dimension 5 by n, where in both 
cases n is an integer ranging from 2 to 4. Contents 
and dimension of [RA1] and [RA2] are determined by the 
thyristor conduction pattern) 
7 2 3..... 37 39.... 74 78 76 
(CRLldb] = 
0..... 1 0..... 0 1 
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U..... 0 1..... 0 
0..... 0 0..... 0 -1 4 
Figure 6.23 Transformation matrix, ICRLIdbI, linking diakoptic 
tear currents, id, to id4 to primitive reference frame 
currents, ib, to ib76. 
(Elements not shown are all zero) 
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However, the diakoptic tear to primitive branch current transformation 
matrix LCNL=db), is slightly different and is shown in Figure 6.23. 
The computer program described in section 6.2 is modified to model the 
circuit of Figure 6.19, by using the new connection and primitive 
impedance matrices defined above in equation 8.58, and modifying the 
Runge-Kutta integration procedure to cope with second order linear 
differential equations. 
6.4 Nulti-Branch Filters 
Some of the alternative filter types used in hvdc power transmission 
schemes may be represented by the three branch network shown in Figure 
6.24. This circuit may be used to model each of four filters by 
altering the resistance, capacitance and inductance elements in each 
branch. Figures 6.25 to 6.28 show the branch elements and typical 
admittance characteristics of the following four filter types: 
a) 2nd order damped or high pass filter. These filters 
are used for high frequency suppression with the 
maximum conductance and zero crossing of susceptance 
often at about the 17th harmonic. 
b) "C" type damped filter. These filters are often used 
with their maximum conductance occurring at around 
11th or 13th harmonic for a 12-pulse scheme. The 
central L-C branch is tuned to the fundamental 
frequency, to reduce the losses at this frequency. 
They are susceptible to increased fundamental losses 
due to variations in the temperature and the ac system 
frequency and component tolerances. 
C) 3rd-order damped filter. These filters are used in 
similar circumstances to the "Co type filter. In this 
case, the fundamental losses are reduced by a second 
capacitor connected in series with the resistive 
element. This arrangement is less sensitive to 
frequency, temperature and component tolerance 
variations. 
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Figure 8.24 Single line diagram of filtering arrangement. 
C 
freq 
B 
Figure 8.25 2nd-order damped filter. Branch elements and 
typical admittance characteristics. 
B 
G 
q 
f req 
Figure 6.26 "C" type damped filter. Branch elements and 
typical admittance characteristics. 
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Figure 6.27 3rd-order damped filter. Branch elements and 
typical admittance characteristics. 
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Figure 6.28 Double tuned filter. Branch elements and 
typical admittance characteristics. 
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d) Double tuned filter. This is used as a replacement 
filter for two tuned arms, giving the advantage of 
reduced cost due mainly to the use of a single 
capacitor. These are most commonly tuned to 
approximately 11th and 13th harmonics. 
Other filter types requiring more than three branches are sometimes 
used in hvdc schemes, but they are not considered in this thesis. 
Figure 6.29 shows the rectifier and dc link sub-circuits for a 
complete hvdc power transmission circuit with a three branch 
representation for the ac system impedance and a three branch filter. 
The numbering of the primitive branches and the intermediate currents 
are shown in this figure. The inverter sub-circuit is not shown, due 
to its similarity with the rectifier sub-circuit. The numbering of 
the primitive branches in the inverter sub-circuit may again be 
obtained by adding 45 to the corresponding primitive branch number of 
the rectifier sub-circuit and the intermediate currents may be 
obtained by adding 26 to the corresponding rectifier sub-circuit 
intermediate current. 
The mesh equation relating to this circuit is equation 8.59 and the 
rectifier sub-circuit primitive to intermediate [Cm. i] and 
intermediate to nosh CC im] transformation matrices are given in 
Figures 6.30 and 6.31. The elements of [RA1] and [RA2] in Figure 6.31 
are the same as those in Figure 6.22 for the same thyristor 
configuration. The complete circuit primitive to intermediate 
transformation matrix [ Cmabs l, is now of dimension 88 by 51 and the 
intermediate to mesh transformation matrix [CRLxt ], will vary from 51 
by 35 to 51 by 39 depending on the thyristor conduction pattern. The 
diakoptic tear to link network transformation matrix [CL-col is 
unchanged from that of Figure 6.14. The diakoptic tear to primitive 
branch transformation matrix is given in Figure 6.32. 
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Figure 6.29 Rectifier and dc link sub-circuits for a full 
transmission link with a three branch ac system 
representation and a three branch filter. 
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Figure 6.31 Rectifier twelve-pulse converter intermediate to mesh 
transformation matrix, (C]. 
((0] is a null matrix of dimension 15 by n, I RAU and 
LRA2] are matrices of dimension 5 by n, where in both 
cases n is an integer ranging from 2 to 4. Contents 
and dimension of (RA1] and IRA2] are determined by the 
thyristor conduction pattern) 
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Figure 6.32 Transformation matrix, [ C"LI. ýb] , linking 
diakoptic 
tear currents, id, to ia4 to primitive reference frame 
currents, ib, to ibele, 
(Elements not shown are all zero) 
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6.5 Computed Vaveforms 
The voltage and current waveforms generated by the model described in 
the previous section are shown in Figures 6.33(a) to (dl). The 
notation used in the figure is abbreviated due to the limited space 
available, and where it refers to ac and dc side currents and 
voltages, it is actually referring to the transformer primary and 
secondary side currents and voltages respectively. The case shown 
here represents the link operating with a direct current of 2442 A 
(132% rated current) transmitting a total of 609 XV from rectifier to 
inverter, for the circuit without an ac system impedance 
representation and filters. 
For these conditions, the two ac system are at 400 kV, the dc link 
impedance consists of a resistance of 0.9 ohms in series with an 
inductance of 0.7 H. The firing delay angles are set at 15' for the 
rectifier and 130' for the inverter, resulting in commutation angles 
of 33.5' and 31.2' for the rectifier and inverter respectively. As a 
result of these commutation angles, both the rectifier and inverter 
are operating in the second conduction mode, where commutations in 
each bridge of the twelve-pulse converters overlap. 
The rectifier primary winding three-phase voltage waveforms are shown 
in Figures 6.33(1) and (. 1). The corresponding inverter waveforms are 
shown in Figures 6.33(m) and (n). 
The converter transformers secondary voltage waveforms show the 
distortion caused by the converter operation. Figures 8.33(k) and (1) 
show the rectifier end secondary voltage waveforms, from which the 
firing delay angle and commutation periods are clearly evident in the 
"notches" in these two waveforms. The firing delay angles are the 
periods after the phase voltage cross-avers in Figure 8.33(k). For 
example, thyristor 1 becomes forward biased after the phase voltage 
cross-over between the red (vp(7)) and blue (vp(9)) phases, which 
occurs at 210'. 15' later, thyristor 1 is fired and the red and blue 
phase voltages are tied together for the duration of the commutation. 
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The inverter end transformer secondary voltage waveforms shown in 
Figures 6.33(o) and (p) show that commutation and voltage cross-over 
occur in the opposite order. For example thyristor 13 commences to 
commutate off at 100', when thyristor 15 is triggered. During 
commutation the red (vp(34)) and green (vp(35)) phase voltages are 
tied together, and when commutation ends at 131.2' the red and green 
phase voltages separate for 18.8' before they cross-over. This allows 
a safety angle of 18.8' for the inverter. 
Figure 6.33(e) shows current waveforms for two rectifier thyristors 1 
and 10. The current waveform for thyristor 10 is shown inverted, to 
prevent overlap of the two current blocks. The current blocks have 
concave rising and convex falling edges and the ripple component of 
the direct current is evident in the tops of the blocks. The 
corresponding inverter thyristor current waveforms (thyristors 13 and 
22) are shown in Figure 6.33(t). In this case, the current blocks 
have convex rising and concave falling edges, in contrast to the 
rectifier currents. The direct current ripple is also evident in the 
tops of these waveforms. 
The voltage waveforms for the rectifier thyristors mentioned above are 
given in Figure 6.33(u). Once again, the waveform for thyristor 10 is 
inverted for clarity. The 15' delay between these devices becoming 
forward biased and turning on is evident in each of these waveforms. 
The corresponding inverter thyristor voltage waveforms are shown in 
Figure 6.33(v). As mentioned in the description of the inverter 
thyristor voltage waveforms of Chapter 4 (Section 4.4), the delay 
between the thyristor becoming forward biased and turning on is 
greater than the firing delay angle of 130'. This difference is again 
be explained by the effect of the thyristor conduction pattern on the 
device voltages. 
In the rectifying node, the device voltage positive zero cross-over 
and the secondary phase voltage positive zero cross-over coincide. 
However when inverting, this is not necessarily the case since when 
ac>(120'+u) the phase voltage cross-over corresponding to thyristor 1 
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occurs before thyristor 5 begins to conduct. This means that 
thyristor 1 voltage is equal to the red-green line voltage (vp(34)- 
vp(35)) and not the red-blue (vp(34)-vp(36)) line voltage, which is 
the case when thyristor 5 is conducting and has a positive going zero- 
crossing at 210'. The red-green line voltage has a zero-crossing at 
150' and so while thyristor 4 and thyristor 3 are conducting thyristor 
1 will become forward biased at this instant, which is 60' ahead of 
the zero-crossing for thyristor 1 when thyristor 5 and thyristor 6 are 
conducting. A small amount of distortion added to these voltage 
waveforms makes the phase advance 60.1'. 
The direct link current is shown in Figure 6.33(x). It has a wean 
value of 2442 A and a ras about the mean of 7.3 A. The rectifier and 
inverter direct voltages are shown in Figure 6.33(w) with mean values 
of 253.5 kV and 251.2 kV respectively. 
The rectifier transformer secondary current waveforms of Figures 
6.33(c) and (d) have rms values of 1904 A and 1099 A for the star-star 
and star-delta connected transformers. The corresponding primary 
current waveforms of Figures 8.33 (a) and (b) both have rns values of 
555 A. The effect of the magnetising current (which was clearly 
visible in Figures 4.14(a) and (b)) is only just noticeable in the 
non-zero sections of Figure 6,33(a) and the non-equal phase current 
values of Figure 6.33(b). The magnetising current is identical to 
that of Chapter 4, but represents a smaller proportion of the total ac 
system current in this case due to the higher level of the direct 
current. 
Figures ß. 33(g) and (h) show the secondary current waveforms for the 
two inverter transformers which have ras values of 1909 and 1102 A. 
Figures 6.33(e) and (f) show the corresponding primary phase currents 
each having res values of 558 A. The magnetising current is only just 
visible with each phase current having a small positive offset before 
the positive going current block followed by a small negative offset. 
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The rectifier and inverter ac line current waveforms are evident in 
Figures 8.33(q) and (r). These waveforms result from the addition of 
each pair of primary phase current waveforms. The twelve-pulse nature 
of the current waveforms can be seen by counting the number of ripples 
on top of the basic sine wave during one complete cycle. It is 
interesting to note the relative phase relationships of the ac system 
currents and their respective voltage waveforms. This gives a guide 
to the power flow through the system with power flowing from the 
rectifier ac system to the inverter ac system. 
Figures 6.33(y) to (dl) show the instantaneous )IVA's for the primary 
side of each of the four converter transformers, and the two totals 
for the rectifying and inverting ac systems. The mean value of the 
phase NVA waveforms gives the value of the active power. Figures 
6.33(cl) and (dl) illustrate that the active power flow from the 
rectifier ac system is positive and that the active power flow from 
the inverter ac system is negative. The mean values of these two 
waveforms are 624 XV and -609 XV respectively, illustrating a total 
active power loss in the transmission medium of 15 XV. 9.5 XV of this 
is lost in the thyristors and transmission line and the remaining 
5.5 XV is dissipated in the converting transformers. The reactive 
power component can be determined by using Pythagoras on the XVA and 
active power components of the waveforms. 
8.8 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented a model for a complete twelve-pulse 
transsission link, consisting of a twelve-pulse rectifier connected to 
a twelve-pulse inverter. 
The method involves two diakoptic tears of the circuit, one at each 
end of the direct current transmission link, and the subsequent tensor 
equations are presented in the state-variable form, which is suitable 
for solution by numerical integration. 
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The model is then extended to include ac system impedance and single 
or multi-branch filters. These additions introduce second order 
differential equations which require a modified fourth order Runge- 
Kutta method. 
Waveforms produced by the mathematical model are presented and 
discussed, illustrating typical rectifier and inverter 
characteristics. 
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7. COI1PARISOH OF COMPUTED AND MEASURED RESULTS 
FOR AN EXPERIMENTAL MODEL HVDC TRANSMISSION LINK 
A mathematical model is often invaluable for the practical designing 
of equipment. However, its usefulness relies heavily on the accuracy 
of its prediction and this chapter describes a scaled-down 
experimental rig for an hvdc power transmission link, built to confirm 
the mathematical model. 
Section 7.1 describes the experimental system, including the specially 
made converter transformers, the arrangement of the power thyristors 
and the low power electronics. This is followed by a section 
describing the techniques used to measure the parameters. Finally, a 
comparison of predicted and experimental results is presented for 
varying load conditions. 
7.1 The Laboratory HVDC System Model 
A block diagram of the laboratory system is shown in Figure 7.1. It 
comprises two identical twelve-pulse converters connected back-to-back 
through a resistance and inductance, which represent the simplified 
impedance of a transmission line. One converter operates in the 
rectifying mode and the other in the inverting mode. 
. 
Each converter may be divided into three main component sections: 
1) two high impedance converter transformers 
2) twelve thyristors and their related snubber circuits 
3) a low power control electronics section 
The main power connections layout for the first two of these sections 
is shown in Figure 7.2. 
7.1.1 Converter transformers 
In a full-scale hvdc power transmission link the leakage impedance of 
the converter transformers is normally quite high, typically in the 
range 0.12 to 0.25 pu. The value is high to limit the fault magnitude 
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Figure 7.1 Laboratory model of twelve-pulse hvdc power 
transmission link. 
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Figure 7.2 Circuit diagram of a twelve-pulse converter. 
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in the event of a short circuit or other failure and also to limit the 
rate of change of device current during commutation. The converter 
transformers used in the laboratory rig were specially wound to have a 
leakage impedance of 0.10 pu (the largest value attainable under the 
applying financial constraints of the project). Two of these 
240/240 V 3-phase transformers were manufactured for each twelve-pulse 
converter. Each has a star connected primary winding with the 
secondary of one being star and the other being delta. The star-delta 
connected transformer was wound to give the same primary to secondary 
line voltage ratio as the star-star connected transformer. 
7.1.2 Thyristor and snubber circuits 
Each six pulse bridge of the laboratory rig is rated at 310 V and 11 A 
on the dc side and since the thyristors used are 1200 V, 25 A devices, 
only a single thyristor is required for each limb. Networks to assist 
in the voltage sharing are therefore uaaecesory and the snubber 
circuit is connected is par*llal with each mice to educes off-. tats 
dv/dt, Bach thyristor is mounted on a heatsink, 
with the snubber and gate circuit components mounted close to the 
device. The elements of the snubber are shown in Figure 7.5 connected 
across the main thyristor, LORIA120. 
7.1.3 Electronics and control 
The control electronics employed in commercial hvdc power transmission 
links is very complicated and expensive as explained in Chapter 2. 
The laboratory model, however, has been built with a very simplified 
control strategy, with manual firing delay angle control. 
Conventionally, the firing delay angle is measured from the 
zero-crossing of the voltage across the individual thyristor valve. 
To ensure that the thyristor turns-on quickly when triggered, a 
current pulse which is many times larger than the minimum required for 
turn-on is applied to its gate. For a thyristor to continue 
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conducting when the gate pulse ceases, the anode current must be 
positive and larger than the latching current level for the thyristor. 
Once the thyristor has turned-on, it remains on until the anode 
current falls below the holding current value for the device. The 
holding current is usually quite small relative to the device rating 
and is 100 mA for the devices used in the laboratory model. Problems 
of discontinuous conduction are rarely encountered but are most likely 
to occur in the following circumstances: 
1) On start-up of the bridge when the dc line inductance 
is high. In this case, the current flowing through 
the thyristor at the end of the trigger pulse may not 
have reached the latching current level and the 
thyristor ceases to conduct. 
2) The demanded direct current is only just greater than 
the thyristor holding current and at any time during 
the conduction period, its level may fall below the 
holding current value due to the natural ripple of the 
current. When this occurs, the device turns-off and 
does not conduct again until next triggered, resulting 
in discontinuous dc flow. 
To encourage complete conduction under these circumstances, a train of 
pulses is applied for the desired period of conduction. 
At start-up, another requirement on the control circuitry is that four 
thyristors in each twelve-pulse bridge need to be triggered 
simultaneously. This start-up feature could be built into the 
electronics controlling four particular thyristors, ensuring that the 
bridge always starts-up with these four devices. Alternatively, it 
could be built into the gate drive electronics of every thyristor, and 
this ensures that there is no particular preference as to which 
thyristors begin the conduction sequence. The latter method was 
adopted in this case. For a twelve pulse-bridge, the start-up 
requirement can be achieved by producing a pulse train greater than 90 
degrees (le greater than 5 as at 50 Hz). 
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Figure 7.3 shows a block diagram of the circuit used to generate the 
gate pulse train for a single thyristor. The digital-electronics is 
implemented in CMOS, and the integrated circuit device numbers are 
given. The zero-crossing detector and firing circuit are described in 
detail in subsequent paragraphs. 
The firing delay is defined as the time taken from the thyristor 
anode-cathode becoming forward biased to its firing instant, expressed 
as a degrees. This may be obtained from the zero-crossing of a line 
voltage on the secondary side of the converter transformers. However, 
due to voltage distortion present in these waveforms, the timing 
signals have to be derived from another source. In this case they are 
obtained from the secondary line voltages of a set of 6 VA delta-star 
and star-star connected transformers. Timing signals are deduced from 
the zero crossing instants of these voltages and accurate calibration 
can be achieved by adjusting the initial value of the firing delay 
angle error, ha for each thyristor. The primary windings of these 
6 VA transformers are connected to the three-phase ac system busbar as 
are the primary windings of the main converter transformers, the 
distortion of the busbar voltages being very small. The 8 VA 
star-star connected transformer has a delta connected tertiary to 
remove excess third harmonic voltage distortion. 
Figure 7.4 shows the circuit of the zero-crossing detector which 
additionally reduces the magnitude of, and provides a small phase 
advance to, the signal V.. before it enters the operational amplifier 
TL064. Subsequently the circuit is used to generate a logic level 
low . never the voltage Vale is positive. This logic level signal Vx 
is used to trigger the counter of Figure 7.3. The phase advance is 
required to ensure that timing of the firing pulse can be adjusted 
exactly to the desired instant. Delay can be added to the timing 
signal in the digital electronics, but the signal cannot be advanced. 
This is why the phase of the signal is advanced before it enters the 
digital electronics using the R-C network shown. The components used 
are a 0.22 pF capacitor and a 180 kQ and a 33 kQ resistor, which will 
give a 4' advance to a 50 Hz signal while reducing its magnitude to 
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15% of the input signal. This advance removes any phase delay added 
to the signal by the 6 VA sensing transformers. 
Three such V,, signals are obtained fron the star-star connected set of 
sensing transformers. A further three signals are obtained from the 
delta-star connected set of sensing transformers. Generating the 
inverse of each of these six signals provides a set of twelve logic 
level square waves, V.,, whose positive going edges corresponds to the 
forward biassing instant of each of the twelve thyristors of a twelve 
pulse bridge. 
A separate set of digital electronics is devoted to each of the twelve 
thyristors in the converter to enable individual control and 
adjustment of each device. For ease of operation, all the thyristors 
have a common firing delay angle a, and individually adjustable firing 
delay angle errors Oa. Calibration is achieved by setting a to zero 
and adjusting Aa for each thyristor such that each device fires at the 
correct instants. Having individual oa's also allows the converter to 
be operated under unbalanced firing delay angles. 
The output of each zero-crossing detector, V,., is connected to the 
enable input of a twelve bit counter. When the thyristor becomes 
forward biased, the counter begins to increase its output register 
from zero at the rate of an externally connected 360 kHz quartz 
crystal clock. The output of the counter is fed into one of the 
inputs of a comparator. The other input comes from the output of an 
adder, used to add the twelve-bit words representing the firing delay 
angle a, and the firing delay angle error oa. 
When the sun of a and Aa is equal to the counter output, a monostable 
is triggered whose output remains high for approximately 5.3 me. The 
monostable output is connected to the enable input of an astable, 
which generates a5 kHz square wave, V.. The gate drive circuit 
involved in creating a firing pulse train for one thyristor is shown 
in detail in Figure 7.5. The square wave input, V,,, is fed through a 
non-inverting buffer to a darlington switch which switches the primary 
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current in the pulse-transformer. The output of the pulse-transformer 
is connected to the gate and cathode of one of the power thyristors, 
(Device number 10RIA120). The pulse transformer provides electrical 
isolation for the gate control electronics from the cathode of the 
thyristor, which may be at several hundred volts with respect to 
earth. 
Using a clock frequency of 360 kHz) the initial calibration and 
subsequent adjustments to the firing delay angle, and the firing delay 
angle error, can be nade in steps of 0.05' or 2.7 µs. 
7.2 Measurement of Experimental Rig Parameters 
The experimental circuit parameters are required as input data for the 
computer program. Since the accuracy of prediction by the program is 
important if the comparison of results is to be meaningful, careful 
measurement of the parameters is necessary. 
7.2.1 Converter transformer 
The mathematical model for the converter transformer requires a set of 
36 self and mutual inductances, and tests were performed to obtain 
these. The resistance of each winding was determined using a low 
resistance test set.. 
7.2.1.1 Open-circuit test 
The circuit shown in Figure 7.6 was used to perform an open-circuit 
test on each transformer winding. Rated voltage is applied is winding 
k, and the magnetising inductance X may be determined by 
x= 
B" 
(7.1) 
2xf . Ik . Sinjk 
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where R. is the induced voltage in winding n, f is the supply 
frequency, Ik is the magnetising current and O is the supply power 
factor angle. 
The turns ratio 8k/L, for a transformer with a large leakage impedance 
may be determined from two open-circuit tests to the transformer 
11381. In the first test, Vk is applied to winding k and the 
open-circuit voltage Bn of winding n is measured. In the second test, 
a voltage equal to the measured voltage B1, from the first open-circuit 
test is applied to winding n and the open-circuit voltage, Bk, of 
winding k is measured. The turns ratio is close to 
Ik Vk + ]Rk 
`7, ?.. % 
Nn 2 Bn 
7.2.1.2 Short-circuit test 
Figure 7.7 shows the circuit used for the short circuit test. Rated 
current is passed through winding k and the total leakage inductance 
referred to side k, Lkj may be calculated as 
I. k = 
Vk (7.3) 
2xf . Ik . SinOk 
where Vk and f are respectively the applied voltage and frequency, Ik 
is the rated current and 0k is the supply power factor angle. 
7.2.2 DC smoothing reactor 
Tests to determine the inductance of the L smoothing reactor were 
performed using the circuit of Figure 7.8. The inductance of the 
reactor, L#-, is 
LL- 
Vi. R d 
/1_V. 2+V2ý_V32) (7.4) 
2xf. Vz 2. V1. V2 
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which is calculated by applying the cosine rule to the phasor diagram 
of Figure 7.9. 
7.2.3 AC system impedance 
The value of the ac system impedance has a very large effect on the 
results obtained from the mathematical model (of section 6.3.1). The 
magnitude of the imaginary component has a direct influence on the 
length of the commutation period, and hence the harmonic content of 
the ac system current waveform. The real part directly effects the 
direct current level at a fixed ac system voltage. 
The impedance of the ac system to which the laboratory model is 
connected is very complex and tests using variable power factor load 
banks yield results only at the fundamental supply frequency. The 
impedance of the supply to other harmonics cannot be determined from 
these tests and therefore the mathematical model used only a single 
branch representation corresponding to the fundamental component of 
the ac system impedance. 
7.3 Comparison of Results 
This section presents a comparison of 
calculated by the computer program and 
laboratory model. 
results between values 
those measured from the 
7.3.1 Laboratory model operation 
Variation of the dc level was achieved in both the computer and 
laboratory models by variation of the rectifier-end ac system voltage. 
All other parameters such as the firing delay angles and the dc link 
impedance were maintained constant throughout the run. In practice, 
the voltage variation was achieved by connecting the rectifier 
converter transformers to the ac system through a variable 
autotransformer. 
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To enable the model to be started up in a controlled manner, the 
inverting converter transformer was also connected to the ac system 
through a variable autotransfarmer. The start-up procedure was as 
follows: 
a) Set the rectifying and inverting firing delay angles 
b) Turn on the power supply to both sets of gate pulse 
circuitry 
c) Turn on the power to both variacs with their outputs 
at zero 
d) Increase the voltage on inverting converter 
transformer to 50% rated voltage 
e) Increase the voltage on rectifying converter 
transformer to the required level 
The shut-down procedure was exactly the reverse of the above. Care 
had to be taken to follow this procedure as reversal of actions d and 
e at shut-down would result in fuses being blown. 
Unfortunately, it was never possible to operate the laboratory model 
with the inverter at more than half rated voltage, since whenever the 
voltage was raised above this level, spurious firing of the inverter 
thyristors occurred. The source of the spurious firing was never 
discovered. Output from the transmission link was limited to the 
range available with the restricted inverter voltage. Similar 
problems were encountered with the rectifying converter, but only at 
voltages above 90% of rated value. 
Experiment showed that the effective ac system impedance presented to 
the two converters was heavily influenced by the impedance of the two 
autotransformers. To allow for this in the computer programs the ac 
system impedance measurement (section 7.2.3) was repeated looking back 
into the ac system from the secondary side of each of the 
autotransformers. The inverter side measurement was taken at 50% of 
rated voltage and the rectifier side taken at discrete values over the 
range of settings used. 
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The impedances of the converter transformers were also found to vary 
with the operating voltage. The measurement of the converter 
transformer parameters (section 7.2.1) was repeated at 120 V for the 
inverting transformers and over the range 120 V to 240 V for the 
rectifier converter's transformers. 
Each of the computer program runs therefore has a specific set of 
values for the rectifying and inverting ac system impedances and the 
converter transformer parameters. 
A noticeable amount of inherent harmonic distortion was observed on 
the laboratory ac supply. The simulation of this in the computer 
program is reasonably straight-forward. However the values of 
individual harmonics were found to be variable, no doubt resulting 
from other loads on the system. Measurements of the magnitude and 
phase of these inherent harmonics, and the impedance of the harmonic 
source at each frequency over a specific period of time would be 
needed to simulate accurately the laboratory supply. To do this in 
such depth was beyond the scope of the project. Some such 
measurements were made and the results are discussed qualitatively at 
the end of this chapter. 
k further recognised drawback is the absence of thyristor snubbers in 
the computer model, their inclusion involves a considerable extension. 
Qualitative statements on the differences between computed and 
ezperinental results caused by this are included in the discussion. 
At this stage filtering was not included in either the computer or 
laboratory models; this is not a disadvantage, since this section is 
concerned with the verification of the computer program. If it can be 
shown that the present modelling technique provides a reasonable 
simulation of the hvdc link, then the addition of a few extra R-L-C 
branches representing the filters should be a simple addition to the 
model. 
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Chapter 5 presented a comparison of results from conventional 
calculations with those from the computer model for a six pulse bridge 
under balanced conditions. Here are given twelve-pulse converter 
results with unbalanced conditions, these resulting from the natural 
asymmetries of a practical three limb transformer, whose measured 
parameters differ slightly from phase to phase. This results in the 
presence of harmonics of orders 6nt1, in addition to the harmonics of 
order 12nt1, where in both cases n is any positive integer 1871. In 
Chapter 5 the harmonics were shown as a percentage of the fundamental 
component. However in this chapter, they are given in amperes to 
demonstrate the absolute level of the readings. 
7.3.2 Waveform comparison 
A sample of the waveforms obtained from the laboratory model are shown 
with their respective waveforms from the computer prediction in 
Figures 7.10 to 7.15. These results are included to give a 
qualitative feel to the detailed comparison of parameters performed in 
sections 7.3.3 and 7.3.4. It should be noted that the exact operating 
conditions of the laboratory model and the computed prediction are not 
identical, due to a 20 V difference in the ac rectifier voltages 
causing a 1.8 A difference in direct currents. 
Figure 7.10 shows the comparison of ac system phase voltage waveforms 
at the rectifier terminals. The distortion or "notches" can be seen 
to occur in similar positions on the two waveforms. These notches 
have vertical edges on the computer waveform, but are much more 
rounded in the practical case, where snubber branches, stray 
capacitances and smoothing due to the lack of response of the 
measuring instruments occur. 
Figure 7.11 shows a similar comparison for the inverter ac system 
voltage waveform. The size of the notches in this case were much 
larger in the computer prediction than in the laboratory model. The 
same causes for discrepancies are suspected as in the rectifier 
voltage waveform, with the greater differences at the inverter end 
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Figure 7.10 Comparison of practical and computed rectifier ac 
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suspected to be caused by the increased effect of the snubber branches 
at high firing delay angles as described in section 7.4.1 
Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show comparisons of rectifier and inverter 
thyristor voltage waveforms respectively. A general agreement can be 
seen with smoothing of the fast edges in the practical case for 
similar reasons as described above. 
The comparison of the total ac system current waveforms at the 
rectifier and inverter ends are shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15. These 
waveforms show close agreement, and it is a series of these waveforms 
for differing rectifier ac system voltage values that forms the basis 
of the comparison presented in section 7.3.4. 
7.3.3 Variation of commutation angle with alternating and direct 
current levels. 
Figure 7.16 shows the comparison of commutation angles calculated by 
the computer program and measured from the experimental rig, plotted 
against the fundamental component of the total ac system current drawn 
by the twelve-pulse converter at both the rectifying and inverting 
ends. 
Figure 7.17 shows the comparison of rectifying and inverting 
commutation angles plotted against direct current. 
In both these figures it can be seen that the two sets of data share 
the same trend with only small discrepancies between them, which is 
considered quite satisfactory considering the difficulties of 
measuring accurately the ac side impedance parameters. 
7.3.4 Harmonic content of ac system current waveform 
Figures 7.19 to 7.25 show the comparison of the computed and measured 
harmonic content of the total ac system current drawn by the 
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twelve-pulse converter at the rectifying end. Figures 7.26 to 7.33 
show similar comparisons for the inverting end. 
All these figures have a legend showing the size of 0.1% of the 
measured ac system current at maximum direct current level. This is 
included to show the size of the harmonic results relative to the 
fundamental component. 
Also these results of harmonic order 6nt1 (n even) are comparable 
when expressed as a percentage of the ac system fundamental component 
with the values at corresponding harmonic frequencies in Chapter 5. 
However, harmonics of orders 6n±1 (n odd) which are the result of 
non-perfect cancellation of the harmonics from six-pulse bridges with 
star-star and star-delta connected transformers, are such less than 
those of similar orders in chapter 5. 
The results for the rectifier show a very close correlation between 
the measured and computed results, being within 0.2-0.3% of the rated 
fundamental ac system current. The characteristic harmonics from the 
laboratory model of orders 11,13,23 and 25 show more similar trends 
than the cancellation harmonics. These harmonics, of orders 5,7,17 
and 19, are an order of magnitude smaller than the characteristic 
harmonics and in all case are less than 0.5% of the fundamental ac 
system component. The relative size of the errors made in measuring 
these small percentage values would be large compared to those 
encountered in measuring the characteristic harmonics. 
The laboratory results from the inverter show similar trends with the 
characteristic harmonics having smooth curves and the cancellation 
harmonics having considerably more scattered results. The matching of 
the measured and computed results in these cases is not quite as good 
as was found in the case of the rectifier, but are still within 0.514 
of the rated fundamental component of the ac system current. The 
trends of the curves are all similar except for harmonics of order 17 
and 19 where discrepancies may be increased by the fact that the 
absolute value of the harmonics is less than 25 mA throughout the 
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range of dc loads. The lack of modelling of the source harmonic 
impedance will have some adverse influence on the correlation. 
7.4 Discussion of Results 
Three main sources of error may account for the discrepancy evident in 
the comparison presented in this chapter. These are the effect of the 
snubbers, the influence of magnetising current and the effect of a 
distorted laboratory supply. 
7.4.1 Influence of snubbers on ac harmonics 
As mentioned in section 7.3, the snubbers are present in the 
laboratory rig, but not in the computer model. This will have an 
influence on the harmonics for the reasons given below. 
Figure 7.34 shows the circuit representing just the snubber components 
of a six-pulse bridge. The current drawn from the supply by this 
circuit, will be of fundamental frequency and will lead the supply 
voltage. No harmonics will be generated. 
However, when the switching action of a thyristor is considered, the 
situation changes. A typical conduction pattern with two of the 
snubbers shorted by conducting thyristors, is shown in Figure 7.35. 
When an incoming thyristor fires starting a commutation, its parallel 
snubber is shorted as shown in Figure 7.38 and this generates a 
current spike through the thyristor as the snubber capacitor 
discharges. The effect of this discharge is isolated and has no 
influence on the ac system harmonics. 
However, the impedance seen from the ac side of the bridge changes 
every time a thyristor turns on or off. This step change in impedance 
produces a current containing harmonics of a six-pulse nature (eg of 
orders 6nt1>. With unbalanced transformer impedances, the snubber 
circuits of a twelve-pulse bridge will generate characteristic 
twelve-pulse harmonics and low levels of cancellation harmonics. 
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Figure 7.34 Snubber components of a six-pulse bridge. 
ryb 
Figure 7.35 Typical 2-thyristor conduction pattern with parallel 
snubber components shorted. 
rYb 
Figure 7.36 Snubber branch, shorted out. 
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The magnitude of the harmonics generated by the snubber circuits 
depend on the firing delay angle. This can best be explained by 
considering the circuits shown in Figures 7.35 and 7.36. When the 
circuit changes from that shown in Figure 7.35 to 7.36, only the 
impedance between phases r and y change. The magnitude of this line 
voltage when the step change in impedance occurs, is directly related 
to the firing delay angle. 
The results shown in this chapter correspond to rectifier and inverter 
firing delay angles of 15' and 130' respectively. The ratio of the 
voltages at which the step change in the circuit impedance occurs is 
Sin(15') 
= 0.338 (7.5) 
Sin(130') 
which implies that the snubbers will generate considerably more 
harmonics at the inverter end. This was investigated practically by 
running the laboratory rig with the dc link open-circuited. The total 
current drawn from the ac system in this case includes the snubber 
harmonics, the fundamental component of the transformer magnetising 
current and any extra harmonics generated by the transformers. The 
results are shown below in Table 7.1. 
The phase relationship between these results and the laboratory model 
harmonics are not known, and so the exact effect of the snubber 
harmonics on the total harmonic content of the ac supply current 
waveform is unknown. The results do show, however, that the snubber 
harmonics are of the order needed to explain a large proportion of the 
discrepancies between the two sets of results in the case of the 
characteristic harmonics at the inverter end. 
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Harmonic content of ac system current (mA) 
V a Fund 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25 
120 15 890 5 1 3 2 1 1 1 1 
140 15 1010 7 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 
160 15 1180 11 3 4 2 2 1 1 2 
180 15 1320 15 5 4 2 2 1 1 2 
200 15 1490 23 9 5 3 2 1 1 2 
220 15 1680 33 14 6 3 2 1 1 2 
240 15 1930 48 23 8 3 2 1 2 2 
120 130 856 5 3 62 51 8 5 46 32 
Table 7.1 Harmonics generated by transformers and snubbers 
for a range of voltages and a's, dc link open circuit. 
7.4.2 Influence of transformer magnetising current. 
The transformer magnetising current, which draws only fundamental 
frequency current in the computer model, will in practice draw 
harmonic components as well. These effects, included in the 
measurements presented in table 7.1, were also measured separately at 
three voltage levels, by harmonically analysing the current taken by a 
pair of transformers with their secondaries open-circuited. The 
results are given in table 7.2. 
Table 7.2 shows that some of the results of Table 7.1 nay be entirely 
due to magnetising current effects. The magnetising current may 
account for most of the 5th and 7th harmonic currents at 240 V in 
Table 7.1, but shows that the magnetising current will have a 
negligible effect on the results at other harmonic orders. 
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Harmonic content of transformer magn. current (mA) 
V Fundl 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25 
120 941 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
180 1400 14 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
240 2050 47 21 3 1 0 0 0 0 
Table 7.2 harmonic content of converter transformer 
magnetising current. 
7.4.3 Influence of distorted laboratory supply. 
Any distortion present in the laboratory supply voltage waveform will 
have some influence on the experimental results. The results 
generated by the computer program will have no such influence, since 
the supply voltage is taken to be purely sinusoidal at fundamental 
frequency. The open-circuit voltage of the laboratory supply was 
harmonically analysed giving the results of Table 7.3. 
Harnonic content ac supply voltage (% of fund) 
5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25 
1.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 
Table 7.3 Harmonic content of laboratory ac supply 
voltage waveform. 
Vithout measuring the supply impedance at each of the above harmonic 
frequencies, the influence of the above distortion on the converter 
terminal voltage on load cannot be assessed. 
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7.5 Conclusions. 
This chapter has explained in detail the operation of the scaled-down 
laboratory model, including the electronic circuitry required to 
control the dc link converters. The measurement techniques used to 
obtain the system parameters of the laboratory model are also 
described. 
Experimental results from the laboratory model and predicted results 
from the computer program have been compared. The variation of 
commutation angle with fundamental ac system current and direct 
current level and the variation of ac system current harmonic content 
with direct current level for the twelve-pulse rectifier and inverter 
have been compared and shown to be in acceptably good agreement. 
The largest discrepancies have occurred in the comparison of the very 
small magnitude cancellation harmonics, where small absolute errors in 
the measurement of the parameters or results can create large 
percentage errors in results. 
It may be concluded therefore, that the computer model represents a 
hvdc transmission link with acceptable accuracy. 
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8. COXPARISON BETWEEN THE COMPUTER MODEL AND 
CONVENTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR A COMPLETE HVDC LINK 
This Chapter presents the predicted performance of a complete 
twelve-pulse transmission link with a tuned filter connected to the 
rectifier end, and compares these results with those obtained using 
the conventional methods. The particular case of unbalanced 
commutation impedances is assumed, to ensure the production of 
uncharacteristic harmonics as well as characteristic harmonics. The 
performance is assessed in terms of the harmonic current in the ac 
system. 
The Chapter also provides an illustration of the usefulness of the 
computer prograa by demonstrating the interaction of two ac systems 
connected by a hvdc link. 
8.1 Conventional Analysis 
This section describes in detail how conventional analysis nay be used 
to assess the performance of a tuned filter connected to a 
twelve-pulse transmission link. There are two main stages in the 
analysis; the determination of the generated harmonics by the 
converter, and the assessment of the performance. 
8.1.1 Generated harmonics 
The generated harmonics for a twelve-pulse transmission link are 
calculated in two stages. Firstly, the complex value of the harmonics 
for each of the six-pulse bridges are calculated assuming different 
commutation reactances. Then the twelve-pulse harmonics are 
calculated by adding the converter harmonics of order 6nt1, n even, 
and subtracting the converter harmonics of order 6nt1, a odd. This 
simulates the effect of a pair of star-star and star-delta connected 
transformers. 
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The equation used to calculate the complex value of the six-pulse 
harmonics is [124], 
It, =KF, (8.1) 
where, 
3 ßl 
K, = 
2xh XJ 
and, 
(8.2) 
1/-(h+1)a - 1/-(h+1). (a+u) 
- 
1/-(h-1)a - 1/-(h-1). (a+ui 
(h+l) (h-1) 
(8.3) 
where Ih is the harmonic current of order h, a is the firing delay 
angle, u is the commutation angle, E is the commutation voltage and X 
is the commutation reactance. 
The case considered in the present study is of a set of single-phase 
303 XVA 3.44: 1 transformers with a 23% commutation reactance connected 
to the 400 kV busbar. The commutation reactance unbalance is achieved 
by calculating the generated harmonics with one transformer at nominal 
reactance value and the other with a commutation reactance increased 
by 5%. The difference in commutation reactances causes each bridge to 
have a different commutation angle, which generates slightly different 
harmonic currents fron equation 8.1. 
The steady-state equivalent circuit used is shown in Figure 8.1, with 
a twelve-pulse rectifier at one end feeding power into a twelve-pulse 
inverter at the other end. The equation for the direct current is, 
2. Qcior. COS((xr) + 2. VcsO1. COÖ(a1) 
(8.4) Iae 
(Rcri+Rcr2+2Rtr)+RL+(R,  +R,, --+2RL, ) 
where 
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Vdor =3J 
Er 
<8.5) 
9 
VdOt =3 Bi (8.6) 
n 
3 L, 
(8.? ) 
where 
En is the dc-side line voltage at end n (n Jr. either r for 
rectifier or i for inverter). 
L.,,,  is the commutation inductance of bridge in <a is either 1 
for bridge 1 or 2 for bridge 2) at end n (n is either r for 
rectifier or i for inverter). 
RL is the dc line resistance 
R,,., is the resistance of the transformer winding at end n (a 
is either r for rectifier or i for inverter). 
Variation of the current level is achieved by altering the rectifier 
end ac system voltage, B,., whilst all other parameters remain 
constant. Equation 8.4 is balanced by the fact that at, the inverter 
firing delay angle, is greater than 90' and so the voltage generated 
is opposite in sign to that at the rectifier end. 
Equation 8.4 is used to determine the direct current, which is then 
used to calculate the coal tation angle of bridge m (a is either 1 for 
bridge 1 or 2 for bridge 2) at the rectifier end using the equation, 
Um = COs-' Cos (a, ) - 
42.41. I+crm. Ide (8.8) (Xr 
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Assuming different commutation reactances for the two bridges, 
equation 8.8 will yield two commutation angles at each of the current 
levels calculated by equation 8.4. Each pair of commutation angles 
are then used in equation 8.1 to calculate the amplitude and phase of 
a set of six-pulse converter harmonics at each harmonic frequency. 
This is repeated for each pair of commutation angles over the full 
range of current. This results in two tables of figures each 
containing a complex value for the current at each harmonic frequency 
over the range of currents considered. These tables are used to 
calculate the twelve-pulse harmonics by adding harmonics of order 
6nt1, n even, and subtracting harmonics of order 6n±1, n odd. 
The resulting table of figures gives the complex value of current at 
each harmonic frequency over the range of direct current considered. 
These figures represent the generated harmonics of a twelve-pulse 
bridge as could be calculated by a conventional design process. These 
harmonic current values can now be used to assess the performance of a 
particular ac system and filter combination. 
8.1.2 Filter performance 
The ac system current is calculated by injecting the current harmonics 
calculated in the previous section, into the circuit of Figure 8.2. 
In this circuit the ac system impedance, Z,,,,., is represented by a 
three branch network of R-L-C branches. The ac system current, I. yu', 
is calculated using the equation, 
I. v. = Iti . 
Z. ii (8.9) 
Z.. /. + Zr, i 
where Z. 1.2 is the impedance of the filter branch. This equation is 
used to calculate the ac system current at each harmonic frequency 
over the entire range of dc levels. 
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The harmonic content of the ac system current is used as a measure of 
the filter performance and is often required to be limited to a 
specific value by a customer. 
8.2 Parameters Used in Computer Program 
The computer program developed and validated in Chapters 5 and 6 
respectively was used to produce a set of results for comparison with 
those calculated as in section 8.1. The program used is the combined 
diakoptic/tensor analysis program described in section 6.3. This 
program models a twelve-pulse rectifier feeding a twelve-pulse 
inverter. The ac system impedance is represented by the same three 
branch R-L-C network described in section 8.1.2. 
The same filter arrangement is used in both methods, which in this 
particular case is a single branch filter, tuned to 11th harmonic with 
aQ factor of 60. The filter is connected to the 400 kQ busbar, and 
its capacitor bank has been designed to generate 100 MVAr of reactive 
power. 
In a realistic system, the total XVAr generated by all the filter 
banks and any capacitor banks at each end of the link could be 
designed to compensate for the XVAr demand at that end at full load. 
The filter/capacitor IVAr would be divided up into several switched 
units to allow for the an approximate MVAr balance to be maintained 
throughout the range of dc loads. The maximum size of any one of 
these units is determined by the maximum permissible ac system 
over-voltage, caused by switching the filters. 
8.2.1 Converter transformer parameters 
The same converter transformer representation is used in this program 
as the one described in sections 5.1.2 and 7.1.1. In this case 
however, the transformers are modelled as three separate single phase 
units. This only alters the contents of the primitive inductance 
matrix describing the transformer. In this case, the matrix becomes 
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much more sparse as many of the off-diagonal elements are now zero. 
Equation 5.7 now reduces to, 
+L 
di '+ )(, ddi4 (8.10) 
dt dt 
Equations 5.8,5.9 and 5.10 still apply to the present circuit, 
resulting in the primary referred value of the commutating inductance 
being defined by 
NI 
Y Lr. -primwry - L11 - _. 
L1 
'4 
and the secondary referred value 
Lý-ý. ýoneýýy = L44 - 
N4_. 
N14 (8.12) 
11 
The value used for Le for the star connected transformer is 23% or 
32.668 mH referred to the valve side of the converter transformers. 
Assuming a 3% magnetising current implies a magnetising reactance of 
17,471 Q referred to the primary. Assuming that the primary and 
referred secondary commutating inductances are equal, then 
L ii = 56.02827 H 
L`4 = 4.734677 H 
Ni ,t= 1[4, = 16.231098 H 
(8.13) 
(8.14 ) 
(8.15) 
The three transformers making up each three-phase unit are assumed 
identical. 
To achieve an unbalanced system, the commutating reactance of the 
delta connected transformer in each unit is assumed to be 5% higher 
than that of the star connected transformer. This yields parameters 
for the delta connected transformer of 
Lc = 1.05x32.668 = 34.301 mH (8.16) 
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Turns ratio =. =3.44 = 1,9"1 (8.17) 
IL4 /-3 
L = 56.02827 H (8.18) 
L44 = 14.20403 H (8.19) 
X,. = )Ui = 28.108221 H (8.20) 
8.2.2 Tuned filter parameters 
The tuned filters are specified in the computer program by their tuned 
harmonic frequency, (h, which is a multiple of fundamental frequency), 
the Q of the branch and the XVAr of the capacitor bank at rated 
voltage. The individual parameters of the filter are then calculated 
from 
C =)ffäroh.... 
106 
(F) 
2zf . Vpt 2 
and, 
(8.21) 
L=1 (H) (8.22) 
(21rhf)2. C 
R= 2xhf. L (Q) (8.23) 
Q 
For the particular case considered here, the filter connected to the 
400 kV busbar is rated at 100 XVAr per phase and is tuned to the 11th 
harmonic with a typical Q factor of 60. The parameters of the filter 
are 
and, 
C=5.968 pF (8.24) 
L= 14.030 MR (8.25) 
R=0.808 Q (8.26) 
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8.2.3 AC system branch parameters 
The representation of the ac system will crucially affect the results 
predicted by any hvdc system study. In the simplest case the ac 
system impedance is represented by its fundamental frequency 
impedance. However, more realistic results can be obtained by 
modelling the ac system impedance over a range of frequencies (eg from 
power frequency to say two kilohertz) [104]. This can be achieved by 
producing an equivalent network of parallel R-L-C branches selected to 
have a similar impedance characteristic to that of the given ac 
system. The number of parallel branches used will determine the 
accuracy and number of points at which the characteristics are to 
coincide. 
For the purposes of this Chapter the number of branches chosen is 
irrelevant as the same number of branches will be chosen to represent 
each phase of the ac system for both sets of calculations. In this 
case a fundamental branch and two further harmonic branches were used 
as the model for each phase of the ac system impedance. The arbitrary 
but typical values chosen for these branches are: 
a) Fundamental branch, R=1.55 Q, L=56 mH 
b) A series R-L-C branch tuned to 15.5 times the 
fundamental frequency, R=60 0, L=308 mH and C=0.137 pF 
c) A series R-L-C branch tuned to 18.0 times the 
fundamental frequency, R=30 Q, L=133 mH and C=0.236 AF 
These three branches are also used for the conventional analysis 
calculations. 
8.3 Comparison of DC Levels and Commutation Angles 
Figures 8.3 and 8.4 present a comparison of the results obtained using 
the computer program developed in this thesis and a conventional 
design process using the equations of Kimbark [124]. This comparison 
is divided into two main sections; the first comparing dc levels over 
the range of applied rectifier ac system voltage and the second 
comparing commutation angles plotted against dc levels. 
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The effect of the ac system impedance on the results produced by the 
Kimbark equations is approximately accounted for by referring the 
effect of the fundamental branch to the secondary side of each 
transformer. The ac system impedance is effectively in series with 
the commutating inductance and transformer resistance and the effect 
of this branch adds 4.732 mH to the commutating inductance and 0.13 Q 
to the transformer resistance values used in these equations. 
8.3.1 Comparison of direct current levels 
Figure 8.3 shows the predicted variation of direct current as the 
rectifier end ac voltage is varied from 280 kV to 400 V. The direct 
current levels resulting from the equations of Kimbark are calculated 
using equation 8.4. The results show a very close agreement between 
the results of Kimbark and the mathematical model over the whole range 
of direct current levels considered. 
The effect of including the referred effect of the fundamental branch 
of the ac system impedance model to the Kimbark results has been to 
reduce the figures from 15% above to 1.6% above the mathematical model 
results at the maximum ac system voltage shown. At an ac system 
voltage of 280 kV the Kimbark results change from 0.1346 pu to 0.1184 
pu by the inclusion of the ac system impedance branch, compared to the 
mathematical model results of 0.1292 pu. 
8.3.2 Comparison of commutation angles 
Figure 8.4 shows the variation of commutation angle of the rectifier 
connected to the star-star connected transformer with direct current. 
The calculation of the commutation angle from the conventional 
predictions of Hirnbark are Obtained "by taking equation 8.8 and 
substituting for Ie. using equation 8.4, and then approximating 
slightly by assuming all commutation reactances and transformer 
impedances to be equal, giving 
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Um = COs-, COS(ar) -1 . (Cos(ar) + -, 
Cos(a, )) - ar 
1+ý 4R Pm- 1 Er 
2wLc 
(8.27) 
Figure 8.4 shows the very close agreement obtained between the Kimbark 
and mathematical model results for the commutation angle over the 
range considered. Without the referred effect of the ac system 
impedance branch in the Kimbark calculations the commutation angles at 
the same direct current levels are almost unchanged at the lowest 
direct current values shown, but are lower by approximately 2' at the 
top end of the range of direct currents shown. 
8.4 Comparison of Harmonic Results 
Figures 8,5 to 8.22 presents a comparison of the output of the 
computer program developed and a conventional design method using 
equations from Kimbark [124]. The comparison is divided into two 
halves, firstly comparing the twelve-pulse current harmonics generated 
by a rectifying converter and secondly comparing the harmonic content 
of the ac system current waveforms after filtering. The dc level is 
shown in per-unit, where 1 pu = 1850 A. All these calculations use 
the corrected impedance figures mentioned in section 8.4. 
8.4.1 Comparison of twelve-pulse converter ac waveforms 
The harmonic content of the twelve-pulse rectifier current waveform 
and the rectifier ac system current waveform plotted against direct 
current level is shown in Figures 8.5 to 8.13. 
The fundamental component of current, shown in Figure 8.5, shows an 
alaost exact correspondence between the computed and conventionally 
predicted values. Figures 8.6 to 8.13, show the 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 
17th, 19th, 23rd and 25th harmonic components and these demonstrate a 
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varying discrepancy between conventionally produced and computed 
results. 
The characteristic harmonics (11,13,23 and 25) show a close 
agreement in trend, with the largest discrepancy being about 20% in 
the case of 11th harmonic at 1.14 pu and also 13th harmonic at 0.4 pu. 
The agreement at 23rd and 25th harmonics is very close indeed. 
The non-characteristic cancellation harmonics (5,7,17 and 19) show a 
poorer degree of correspondence. The 5th harmonic shows the largest 
discrepancy, with the conventional result 37.5% lower than the 
computer predicted value at 1.14 pu dc load. The other 
non-characteristic harmonics agree at low values of dc load, but the 
conventional approach predicts higher values at the higher loads. The 
conventionally predicted values of 17th and 19th harmonics are 
respectively 3.44 and 2.26 times larger than the computer predicted 
values at 1.14 pu dc load. 
The absolute size of these non-characteristic harmonics is quite small 
and the computer predicted value of the 17th harmonic at 1.14 pu dc 
load represents only 0.038% of the fundamental component. 
8.4.2 Comparison of ac system current waveforms 
Figures 8.14 to 8,22 show the variation of individual ac system 
current harmonics after filtering at the rectifier end of the 
twelve-pulse transmission link for a range of dc levels. Agreement 
between the computer program and the classical predictions for each 
harmonic varies with the dc load, but in general follow similar 
trends. The characteristic harmonics demonstrate a close agreement in 
trend and absolute value but the uncharacteristic harmonics show a 
lesser agreement of trend and a divergence of values as the load 
increases. The fifth harmonic value predicted by the computer program 
is larger than the conventional analysis, and those of the other 
harmonics are the other way round. 
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The largest uncharacteristic harmonic discrepancy occurs in the 17th 
harmonic value at 1.14 pu load, where the conventional value of 350 nA 
exceeds the computer prediction of 150 mA by 133%. It is worth noting 
however that these Figures only represent 0.04% and 0.02% of their 
respective fundamental components, and being so small are prone to 
large relative errors. 
8.5 Discussion of Harmonic Results 
The two sets of results show their main difference in the value of the 
fundamental component of the ac system current waveforms. The value 
of the fundamental component of the generated twelve-pulse converter 
ac waveforms showing close agreement of the two methods. It is likely 
that the discrepancy of the fundamental components of the ac system 
current waveforms will be due at least in part to neglecting the 
converter transformer magnetising current. In the conventional method 
these are not accounted for where as in the computed results a finite 
fundamental component magnetising current will be taken by the 
transformers. 
The harmonic content of the converter ac waveforms and the ac system 
current waveforms follow similar tends with closer agreement between 
computed and conventional results for characteristic harmonics than 
uncharacteristic harmonics. However, though the absolute size of 
these uncharacteristic harmonics is small relative to the fundamental, 
the next section will demonstrate the possible importance of these 
values when assessing the performance of an hvdc system. This will 
emphasise the need to have an accurate prediction of the small 
uncharacteristic harmonics. 
8.6 Assessment of filter performance 
Filter performance is often Judged by the amount of each harmonic 
current allowed through to the ac system. A customer usually 
specifies the maximum value of any individual harmonic, together with 
the maximum value tolerable for the root of the sum of the squares 
(rss) of the harmonics over a particular range of frequencies. 
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Other parameters such as the individual and rss harmonic voltage 
distortion on the ac busbar and the telephone influence factor (TIF) 
are often required in the design of a filtering arrangement. 
In this work, only the individual and rss harmonic content of the 
current waveform is considered. Table 8.1 shows the maximum values 
for the ac system current harmonics over the range of loads considered 
in this Chapter. These maxima do not all occur at the same load. 
Harmonic ac system current (Amperes) 
5 7 11 13 17 19 23 25 
Computed 62.13 1.16 0.06 0.19 0.16 0.26 1.53 1.32 
Kimbark 38.77 1.59 0.04 0.13 0.35 0.53 1.18 1.38 
Table 8.1 maximum individual harmonic ac system current. 
The table shows a significant difference in the results obtained by 
the computer program developed in this thesis, labelled "Computed", 
and a convention design method using the equations of Kimbark (1241, 
labelled "Kinbark". The maximum permissible individual harmonic 
current set by a customer is often of the order of 1 Ampere, and 
although the value of the fifth harmonic in both cases is many times 
this limit (which would require the addition of fifth harmonic 
filters), it can be seen from the other harmonic values that the two 
methods produce significantly different results. 
The iss harmonic content of the ac system current waveform calculated 
from the conventional and computed results at three different dc loads 
are shown in Table 8.2. The value in all cases is dominated by the 
fifth harmonic component and is consistently higher when calculated 
from the computer program. The discrepancy between the two sets of 
calculated results indicates that a significant difference in the 
filter design would result from the two methods of filter performance 
assessment. 
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rss ac system current (Amperes) 
Ia, (PU) 0.12 0.63 1.15 
Computed 2.95 33.76 62.16 
Kimbark 1.70 17.92 38.85 
Table 8.2 RSS harmonic content of ac system current waveform 
at three dc levels. 
A typical customer's maximum rss harmonic content is again of the 
order of 1 Ampere and the filtering solution presented above would 
obviously require some modification to increase its effectiveness at 
frequencies around the fifth harmonic. 
8.7 Discussion 
The close agreement between computed and predicted values of the 
characteristic twelve-pulse harmonics and poorer agreement between 
cancellation harmonics was mentioned in section 8.4.1. The 
discrepancy of the results is due to differences between the two 
models. The conventional approach assumes an infinite dc side 
reactance, which leads to a smooth direct current. The effect of 
one end of the link on the other is limited to a constant emf and 
resistance. In the actual system, the two ends effect each other and 
harmonics from one end can effect the other. The computer program 
simulates to some extent the effect of these deficiencies, which may 
account for the differences in the results. 
The differences in the ac system 
section 8.4.2, are also effected by 
addition to these, the modelling 
impedance in the computer program 
discrepancies that occur in the 
component of current. 
current harmonics, described in 
the factors mentioned above. In 
of the transformer magnetising 
may explain some of the large 
comparison of the fundamental 
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It is also interesting to note the effect of the magnification of the 
fifth harmonic component which is evident in both methods. Due to a 
parallel resonance effect between the ac system impedance and filter, 
the fifth harmonic current generated by the twelve-pulse converter is 
magnified by a factor of approximately 9.4 as it enters the ac system. 
This is an effect that is known to occur in practice and has to be 
carefully considered in the filter design for an hvdc scheme. The 
harmonic at which the magnification occurs depends on the ac system 
impedance and proposed filtering arrangement. 
8.8 Interaction of AC Systems Connected by HVDC Links 
A paper by Kloss [1401 recently reported the interaction between the 
dc and ac side of twelve pulse converter systems. The situation of 
inaccurate control pulses of a twelve pulse rectifier and extraneous 
harmonics in the ac and dc systems have been investigated. It is 
demonstrated that extraneous harmonics on the ac system voltage are 
reflected on the dc voltage side of the converter, and vice versa. 
The mathematical models developed in this thesis are capable and 
readily modified to investigate such interactions. The particular 
case chosen to illustrate the capability of the computer program is a 
negative phase sequence component in the rectifier end ac system 
voltage. The program used in this test represents the circuit of 
Figure 6.4 and uses the diakoptic mesh analysis to analyse the 
equations. The transformer and hvdc link parameters used are the 
typical values used in Chapter 6. 
The rectifier end ac system voltage is unbalanced by reducing a single 
phase voltage by 5% resulting in a fundamental frequency negative 
phase sequence component [141] of the rectifier ac system voltage of 
3.45% of the fundamental frequency positive phase sequence component. 
The inverter ac system voltage remains balanced. The fundamental 
frequency negative phase sequence component of the total ac system 
current is 1.38% at the rectifier end and 0.53% at the inverter end 
(in each case the results are quoted as a percentage of the positive 
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phase sequence component). Calculations from a similar set of results 
representing a balanced voltage case have negligible fundamental 
frequency negative phase sequence components of the rectifier or 
inverter ac system voltages and the rectifier and inverter total ac 
system currents. 
8.9 Conclusions 
This Chapter has shown that using conventional analysis to assess a 
filter's performance will give inconsistent accuracy over a range of 
harmonic frequencies. The harmonic currents calculated conventionally 
range from as auch as 40% below to 133% above the computer predicted 
value. This has the unfortunate effect that when the conventional 
techniques are used to optimise a filter design a result will be 
achieved that may not satisfy the customer's requirements. 
In Chapter 7 the influence of snubber branches on the harmonic content 
of the current waveforms was mentioned. In this Chapter neither of 
the two methods take account of the effect of snubbers on the 
harmonics and it is probable that thyristor voltage grading networks 
used in actual hvdc links will alter the harmonic content of the 
current waveforms. The size of this influence depends on the time 
constants of the snubber branches, which is determined by the 
component values used, and the firing delay angles with which the 
bridges are operated. 
The computer program has also been used to demonstrate the interaction 
of ac systems connected by a hvdc link. In this particular case it 
has been shown that a negative phase sequence component of the 
rectifier end ac system voltage interacts to produce a negative phase 
sequence component in the ac system current of the inverter. 
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9, CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter presents a summary of the important features of the work 
described in the thesis. Conclusions from each of the chapters are 
presented briefly and some overall concluding comments are made. The 
last section of this Chapter goes on to mention the areas where it is 
considered that further work would be most useful. Nany of these 
topics would have been investigated if time had allowed. 
9.1 Summary of Work Completed 
A summary of the history of hvdc power transmission has been given in 
Chapter 1 including a description of many of the hvdc transmission 
schemes and frequency changers operating throughout the world. A 
comparison of the economics of the choice between ac or dc 
transmission is also given together with a description of the 
objectives of this investigation and a resume of the approach adopted. 
Chapter 2 is a brief introduction to the basic principles and notation 
used in describing the hvdc power transmission schemes. The basic 
unit of the three-phase bridge is described and terms such as 
commutation, commutation angle, firing delay angle and safety angle 
are introduced. 
The review of previous work in Chapter 3 illustrated the advantages of 
a diakoptic mesh analysis approach to the solution of the circuit 
equations, and described in detail the numerical integration technique 
chosen to solve the equations. 
As a first stage in the development of a diakoptic mesh analysis 
solution to the equations of a complete twelve-pulse transmission 
link, Chapter 4 presents the mesh analysis of a twelve-pulse 
converter. This was performed by the intermediate stages of modelling 
a six-pulse converter fed by a star-star connected transformer and 
secondly a six-pulse converter supplied by a star-delta connected 
transformer. These two models are then combined to produce a model of 
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a twelve-pulse converter. Computed waveforms from this model are then 
presented and shown to produce theoretically expected characteristics. 
In Chapter 5 the results from the mathematical model developed in 
Chapter 4 are compared with values calculated by a conventional 
theoretical analysis, which is described. 
The diakoptic mesh analysis of a complete hvdc transmission link is 
finally presented in Chapter 6. Modification to the basic model 
equations are also given to allow for the representation of an ac 
system impedance model and single- or multi-branch filters, which 
increase the order of the differential equations describing the 
circuit to two. A set of current and voltage waveforms produced by 
the computer program are presented at the end of the Chapter to 
illustrate the results obtained. 
A laboratory model, consisting of a rectifying twelve-pulse converter 
feeding an inverting twelve-pulse converter, was constructed for the 
purposes of the comparison performed in Chapter 7. Initially a 
subjective comparison was performed on the waveforms generated by the 
laboratory rig and results from the mathematical modelling. 
Subsequently a detailed quantitative comparison of commutation angles 
and harmonic contents of the ac system current waveform was performed. 
The mathematical model was then used in Chapter 8, to highlight the 
deficiencies of the conventional approach when applied to the 
optimisation of a filter design for a hvdc power transmission scheme. 
The interaction of ac systems connected by hvdc links was also 
illustrated in Chapter 8 by the use of the mathematical model to show 
that a fundamental frequency negative phase sequence component in the 
rectifier ac system voltage will interact to produce a fundamental 
frequency negative phase sequence component in the ac system current 
waveform of the inverter. 
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9.2 Concluding Comments 
A mesh analysis of a twelve pulse converter has been developed in 
stages, and the expected nature of the voltage and current waveforms 
produced by the mathematical model illustrated. The results produced 
by the mathematical model were compared with a conventional analysis 
and shown to produce results that were in agreement. This provided 
confidence in the use of the mesh analysis to the modelling of a 
twelve-pulse converter. 
The diakoptic mesh analysis approach was then used to develop a 
mathematical model of a complete twelve-pulse transmission link. The 
results were once again demonstrated to be reasonable and evidence 
presented of the advantages of the approach over conventional mesh 
analysis. 
The mathematical model was then extensively investigated and results 
from it compared with values obtained from a specially built 
laboratory rig. The results led to confidence developing in the 
validity of the mathematical model. This having been established, the 
model was subsequently used to assess the accuracy of a conventional 
performance calculation for a filter attached to a hvdc power 
transmission link which was found to be lacking. In the example given 
in Chapter 8 it was demonstrated that the assessment of the filter 
design by conventional methods would produce results that were 
considerably different from those predicted by the model, which were 
assumed to be accurate within the limitations of the ac power system 
equivalent circuit model. 
All of the mathematical models developed have each of the three phases 
independently represented, and so they can be used to simulate 
situations of unbalanced supply system or converter transformer 
impedances simply by modification of the input data. The harmonic 
content of the ac supply voltage waveform can also be altered by 
chamelas the iaput data. The ripple content of the direct current can 
be cbasW rslatiw to its a 1a,. 1 tiMplY by altering the values used 
to represent the dc liar isdvctance and so the program can be used to 
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simulate situations from an almost constant direct current to the case 
where the ripple content has an rms value almost equal to its mean 
level. The firing delay angles of every thyristor can be adjusted 
individually to represent all forms of firing angle unbalance. This 
flexibility and detail of the mathematical modelling leads to the 
usefulness of the model in predicting the performance of a hvdc link, 
ac system impedance and filter combination under many more conditions 
than could be demonstrated in this thesis without it becoming 
excessively long. 
The diakoptic mesh analysis of a complete hvdc power transmission link 
has been shown to produce more accurate results than a conventional 
analysis. Evidence of the faster processing time of the diakoptic 
mesh analysis technique leads to the conclusion that the mathematical 
model provides an efficient and accurate prediction of the performance 
of a hvdc power transmission link, which may be used for the 
optimisation of a filter designs. 
The paper by Fitton, Hall and Kettleborough [103] was written as a 
result of a final year project concerned with the modelling of hvdc 
power transmission links. The paper by Fitton, Hall and Kettleborough 
[139] resulted directly from the work presented in this thesis. The 
above two references are included in Appendix A4 together with a 
further three papers [142-144] which have been published as a result 
of continuing work in the field of mathematical modelling. 
9.3 Suggestions for Further Work 
During the course of the present research, several areas have been 
defined where further work is required. These are listed below. 
9.3.1 Incorporating valve voltage grading networks into the program 
In Chapter 7, the effect of the snubber circuits on the harmonic 
content of the ac system current waveform was noted. Table 7.1 shows 
the harmonics generated by the snubbers alone and it is evident that 
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their effect on the inverter harmonics would be noticeable. A program 
incorporating a snubber connected across each thyristor would enable 
these harmonics to be predicted. 
9.3.2 Further diakoptic tearing of the system 
The run time of the computer program may be decreased by tearing the 
circuit at the ac busbars, thus creating a larger number of smaller 
blocks. 
9.3.3 Other types and combinations of filter 
Types of filter other than those described in Chapter 6 are sometimes 
used in commercial hvdc power transmission schemes. By adding further 
branches to the model, the effectiveness of these and other types of 
filter may be assessed. 
Kultiple combinations of filters are often used in a transmission 
scheme. Xodifying the program so that more than one filter may be 
attached to the ac busbar would allow the simulation of such a 
situation. 
9.3.4 Xicro-processor control of laboratory model 
The firing delay angle and the delay angle error are controlled at 
present by thirteen twelve bit words. For the firing delay angle, a 
complete twelve-pulse bridge is controlled by a set of three rotary 
hex switches, generating one twelve-bit word. Each thyristor has a 
set of twelve toggle switches to control the value of its firing delay 
angle error word. Incorporating micro-processor control of these 
words into the system would increase its usefulness, since fault 
conditions in the gate control circuitry could be simulated. 
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9.3.5 Xeasurement of complex value of pre-existing distortion 
Simultaneous measurement of the distortion and complex impedance of 
the laboratory ac system over the range of harmonics considered at the 
same time as a set of results from the laboratory model, would allow 
the simulation of an accurate representation of the actual ac system. 
9.3.6 Increase the rating of the laboratory model to full power 
Investigating and correcting the problems preventing the operation of 
the inverter at greater than half rated voltage, would allow a greater 
range of results to be obtained from the laboratory model. 
9.3.7 Simulation of ac and dc faults in both the program and the 
model 
A further stage in the development of the work would be to simulate 
the effects of ac and dc faults on an hvdc transmission link. This 
would involve changes to the laboratory and computer models. 
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Definition of components [RAI] and CRA23 of mesh to intermediate 
reference frame connection matrix. 
This appendix contains the full set of [RAlU and [RA21 matrices 
mentioned in chapters 4 and 6. These matrices are used to make up the 
mesh to intermediate reference frame connection matrix for all of the 
computer programs considered in this thesis. The full connection matrix 
varies from program to program but these components remain fixed. 
The components are given here with reference to the twelve-pulse 
converter circuit of Figure 4.1. This figure defines the thyristor 
device numbers which are used in this appendix to define the particular 
conduction pattern. 
Figure A1.1 shows a reduced circuit diagram with the intermediate 
reference frame currents labelled. 
ý 
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Figure Al. ] Reduced circuit showing intermediate reference frame 
currents. 
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The following 48 sections each define a single conduction state for the 
twelve-pulse converter in terns of the conducting thyristors. The value 
of [RAI] and [RA2] is given together with a reduced circuit diagram 
showing the mesh reference frame currents. 
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APPETDIX A2 
Details of Laboratory Nodel 
The laboratory model which has been described in detail in Chapter 7 is 
shown during operation in figure A2.1. In this figure the rectifying 
and inverting twelve-pulse converters can be seen as separate physical 
units. 
Each contains twelve thyristors mounted on heatsinks, six of which are 
connected to a star-star connected transformer, and the other six 
connected to a star-delta connected transformer. The electronics 
section can be seen at the bottom of each unit. 
Three oscilloscopes and a current probe can be seen on top of the two 
units. The BVD Powerscops is used to isolate the voltage waveforms and 
to provide a signal level input to the Hcolet Oscilloscope. The 
digital Ticolet is used to store wavefOras for subsequent plotting and 
for accurate aoasureaaats on the waveforss. The Phillips oscilloscope 
on top of the BYD Poasrscope is-used to display the output from the 
Tektronix current probe. The current probe output is also sent to the 
Harmonic waveform analyser, which is used to calculate the harmonic 
content of various waveforms. Several other ammeters and voltmeters can 
also be seen in the picture. 
Figure &2.2 shows one of the twelve-pule. aoTwerters being assembled and 
also shows two of the four converter tranetoraers purchased for the 
project. 
Figure A2.3 shows the four different types cif printed circuit boards 
designed and built for the project. In the electronics section for each 
twelve-pulse converter there are three gate pulse boards, one clock and 
firing delay angle board, two zero crossing detector boards and twelve 
digital electronics boards. 
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`' nýseiul;, y ýf twelve-pulse converter unit. 
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Parameters of the Cross-Channel Interconnection 
This Appendix contains rating of some of the major items of equipment 
used in the 2000 XV Cross-Channel link between the United Kingdom and 
France at Folkstone, Kent, recently commissioned by the Transmission and 
Distribution Projects Ltd, GEC Power Engineering Ltd., Stafford. 
System Rating 
Power Rating 2000 MW 
Rj_npla Rating 
Power Rating 1000 MW 
Direct Voltage ±270 kV 
Direct Current 1852 A 
Twe7v--PUlae Bridge Ratings 
Power Rating 500 MW 
Direct Voltage 270 kV 
Direct Current 1852 A 
Rix-pulse Group 
Minimum DC 
Ratings 
Power 23.100 MW 
Nominal DC Power 250.000 XW 
Maximum DC Power 250.000 XW 
Bonanal Direct Voltage 135.000 kV 
xinimum Direct Voltage 132.059 kV 
Maximum Direct Voltage 138.000 kV 
Nominal Direct Current 1851.852 A 
Minimum Direct Current 165.734 A 
Maximum Direct Current 1912.018 A 
Iominal DC Line Resistance 0.450 Q 
Minimum DC Line Resistance 0.450 Q 
Maximum DC Line Resistance 0.900 9 
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DC Reactor Rectifier 
DC Reactor Inverter 
-('-nnverter Transformer Parameters 
Transformer Rating 
Rectifier 
Xinimum Commutation Reactance 
Nominal Commutation Reactance 
l[aximum Commutation Reactance 
PU Commutation Reactance 
Inverter 
0.35 H 
0.35 H 
320.000 XVA 
9.395 Q 
10.259 0 
11.139 Q 
0.23 
Xinimum Connotation Reactance 9.395 Q 
Nominal Commutation Reactance 10.259 Q 
Iaximum Commutation Reactance 11.139 Q 
PU Commutation Reactance 0.23 
Ar Sy tem Parameters 
Rectifier 
linimum AC System Voltage 
lominal AC System Voltage 
7(aximum AC System Voltage 
linimum Short Circuit Level 
Iominal Short Circuit Level 
]iaximum Short Circuit Level 
380.000 kV rms (line-line) 
400.000 kV rms (line-line) 
420.000 kV rms (line-line) 
6000.000 XVA 
9000.000 IVA 
35000.000 XVA 
llinimua Frequency 49.5 Hz 
aoainal Frequency 50.0 Hz 
l[aziaua Frequency 50.5 Hz 
Inverter 
Xinimum AC System Voltage 
Nominal AC System Voltage 
](aximum AC System Voltage 
Unimus Short Circuit Level 
380.000 kV rms (line-line) 
400.000 kV rms (line-line) 
420.000 kV rms (line-line) 
15000.000 XVA 
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Nominal Short Circuit Level 9000.000 XVA 
Maximum Short Circuit Level 35000.000 MVA 
Minimum Frequency 49.5 Hz 
Nominal Frequency 50.0 Hz 
Maximum Frequency 50.5 Hz 
Firing A41g& 
Minimum Rectifier 6.00' 
Nominal Rectifier 12.00' 
Maximum Rectifier 15.00' 
Safety Angle e 
Minimum Inverter 14,00' 
Nominal Inverter 15.00' 
Maximum Inverter 16.00' 
Valve Data 
Number of Series Levels/Valve 
Number of Parallel Thyristors in each level 
Thyristor 25'C Onstate Intercept Voltage 
Thyristor 25'C Onstate Slope Resistance 
Resistance of Valve Damping 
Valve Damping Impedance at Rated Frequency 
Capacitance of Damping Circuit 
Effective Total Stray Capacitance 
Across One Valve 
Resistance of Grading Circuit 
Total Equivalent Series Resistance 
of Valve Copper Work 
122 
2 
1.177 V 
0.3559 nQ 
25.00 Q/level 
1061.03 Q/level 
3.00 µF 
8.00 nF 
1000.00 i2/level 
0.05 0 
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Submarine Cable 
Number of Submarine Cables/Six-Pulse Group 2 
Number of Trenches/Six-Pulse Group 1 
Conductor Cross-Section 900 mm2 
Overall Cable Diameter 105 mm 
Length of cable 45 km 
Spacing Between Adjacent Pairs of Cables 1 km 
Burial Depth of Cable Below Seabed 1.5 m 
Width of Cable Trench 0.6 m 
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References Co-Authored by C. R. Fitton 
This Appendix contains a copy of each of the five papers co-authored by 
C. R. Fitton. 
These papers correspond to references 103,139,142,143,144 as given 
in the list of references and repeated below. 
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Proceedings of the 18th Universities Power Engineering Conference, 
University of Surrey, 11-13 April, 1983 
ANALYSIS OF A IIVDC TRANSMISSION LINK WIT11 FINITE RESISTANCE: AND 
INDUCTANCE VALUES 
C It Fitton .1K Hall .1C Kettleborough 
Loughborough University of Technology, England 
PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS 
a- rectifier firing delay angle (°) 
6- inverter extinction angle (°) 
u- commutation angle (°) 
(with subscripts) 
L- ac side inductance per phase 
(with subscripts) ('N) 
R- ac side resistance per phase 
(with subscripts) (n) 
w- angular ac supply frequency 
(rad/sec) 
p- d/dt operator 
Lt - dc link inductance (H) 
RR - dc link resistance (Si) 
i' 
a 
- mesh currents 
ib 
ß_ inverter firing advance 
angle (°) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is usual when analysing the steady-state performance of hvdc trans- 
mission systems to use the 'classical' approach in which a number of 
greatly simplifying assumptions are made. These are: 
(i) an infinite dc link inductance to give perfectly smooth 
direct current; 
(ii) the influence of ac side resistance on commutation is negligible; 
(iii) a commutation in one converter does not influence the behaviour 
of another converter in the system; 
(iv) the phase impedance components are balanced on the ac side of 
each converter; 
(v) the 3-phase ac supply voltages are sinusoidal and balanced; 
(vi) the firing delay angles for all rectifying converters and all 
inverting converters respectively are equal; 
(vii) the thyristor valves are ideal switching devices. 
In practice these ideals are not attainable, but are frequently approached 
sufficiently for adequate accuracy of prediction to be provided. 
This paper reports the early stages of an investigation into the tech- 
niques needed for a complete analysis without these assumptions, and 
in 
particular here. eliminating (i), (ii) and (iii) by adoption finite values 
for system resistances and inductances, and analysing the complete system 
with all converters. Data based on the Cabora Bass:, Iºvdc system h: nrehc'en 
used, (1) and are listed in the Appendix. 
2. CONVERTFIt AItRAN(; FMENT 
A Bude converter ""l at ion has : In 4. vt"11 nuinnl1rr tit Crat"1 z Ili icI ..; ýýnný"' 
t ý"ýI i ýý 
series IIt rst" he ill)-. a11i"rn: it iv01y Su1)1)I i", I by (; tar/:; 1 . ii . us 
I "; t: ir'/(11.11: 1 
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Figure Z Twelve pulse dc link circuit analysed 
connected transformers to give 300 displaced ac supply voltages and 12- 
pulse dc. The arrangement of the complete link is given in Fig. 1, only 
two bridges, with 30° displaced voltages being shown at each end for 
simplicity. The transformers are shown all with star connection to aid 
analysis, the impedance components being the star-equivalent values 
referred to the converter side. The angle 6 between the ac voltages at 
the rectifying and inverting ends can lie anywhere between 0 and 360° and 
may vary during operation. Indeed, the-two voltages may have different 
frequencies e. g. the Japaneze Sakuma scheme. Whatever the value of 6, 
the operating modes of the system remain the same, although the values of' 
control angles at which the mode changes occur will vary. Throughout this 
description, ' 0=0 will be assumed, together with constant extinction 
angle compounding for the inverting converters. 
3. OPERATING MODES 
3.1 Mode A 
The various operating modes are characterised by a distinct sequence of 
conduction patterns for the thyristors. Mode A is the simplest mode, 
where each commutation is completed before another starts in any other 
bridge. In practice this means that rectifier commutations in say 
. 
bridge 1 (Fig. 1) do not overlap with inverter commutations in bridge 4 
i. e. (a + ur + ui +6< 300). Since, with Mode A operation, the com- 
mutation angles are fairly small, it occurs with low levels of direct 
current, typically up to 0.15 per unit. 
3.2 Mode B 
As the commutation angles increase with current, the angle of firing 
advance ß must be increased for the inverting converters to maintain a 
constant thyristor turn-off safety angle 6 of say 10'0. The rectifier 
commutation angle increases also, and hence the inverter commutations 
commence before the rectifier commutations are completed. in fact, 
mode B operation can be divided into two sub-modes: (a) where rectifier 
commutation is completed during the inverter commutation at lower currents 
in the mode B range up to about 0.4 per unit: (b) where rectifier Com- 
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Figure 2 Converter operation for 
Mode B 
(a) ? Conduction patterns 
(b) DC terminal voltage 
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(0) 
mutation is completed after the end of inverter commutation, with higher . 
currents. Fig 2(a) and (b) shows the valve conduction patterns and voltage 
waveforms as an example of the latter condition. With valve IR commutating 
to 3Y in bridge l. at the rectifying end, valve SB' commutates to IR' in the 
inverting. bridge 4, this being completed before the rectifier cärmutation 
ends. 
The limit to Mode B occurs when it is necessary to start the inverter 
commutation at the same instant as the preceding rectifier commutation, 
that is when (ui + 6) - 30°, for zero rectifier firing delay. 
3.3 Mode C 
With Mode C, the inverter commutation is commenced in advance of the 
appropriate rectifier commutation, . (ui + 6) > 30° for a=O. Naturally 
now, the inverter commutation will always be completed before the end of the 
rectifier commutation. When the latter ceases, there is an interval 
without any commutation until the next inverter commutation starts. As 
the current level is further increased, so is this non-commutation interval 
reduced until it finally becomes zero as Mode C is about to change to 
Mode D, when (ur + ui + 6) = 60° for a=O. 
3.4 Mode D 
From the foregoing, it will be seen that for Mode Da rectifier commutation 
is approaching completion when the next invertcr commutation is started. 
Typically therefore, for 6= 1O° and a-O, the inverter commutation angle 
will be 23° and the rectifier commutation angle ur = 290, giving an over- 
lapping of the two cc w tations of 20. When ur = 300, the operation then 
changes to Mode R. 
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3.5 Mode E 
At high currents, with the rectifier commutation angle ur > 360, Mode E 
operation results in the commutations of the two 30o displaced converters 
at the rectifying end (bridges 1 and 2) overlapping. Thus, with the 
inverter end commutation, there will be three simultaneous commutations 
occurring at certain intervals in the cycle. Further operating modes are 
possible at currents in excess of 1 per unit. Only Modes A, B and C have 
been analysed to date. 
4. ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATING MODES 
The analysis of the system(Fig. 1)has been made with assumptions (iv) to 
(vii) of section 1. The application of these assumptions allows the 
analysis to be performed completely by considering the operation of the 
link during one-twelfth of a cycle of the ac supply. 
The method adopted will be explained in detail for mode B operation as 
described in section 3.2. The approach used is to determine the thyristors 
conducting at a particular instant in time, assuming normal steady-state 
operation of the link. From this information, a reduced circuit can be 
drawn and the mesh equations written. For Mode B, the assumed instant at 
which the analysis is started is when thyristor 3Y of bridge number 1 is 
fired. At this instant the thyristors conducting are {from Fig. 2a); 
Bridge Number 1 1R, 3Y 2B Bridge Number 3 6Y ; SB 
Bridge Number 2 3Y' 2B' Bridge Number 4 '5Y' SB' 
The reduced circuit calculated from the above information results in the 
following two mesh equations: 
(Rsy + Rsr)ia - Rsr ib + (Lsy + Lsr)pia - Lsr pib = Eyl/O - Erl/O 
Rsr is - (Rsy + Rz)ib + Lsr pia - (Lsr + Lz)pib = EzLt - Erl/O 
where 
= Re R+R+R+R+R+R+R Rz t th tY eb ey db dy sb 
Lz =L R+ 
Ltb + Lty + Leb + Ley + Ldb + Ldy + Lsb 
EZ/i = Ey2/O - Eb2/0 + Ey2/3O - Eb2/3O - Ey1/30 _ Ebl/O+ Ebl 
/30 
These equations are then re-arranged into state variable form as shown 
below, and numerically int rated. 
-1 
I pia Lsy+Lsl "Lsr Eyl/O - Erl/O Rsy+Rsr) - Rsr la 
pi = Lsr ( sr+Lz) Ez - Erl/O Rar - (Rsy+Rz) ib 
The numerical integration continues until a change in the conduction con- 
figuration is detected. These changes will occur when the current in a 
conducting thyristor becomes negative, or when time has progressed to a 
point where. the next thyristor needs.. to be turned on. A new reduced 
circuit is now defined, giving another set of state variable equations. 
The analysis proceeds for one-twelfth of a cycle when the currents flowing 
in the meshes are substituted back as initial conditions. 
The process is repeated until two criteria for convergence are reached: 
(a) the current values at the start and end of the analysis period 
differ by less than the desired tolerance, here 0.1% of the dc link 
current; 
(b) the inverter firing angle gives an extinction angle. A ishich 
differs from the set value of 100 by less than the desired error, 
here 0.10. 
The Runge-Kutta fourth order numerical integration routine was used 
for 
its high accuracy. 
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From the information now available for the twelfth of a cycle analysed, the 
current waveform in the red phase of the rectifier and inverter transformers 
is calculated for a full supply cycle period and is harmonically analysed. 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Typical computed rectifier and inverter ac current waveforms and their 
harmonic specta are shown in Fig. 3. These are of the usual form and the 
dc link current is evidently fairly smooth for these operating conditions. 
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Figure 3 Current waveforms and their harmonic spectra for Mode B operation 
a= 0i0,6 = Z0°, rectifier ac supply voltage = 114.4 kV 
Step-length Sus, inverter ac supply voltage=114.0 kV 
The changes in harmonic content of the converter supply currents are shown 
in Fig. 4. Comparison with those obtained using the conventional approach 
shows acceptable agreement in trend, although it is expected that the com- 
puted results are the more accurate. Variation of the direct current and 
hence commutation angle was provided by variation of the ac supply voltage 
to the rectifier. 
(. CONCLUSIONS 
The more usual operating modes and an analytical technique for predicting 
the alternating current waveforms for hvdc transmission converters have 
been presented, and sample results given. Throughout the investigat 
comparison with results calculated using the conventional 'classical' 
method has been made to confirm the orders of magnitude. owing to the 
elimination of assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii) of section 1, this tech- 
nique provides more valid results than the conventional one. 
Consideration of the more complex operating modes, and experimental verifi- 
cation of the results remains to be done. 
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APPENDIX 
Converter transformers: 
Transmission line: 
3,1-phase 96.7 MVA units per converter 
114 
kV Voltage ratio, 
220 
73- -773- 
Commutating reactance, 0.15 p. u. 
Winding resistance, 0.01 p. u. 
Voltage ± 133.25 kV dc 
Power rating, 480 MAW 
Inductance, 0.75 H 
Resistance, 2.95 0 
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SYNOPSIS 
A DIAKOPTIC APPROACH TO THE CALCULATION OF AC SUPPLY 
CURRENT HARMONICS FROM HVDC CONVERTERS 
C. R. FITTON J. K. HALL J. G. KETTLEBOROUGH 
A diakoptic approach using tensors is proposed as a method 
of calculating supply current waveform harmonics in high 
voltage direct current power transmission schemes. 
The paper presents the initial stage of the work, which is 
the modelling of a 12-pulse rectifying converter and also 
describes the diakoptic approach, which will be used to 
solve the complete system. Acceptable correlation-:: has been 
obtained between computed results and those obtained using 
conventional analysis. The advantage of the new method 
is that it will allow the introduction of typical practical 
operating abnormalities. 
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r_ý; nfNr. - :r or. Power Elect: ortics and Variable Speed Drives, 
IEE Savoy place, London, May, 1984 
A DIAKOPTIC APPROACH TO THE CALCULATION OF AC SUPPLY CURRENT HARMONICS FROM HVDC CONVERTERS 
C. R. Fitton. J. K. Hall. J. G. Kettleborough 
University of Loughborough, UK 
In high voltage direct current power trans- 
mission schemes the need to limit harmonic 
waveform distortion to acceptable levels has 
long been acknowledged. 
The usual method of analysis (Kiesbark (1)) 
may be called the conventional approach and 
makes assumptions of smooth direct current 
and neglects the at side resistance, repres- 
enting the converter as a source of current 
harmonics. For hvdc practice, more exact 
methods are desirable. In particular an 
accurate method of predicting the at supply 
current harmonics under specific conditions 
of unbalanced operation provides the basis 
for the most economical ac filter design. 
The work presented in this paper describei a 
precise method for calculating the ac supply 
current harmonics in hvdc converters. The 
diakoptic approach to the problem (Rapp (2)) 
provides a valuable reduction in the core 
size and run time of the computer program. 
The circuit shown in Figure 1 is a basic rep- 
resentation of a twelve-pulse dc link. The 
method of analysis uses diakoptics to "tear* 
the circuit into two twelve-pulse converters 
and the dc transmission line. Individually, 
these three sub-circuits are solved by 
numerical integration. 
The work presented here is the analysis of 
the twelve-pulse rectifying sub-circuit load- 
ed by resistance and inductance. Initially. 
for each of the two transformer connections 
shown. the operation of an individual recti- 
fying bridge is modelled, and the performance 
compared with that obtained by an alternative 
method (Jones and Bonwick (3)). These sub- 
units are then combined to form the complete 
model. 
MW -LING OF 12-PULSE RECTIFYING 
COHMMTn 
The modelling technique requires the defini- 
tion of three reference frames. Zach of 
these defines a set of currents *tcb are 
related to one another by transformation 
matrices. Those matrices are used in the 
program to develop the mush equations of the 
circuit at any particular Instant. The 
equations are then rearranged into the state- 
variable form and integrated numerically to 
give a step-by-step solution to the equations. 
A single-step integration method I. wed 
owing to the frequent need to restart the 
process as thyristors turn on and off, thereby 
changing the mesh equations of the circuit. 
In particular, the 4th-Order Runge-Kutta 
process was chosen for its high accuracy. 
Choice of the step length is made at the 
beginning of each run by consideration of the 
maximum system eipenvalue and the number of 
steps required per cycle of the ac supply 
frequency. 
The date used in producing these results is 
based on figures obtained from a typical hvdc 
installation with individual six-pulse con- 
verters rated at 250 MW. 
Pigure 3 shows a not of waveforms produced by 
the computer program for operating conditions 
chosen to produce rippled direct current, 
which is evident from the tops of the second- 
ary phase current waveforms. - During the 
commutation periods, the secondary phase 
voltages exhibit the expected notches. 
Section (f) shows the current waveform drawn 
from the ac system by the complete twelve- 
pulse converter. This is the sum of the 
primary phase currents of the two transformers 
each of which, in addition to the reflected 
secondary current, includes the 50 Hz magnet- 
ising current component. The latter is 
relatively small in this case and cannot 
readily be seen. 
Figures 4 and S show the variation of load 
current and commutation angle with firing 
delay angle, for a fixed value of load resist- 
ance and inductance. The solid lines show 
the computed points, and the symbols give 
results calculated by a conventional method 
which assumes smooth direct current (1). 
Their discrepancy increases as the firing 
delay angle decreases, due to the conventional 
method neglecting effects such as the resist- 
ance voltage drop in the transformers. 
Hence the differences are most pronounced at high currents. 
Figure 6 summarises the results from a series 
of program runs and relates to the primary 
current waveform harmonics for the star-star 
connected transformer. The results are six- 
pulse in nature containing characteristic 
harmonica of order 6 n± 1 (where n is a 
positive integer) and very small quantities of 
uncharacteristic harmonics. The first six harmonics are shown in the figure and the 
computed points. represented by lines, result from a series of runs obtained by varying only the resistance of the load. The symbols on this figure show results produced by the con- 
ventional method (1) which omits the magnet- ising current drawn by the transformer. In 
the model. the magnetising impedance is rep- 
resented by a single valued inductance. and 
so the magnetising current is of fundamental frequency with no harmonic content. As the 
current level is reduced, the magnetising cur- 
rent begins to dominate the total primary 
current and the percentage content of the harmonics tends to zero. This accounts for the divergence of the computed and convention- al results at low values of commutation angle. 
The harmonic analysis of the 8c system current gives the expected, almost perfect, cancel- lation of 5th, 7th, 17th. 19th etc. order harmonics leaving characteristic twelve-pulse 
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harmonics (i. e. of orders 12 nt 1) and neg- 
ligible quantities of other harmonics. This 
is a result of balanced converter operation 
and of using equal transformer parameters. 
The three sub-systems identified in figure 2(a) 
are the two twelve-pulse converters and the 
dc transmission line. At the boundaries 
between the sub-systesu, called points of 
tear, fictitious infinite inductances are 
connected as shown. The currents in these 
inductors are always zero, even though the 
inductances play a major role in the sub- 
sequent analysis. The inductances may be 
replaced by fictitious voltage sources and 
the network torn into the sub=systems, 
together with the link networks shown in 
figure 2(b). The torn sub-systems contain 
voltage sources, such that the currents in 
the torn and the original systesisare identical. 
Link network current i defined in terms of 
the currents in the orijinal system is 
il . i= = Lb 
The other link current, i, May be similarly 
defined and, in abbreviat5d form, the link 
currents are related to the original network 
currents, and therefore the torn network 
currents, by 
'it. ) - (Ctm I Iim) 
where I is a unit matrix. 
Equation 5 may be solved numerically to give 
i, which is the same as the current vector 
for the complete system. The matrix IL 1 
has three sub-matrices only on its leading 
diagonal and these correspond to the induct- 
ance matrices for the three sub-systems. 
Inversion of It.. I merely involves the invers- 
ion of the sub-Lt races. Inversion of the 
matrix ICIm11L 11 IC; It is even simpler, 
since this matrix is Of order 2 and with the 
form of equation (5) being such that it con- 
sists mainly of vectors or block-diagonal 
matrices, it is therefore a very simple 
equation to handle. 
The work presented in this paper illustrates 
that the proposed approach is suitable for 
the modelling of converter operation. Factors 
which are neglected in many of the alternative 
methods are shown to have a significant effect 
on the ac side harmonics under certain operat- 
ing conditions. 
The program has been designed so that the 
following practical features can be modelled: 
(1) Commutation angle unbalance caused by 
unequal leakage reactances 
(1) 
(2) Firing angle unbalance 
where (C ) is the torn/link transformation 
tensor. lý It is simple to show that the 
relationship between link voltages (Vil and 
Vt2) and the torn network voltage sources 
(eml, em2. em3 and em4) is 
em . (Ctm 1t vs (2) 
where (CLm)tis the transpose of (C, NI. 
Applying mesh analysis to the torn networks 
gives 
%-%- IRI i, + II. w1 pi. (3) 
where E. is the voltage vector containing the 
voltages (supply voltages) Impressed on the 
original network, and IR I and (L. 1 represent 
respectively the resistances and Inductances 
of the torn networks. When taken with the 
matrix equation for link networks 
pit - (Lt)-1 Vt a (Cie) pin , 
(4) 
sufficient information is available to define 
the complete system. Manipulating equations 
(2). (3) and (4). gives 
IL11-1 . IC; a1 
ILim1 -1 1 C'. I ti sI 
- ICý11Lý1 -1 
its 
- I%%I 
Q 
where (L11-1 is null due to the choice of 
infinite link inductances. Further manipu- 
lation gives 
pin .I LmI -l 
fi- ICtel t (I Ctw I 
ILMI-l I C_It) -l ICt111 LEI-l1 
IVm 
- (R. ) i. 
3 (5) 
(3) AC voltage unbalance in magnitude and 
phase 
(4) Presence of supply voltage harmonics 
(5) AC system impedance loci 
(6) More complicated thyristor models 
(7) AC and ad side filtering 
Work on these is planned. 
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SIMULATION pP PARALIZL-CONNECTED BRUSHLBSS D. C. CENCRATORS 
K. Gregory, J. G. Kettleborough and D. A. Fantho. e 
C. R. Fitton, I. R. Smith 
Loughborough University. UK Ministry of Defence. UK 
Indexing terms: Simulation. Generators, mathematical techniques, Modelling 
ABSTRACT: This paper is concerned with the mathenatteal modelling of a section of the electrical 
system for a vehicle, cosccising two Lcushless d. c. generators connected in parallel and supplying 
a single load. Each generator may can at any specified speed, and any initial positional difference 
between the rotors of the two machines may be specified. Bach generator may have its own voltage 
control. 
The solution process uploys tensor methods to aase bie automatically the differential equations 
for the system which are relevant at any particular time. The equations are integrated numerically 
using a 4th-order rangs-Kutta process, with the time solution proceeding on a step-by-step basis. 
LIST of PRINCIPAL SYM BOL$ 
In the list below, subscripts x and y refers to: 
1,2 and 3 Phase windings machine no 1 
4, S and 6 Field, d and q damper windings machine no 1 
7,8 and 9 Phase windings machine so 2 
10,11 and 12 Field, d and q daspar windings machine no 2 
13 Static load 
14 Battery 
2xy - Impedance of branch x if x-y or mutual 
impedance between branches x and y if x¢y 
vx, ix - Instantaneous voltage and current of branch x 
E4, E10 Applied field voltages 
e14 " Battery open circuit voltage 
ella7 . Angie between d axis and principal phase 
PH - Initial phase difference 
the definition of both branch and ash reference francs 
and of transformation relationships between these. 
If the equations for the generators are expressed in phase 
co-ordinate form, the branch reference frame equations 
with currents flowing in the load, the battery and the 
twelve 'gemrator windings as defined in fig 1 are shown in 
Fig 2. where each element Z represents a combination of 3 
groups of terms; the resistance matrix (R), the inductance 
matrix ELI and the time rate of change of inductance 
matrix [c . using Rapp's tensor notation 
(41.. gn 1 may 
be written in abbreviated form as: 
2 bfVb" Wb" (1 fGbb )IbaLbbpIb 
(2) 
where Vb and Ib are. respectively. the branch voltage and 
current vectors, and Eb is the vector of source voltages 
vtthin the branches. The operator is p- d/dt. 
INTRODUCTION 
A common source of electrical porsr for a vehicle is a low 
voltage d. c. system based on 28 V batteries, with two 
generators supplying both the batteries and a distribution 
system. The two generators may be driven by separate 
prime movers, as when one is driven by the main engine at 
variable speed and the other by a dedicated engine at 
constant speed. Each generator has its am voltage 
regulator, to enable the system to cater for various 
emergency and standby duties. 
The object of the present paper is to describe a 
wathewatical Model for a section of the power supply 
system. comprising the wain stages of two Leushless d. c. 
generators permanently connected in parallel and supplying 
a single load formed by parallel-connected passive 
components and a battery, as shove in Pig 1. The paper 
discusses the distribution of load throughout the system, 
under various conditions of generator voltage, speed and 
initial positional difference of the rotors. 
rAthods for modelling bridgs-rectifier systems using 
tensor methods are well-establishsd (1,2). In the present 
study, tensors are used to assemble autonatieally the 
state-variable equations required to describe any 
instantaneous diode conduction pattern (3). These 
equations are solved using numerical integration 
techniques on a step-by-step basis, to give the time 
response of any of the system voltages and currents. 
SYSTEM MODg4LiNG 
The cc. i uter programme developed to solve the equation tot 
the system model of rig 1. using tensor methods. requires 
For the typical diode conduction pattern shown in Fiq 3 in 
which only diodes 01, D2, D3. D11 and 012 are conducting, 
the abbreviated form of the corresponding sash reference 
frame equations for the ten independent meshes is: 
a+ Vs - NO Ia - (6 
WIM 
+G 
Us 
)IM + LORpls (3) 
Inspection of Pigs 1 and 3y ields a transformation tensor 
between the corresponding branch and mesh currents as 
mesh 
branch 1 2 3 4 5 6 789 10 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 011 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 -1 0 
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 
S 0 1 0 0 0 O 000 0 
6 0 0 1 0 0 0 000 0 
C. 
e 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 -1 
s 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 1 
10 0 0 0 1 0 0 000 0 
11 0 0 0 0 1 0 000 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 1 000 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 111 1 
14 LO 0 0 0 0 0 100 
0 
Jlssain9 power invariance between the two reference frames 
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141, it follows that 
i: c Fb (4) 
m In 
Vw-0 (null vector: Kirchhoff's voltage law) (S) 
lb , Cb to (6) 
wl .bb Rww - C. öbC. w Cw bGbbCb (7) Gýw 
.w 
bb 
Lww Cm LbbCw 
I 
. here Cwb is the transpose of C 
b. 
Rearranging eqn 3 and substituting the above relationship 
lives the time rate-of-change of the mesh currents asp 
plo (iblbbC 
w) 
_1 (ibEbib(Itbk)+Gbb)C 0Iaý (6) 
then the values of the elements of I., and Gbb (sosse of 
'hach are time varying) are introduced, eqn e may be 
. ntegrated numerically 
to give the new current vector Im 
it the end of an integration period. The voltages and 
currents at various parts of the system may then be 
ibtained using egns 1 and 6, respectively. The solution 
'roceeds on a step-by-step basis with the appropriate 
"alues of "bb and Gbb being introduced at each step. The 
'osiputer program developed for the solution of eqn 6 tests 
utowatically for diodes ceafinq or commencing conduction, 
hd updates the columns of C°_ when any changes occur, 
using a technique 
(31 in which a master matrix contains 
11 possible branch/mesh permutations. Diodes are not 
hfined as branches in the transformation. as this would 
omplicate the program unnecessarily and increase the 
isolation time. 
PEMTION OF THE MODEL 
he model is designed to simulate the two machines when 
perating at independent speeds and excitation levels, with 
fixed initial positional difference between the two rotors 
PH, rig 1). 
-e outputs of the model are the instantaneous values of 
>ltage and current in the branches of the initial system. 
1pical examples of computer generated waveforms are shown 
i rig 4. for which the system conditions are specified as 
ºchine no 1: 20 Volts 10 kW at 267 Ns, constant excitation 
ºchine no 2: 20 Volts 14 Idl at 350 Bs, constant excitation 
ºitial positional difference 1.0 Red (else) 
ºad: 1.0 2/10 H for 1.5 as 
son 0.060/100 WI for 6.0 as 
tttery o. e. voltage: 26.0 Volts 
ºttery internal resistance: 17 .0 
PAD DISTRIBUTION 
. nee the model outputs are 
instantaneous values, any 
ruination of the load distribution is also sie on an 
istantaneous basis. TM load-sharing capabilities of 
ca1Lel-connected d. c. generators are usually determined 
on their (spun) output characteristics. but the 
"stantansous characteristics, which relate output voltage 
d current at a specific instant in time. may similarly be 
termined. Examples of typical such characteristics are 
own in Fig S. The curves were produced from model outputs 
an instant 300 Ns from the ccmesncesent of computer 
udies. curves (a) and (b) apply for each machine when 
Orating alone and curve (c) for the machines % box in 
rallel. 
e characteristics shown in Piy Sa describe the specific 
impractical situation of two machines running at the 
ae speed. withco-phasal rotor and generating the same 
en-circuit mt. The points shorn on both curves (a) and 
º are the values of A. C. armature current for the two 
chines when operating in parallel. The agreement shown 
is typical of . any results obtained and shows that. in this 
situation, the two machines act in a reasonably predictable 
manner. 
The characteristics shown in rig Sb relate to the less 
specific situation of two machines running at the same 
speed and co-phasal but generating different emf's. Curve 
(c), the combined characteristic, now shows a step in the 
(common) load voltage and the division of currents between 
the two machines differs markedly from the individual 
characteristics for the two machines. The shape of curve 
(c) may be explained by consideration of the individual 
machine currents and voltages. between no-load and a 
current of about 34 A the voltage of machine no I does not 
exceed the load voltage at any time. The machine does not 
carry any current and curves (b) and (c) are coincident. 
From about 34 A to about 46 A the voltage of machine no I 
exceeds the load voltage at some instant prior to the 
instant for which the curves apply, and some-current will 
now flow. This conduction is sporadic, in that at any 
time only one mesh exists in the armature of machine no I 
and conduction does not extend into another phase. 
(Waveforms illustrating this condition are shown in rig 4). 
From a current of 46 A onwards conduction is continuous 
in both machines. With conventional d. c. generators a 
situation equivalent to that illustrated by rig Sb would 
cause current to circulate between the two machines 
causing the low voltage machine to motor. With brushless 
machines there can be no circulating current. In order to 
comply with Kirchhoff's voltage law the rates-of-change 
of mesh currents in each machine must therefore be 
different or in opposite directions, pulling the output 
voltages up or down to the common load voltage. 
results at various instants in time under a range of 
initial and load conditions show that the situation 
represented by rig äb is typical, the current distribution 
being specified at all times by the mesh equations (eqn 3). 
cc«cL sIoN5 
Examination of waveforms such as those shown in rig 4 shows 
that the operating conditions for the two machines are 
cosplex and (except under exceptional circumstances) 
completely different from those which exist when they are 
operating alone. The instantaneous or steady-state 
Surrent distribution may only be accurately determined by 
a numerical solution of the system mesh equations. 
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SIMULATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC NETWORKS USING CONNECTION MATRICES 
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ABSTRACT The paper describes a new method for simulating complex electromagnetic networks, using connection 
matrices. These matrices are easy to handle computationally. and they can be used in a systematic method of 
assembling the overall equations for networks in which saturation and other nonlinearities are present. The approach 
involves an initial consideration of the various independent electrical and magnetic elements which comprise the 
system, and the subsequent use of connection matrices in the interconnection of the equations for these to provide 
the equations for the overall system. Assembly of the system equations in state-variable form enables a computer- 
based digital solution to be readily produced, and yields details of the electromagnetic conditions within the system 
that are not readily obtainable using currently available simulation techniques. 
The techniques described in the paper are particularly useful if the topology of the system under consideration 
varies during the course of the solution. and they may readily be adapted to include the effects of ferromagnetic 
materials with pronounced B/H loops and the characteristics associated with permanent magnet materials. Since the 
method is ideally suited to problems which are difficult to handle by analytical methods employing Maxwell's 
equations. it is of considerable potential value to electrical machine and system design engineers. 
usy Words: Electromagnetic networks, simulation, coenaation matrices, saturation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The matrix methods introduced by Kron (11 for 
assembling the differential equations of caoplox 
electrical networks have found widespread application in 
many areas of electrical engineering. The use of 
connection matrices in the assembly of the overall 
system equations can be extended to situations in which 
the topology of the network is changing (2). when it 
leads to a very efficient digital-coauter based time- 
step solution of these equations. The process begins 
by the tearing apart of the original network into a 
nv=bar of subnetworks, for each of which a separate set. 
of equations is produced. Following this, the subnet- 
works are interconnected by linking networks to yield 
the equations for the overall network. The advantages 
of this method of analysis are (i) the systematic 
assembly of the subnetwork equations (ii) the ease by 
which an individual subnetwork can be changed without 
affecting the remaining subnetworks (iii) the inversion 
of a number of subnetwork matrices when obtaining an 
overall numerical solution for the network requires 
considerably less computing time than the inversion 
of the corresponding single matrix for the overall 
network. 
The present paper describes the application of the 
above approach to an electromagnetic network, where 
equations for the electrical and magnetic networks are 
obtained separately before being interconnected by scans 
of an electromagnetic connection matrix. The detailed 
study which then becomes possible enables the accurate 
inclusion of the nonlinearities in the network equations 
and predicts various magnetic quantities such as the 
leakage and . atual cosponsnts of the flux. 
(L) M trix consisting of both the self and the mutual 
inductances of the network. If any of these inductances 
change with tim. ega. (2) takes the form 
(VI ` [Rill) 4 (PLIII) + (LJ(pIJ + (s1(ß1 (3) 
Eqn (3) way be regarded as the source of separate 
electrical and magnetic network equations. Thus for the 
electrical network 
(V1 - (R1(1) + (SI(41 + (E) (4) 
where for the magnetic network 
(91 - (PL1(11 + (L)(PIJ (5) 
If (Iv] (_ (at]) is defined as a magnetic current vector 
and (%] (. IN)(11) as a magnetic voltage vector, where 
(N] is the electrical winding turns matrix, then 
I! ) - (NI(V (6) 
and 
(L) - [Nl[Pl(N)t (7) 
where (P] is the magnetic periaeance matrix. Using egns 
(6) and (7) gives the equation for the magnetic network 
as 
(I, ] ' IPp1INaI + IPIIPVmI (e1 
which is of the same form as the equation for an 
electrical network containing capacitors only 
2. BASIC ANALYSIS 
The differential equation for an electrical circuit 
comprising a resistance R, an inductance L and a 
capacitance C, series connected to a voltage V. is 
V- RI " LpI "Q (1) 
where I is the current. Q the charge is I Idt and p is 
the differential operator. For a complex network, with 
a number of branches. equation (1) becomes 
(VI   (RI(11 " (LI(P11 " (S1(Q) (2) 
where (v), (11. (P11 and (Q) are vectors and (R). (61 
and (S) ( (C1-1) are matrices, with the elements of the 
(I) - IPcI(v1 + Ic3IPVI (9) 
3" MPGNETIC NETWORK M ALYSIS 
The transformer arrangement shown in Fig. 1 may be 
used as an illustration of the analysis of a magnetic 
network. The equivalent magnetic circuit can be drawn 
as in Fig. 2(a). with the mutual flux path having a 
reluctance R and those for the primary and secondary w 
leakage flux paths having reluctances of RL1 and 
Rf2 
respectively. The magnetic voltage sources 
V1 and V2 
(due to the ampere turns of the primary and secondary 
windings) have directions determined by the directions 
of the magnetic fluxes "1 and 42 arising 
from the two 
Ito- 220-1 
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transformer windings. It Is clearly possible to tear the 
magnetic network of Fig. 2(a) into the five subnetworks of 
Fig. 2(b), and then to relate the magnetic fluxes of 
Fig. 2(b) to those of Fig. 2(a) by a connection matrix 
(CJbn, where 
(*1b ` CIbn*n (10) 
'N2 
1(P4Ptl) -N1N2P 
X11 L 12 
)L) 
-N1N2PP N2(PP+Pt2) L21 L22 
(22) 
which can readily be confirmed an correct by a 
conventional analysis of the transformer arrangement. 
4. DIGITAL COMPUTER SOLUTION 
where (41b 1`1 ßt1 "w 4t2 021. (#In - (. a 
"b "c) 
and 
100 
1 -1 0 
(CJbn -010 (11) 
01 -1 
00 -1 
The equations for the branch and mush magnetic networks 
of Figs. 2(b) and 2(a) respectively, are 
(V)b ' (R)bb")b (12) 
and 
(vin " (R]nn(*]n (13) 
respectively, with the corresponding terms in these 
equations being related by 
(R)nn - (C), 
b(RJbb(C)bn (14) 
(V)n ' (CJnb(V)b (15) 
["Jn (RJý(VJn (16) 
Mb ' (cJbn(RJnn(cJnb (ýý (v)b (17) 
Eqns (12) - (17) represent interconnection of the 
isolated magnetic branches into a mesh and the tearing 
of the meshes back into branches, but with mutual 
coupling to account for the connection of the branches 
into a mesh formation. This transformation represents 
a very important step in the analysis of the magnetic 
circuit. 
Differentiating eqn (17) with respect to time yields 
III ' {PIP1bb}IV1b * (PJ, IPVIb (18) 
where 
(p]bb _ (C]bn(R](Clnb (19) 
. nn 
Eqns (18) and (8) have the same form, and the inductance 
matrix (L] of eqn (7) is given by 
(L) = (NI(PIbb(NIt (20) 
where, using eqn (6) for the transformer exaspIs 
El ["1 0000 Il 
E2 0000 N2 Itl (21) 
I 
It2 
I2 
Analysis of the magnetic circuit of the transformer using 
eqns (12) to (21) then gives 
It follows from the analysis above that the state- 
variable fors of the equations for an electromagnetic 
network is 
(P41 (01 (11 1Q1 (0) IV] 
IP11 -(L1-1IS] -(L1-1((x1+IPL1) 
]1( 
IL1 
(23) 
For a rotating electrical machine the reluctances (or 
permeances) are angle dependent, and 
'PL' (' INJ{P(PJbb) (Nit) is given by 
8(PJ 
IPLJ " IN) ash ' d20 
INJt (24) 
Numerical integration, using for ex. Japle a 4th-order 
Runge-Kutta technique, requires both (LI and (pL) to be 
calculated twice during each time step. Fig. 3 shows a 
typical flow diagram for the computer solution of an 
electromagnetic network. 
S. MAGNETIC SATURATION 
If the branch shown in Fig. 4(a) of a magnetic 
circuit is saturated, the nonlinear relationship between 
the magnetic flux density B and the magnetising force H 
can be represented by the nonlinear characteristic of 
Fig. {(b). The equation for the branch is 
Vm Rm0m (25) 
where Vm Hi, Om " Be and the reluctance Rm (. t/µa. 
where µs is the secant permeability at the operating 
point), is dependent on the m. m. f. applied p. 
Differentiating eqn (25) with respect to time gives 
PAM- (PRR)0m f Rga (p ) (26) 
where 
BR 
PR a ava (e m 
(27) 
s 
Substituting for PR 
Is 
from sqn (27) into sqn (26) 
and introducing 6m from sqn (2S) gives 
A%/Rm 
p(P6m) 
(28) (PVw)(1- 
A%/V. 
If, during a numerical solution, the operating point of 
the magnetic circuit moves from 1 at t-T to 2 at t1T+At, 
then 
w- Rm2 ml , Rm - 
Rml 
evq " Vm2 - Vm1 ' Vm 'V ml 
and 
£Rm/Rm   (R -Rml)/Rml ` (µs1-Vs2)IV82 
l 
(29) 
AVm/Vm   (Vm2-Vmi)/Vml - (H2-H1)/Hi J 
(10-220-1 
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and also 
H2 = H1 " all 
e2 = el " ee 
list = B1/H1 
(30) 
µs2 82/H2 
Substituting eqns (30) into eqn (29) and the results 
of eqn (29) into eqn (28) and simplifying, gives the 
magnetic branch equation under saturated conditions as 
Pya - Rmi (P"m) (31) 
where mi " t/ia and jai is the incremental permeability 
at the operating point. Fig. 4(c) illustrates the 
determination of the magnetic branch equations at the 
operating point, and confirms that it is necessary to 
use incremental reluctance in a time-step solution. 
The derivation of the inductance [L) in eqn (20) at 
each time step of a solution must use the incremental 
reluctance matrix ((RI, )i in eqn (12) to account for 
saturation, whenever applicable. If any of the branches 
of a magnetic circuit are unsaturated (such as the airgap 
of a rotating machine), µi - µe and secant reluctances 
are used. 
6. CONCLUSION 
The paper has presented a novel method of analysing 
electromagnetic networks by the separate analysis of the 
electrical and magnetic subnetworks and the subsequent 
use of transformation matrices to provide the overall 
network equation. It is shown how magnetic saturation 
can be included in a time step solution of these 
equations, which can be used in the analysis of a wide 
range of items of electrical plant. 
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Abstract. The paper describes a mathematical model for an automatic 
voltage regulator, which is compatible with established models for 
many other items of electrical plant developed by the authors. The 
typical regulator considered uses solid-state electronics thoroughout 
both the signal and power sections of its circuit. A linear- 
orientated graph is used to identify the independent meshes of the 
regulator circuit and the corresponding equations, when arranged in 
state-variable form, are suitable for numerical integration on a 
digital computer. 
The model has been used in both steady-state and transient studies, to 
predict waveforms at various significant points of the regulator 
circuit. Comparisons between these results and experimentally- 
obtained wavefgrms justify fully the model developed for the 
regulator. 
INTRODUCTION 
Increases in the power consumption of modern vehicles, due to lighting, 
heating, motors and various electronic loads, have highlighted the need for 
efficient and reliable power generating equipment. The electronic loads 
impose stringent requirements on the quality of the power supply and, for 
this reason, it is important at the design stage to be able to predict both 
the transient and steady-state performance of the system using an accurate 
mathematical model. It is often necessary to provide information such as 
the harmonic content of the supply voltage, the regulation and the response 
time following the sudden application or rejection of load. 
Frequently, modern vehicle electrical power systems are powered by a 
generator with an accompanying automatic voltage regulator (AVR), which 
nowadays invariably uses solid-state components in both the signal and the 
power sections of its circuit. The power supply for a typical system will 
be provided by a brushless DC generator, comprising a polyphase synchronous 
machine with a rectifier bridge connected to its output terminals. The 
synchronous machine will have either a 3-phase or 5-phase armature winding, 
with the salient-pole rotating-field winding being fed from a rotating- 
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armature AC exciter through a rectifier bridge carried on the common 
rotating shaft. Closed-loop control of the output voltage is provided by 
the AVR acting on the exciter field winding. The ruggedness and high 
reliability of such a generating unit, together with its compact volume, low 
weight, reduced maintenance and ability to operate in hazardous environments 
all combine to make the brushless DC generator an attractive alternative to 
the conventional DC generator in many applications. 
For many years, analogue computers were used [1] for transient studies 
on electrical power systems. Although adequate for systems which may be 
linearised satisfactorily, this approach introduces unacceptable errors when 
attempts are made to linearise the equations of nonlinear devices, such as 
the solid-state switches use in the power section of the AVR. These 
problems are overcome by the use of powerful digial computers, which can 
rapidly solve the equations for nonlinear systems using numerical 
integration techniques. 
Many computer-based models now exist for modelling the majority of 
items which comprise the overall generating unit [2,3], with the equations 
being assembled in state-variable form for an efficient numerical solution. 
However, the AVR model normally used [4) is based on a transfer-function 
representation of the circuit, which is incapable of providing the greater 
accuracy now required-from many system studies. 
The present paper describes a mathematical model for the AVR, which is 
more accurate than the transfer function-model and is also compatible with 
the models for the other items of plant in the overall electrical systems. 
In the analysis, a linear-oriented graph is used to identify the number of 
meshes necessary to define fully the circuit, with the resulting equations 
being arranged in state-variable form for their numerical solution. The 
model has been used to investigate both the steady-state and the transient 
performance of the AVR-circuit in response to step changes in the regulated 
voltage. In the paper, typical computed results are compared with 
corresponding practical results, to establish that the model is capable of 
providing accurate predictions of the AVR response. 
REGULATOR MODEL 
In the AVR circuit diagram of Fig 1, V is the rectified output voltage of 
the main generator and Vf the voltage fed to the field of the exciter. The four main elements of the AVR circuit are identified in the block diagram of 
Fig. 2 as 
a) The sensing and error amplifier, 
b) The triangular oscillator. 
c) The comparator amplifier, and 
d) The output circuit 
Reference to Fig. 1 shows that the voltage V is attenuated by the voltage-divider circuit R1, R3 and R19, before being compared with the 6.2V 
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reference source in the linear error amplifier M. Variation of the 
generator output voltage is achieved by adjustment of the potentiometer R3. 
During normal operation, the output voltage of the error amplifier decreases 
as the sensed voltage increases. The DC gain of the amplifier is set by the 
resistor R7 , and the AC gain by the components R8, R9, C3, C4 and C6. 
The oscillator circuit generates a triangular waveform at the inverting 
terminal of IC2, with a repetition rate set by R and C 7, which 
is compared 
with the output of the error amplifier in the coi arator amplifier IC3. The 
output from this is a rectangular pulse train with an amplitude of 20V, at 
the same repetition rate as the triangular oscillator but with a mark/space 
ratio which decreases as the AVR input voltage is increased. The pulse 
train is applied to the base of transistor, TR , and the zener diode D3 
ensures that this transistor is switched off wienever the comparator output 
falls to zero. Output transistors TR2 and TR3 are switched by the action of 
TR1, to produce a rectangular pulse train witýi an-amplitude of 28V, at the 
same repetition rate as the triangular oscillator and with a mark/space 
ratio which again decreases with an increase in the sensed voltage. This 
ensures that an increase in the generator voltage causes a decrease in the 
voltage to the exciter field, and hence to the field winding of the main 
generator, so as to maintain the generator terminal voltage constant. 
AVR EQUATIONS 
Fig. 3 shows the network on which the analysis of the sensing and error 
amplifier circuits is based. Operation of the comparator circuit and the 
triangular oscillator are assumed to be ideal, and their simulation uses 
logic statements and algebraic equations. 
The analysis begins by developing the linear-orientated graph for the 
circuit of Fig. 3, by drawing one of the possible system trees and adding the 
co-tree branches shown dotted in Fig. 4. Each co-tree branch defines an 
individual mesh current and it is evident from Fig. 4 that eight independent 
meshes are required to define fully the circuit. In practice, the error 
amplifier may be represented as a first-order lag circuit, with a short time 
constant t and a high gain K. The resulting output-to-input transfer 
function of 
V -K s 
V6 1+PT 
may be rearranged in state-variable form as 
pvs =1 (-KV6-VS) (2) 
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where p is the operator 
ät. 
The state-variable form of the complete matrix equation defining the sensing 
and error amplifier circuit is: 
abcdef gh ij k1mno 
pV1 kia k1b V1 
pV2 k2b k2c k2g k2h k2j V2 
pV, k3b k3c k3g k3j k3k k3m k3o V. 
pV4 
pV5 
PV6 
k4d k4e k4f k41 
k5e k5h k5m 
k6d k6e k6h k6m 
k7f k7h 
(3) 
Where, 
kla=-1/(R2C1) 
K2b=-1/(F1R5C2)-1/(F1R4C2)-1/(R1C2) 
K2g= 1/(R1C2) 
K2j -C1/C2 
k3c=-1/(R7 C3) 
K3j=-F2C1/C3 
kam=-C4/C3 
J 
V4 
V5 
V6 
V 
V 
s 
VR 
pV1 
pV2 
pV3 
pV4 
PVC 
klb= 1/(R2C1) 
k2c= 1/(F1R5C2) 
k2h= 1/(F1R5C2) 
K3b=-F2/(R1C3)-1/(R4C3) 
k3g= F2/(R1C3) 
k3k=-F2C2/C3 
k3o=-C6/C3 
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K4d=-1/(R8C4) 
k4f= 1/(R8C4) 
k5e=-1/(R9C5) 
k5m= C4/C5 
k6d=-1/(R6C6) 
k6h= 1/(R6C6) 
k7f=-k/t 
F1 =1+ R20/R4 + R20/R5 
COMPUTER SIMUIIITION OF AVR PERFORMANCE 
k4e=-1/(R8C4) 
k4i= 1/(R8C4) 
k5h= 1/(R9C5) 
k6c= 1/(R6C6) 
k6e=-1/(R6C6) 
k6m=-(R 
8+R9)C4/(R6C6) 
k7h=-1/T 
F2 =1+ R20/R4 
Equation (3) of the previous section, taken together with the logic 
statements which describe the operation of the comparator and the algebraic 
equations for the triangular oscillator form the basis of the mathematical 
model of the AVR. 
The flow chart of Fig. 5 describes the computer program written to solve 
numerically the equations of the AVR, with the required numerical 
integration being performed by a 4th-order Runge-Kutta procedure. 
COMPARISON BETWEEN PREDICTED AND MEASURED RESULTS 
To illustrate the accuracy of prediction of the AVR model, a set of 
predicted and experimental waveforms were obtained at various points in the 
circuit for the following conditions: 
a) Steady-state operation, 
b) A sudden decrease in the input voltage from 28V to 25.5V, 
c) A sudden increase in the input voltage from 28V to 30V. 
Fig. 6(a) shows the predicted and measured steady-state input voltages 
to the comparator, with the corresponding output voltage of the AVR being 
given in Fig. 6(b). It can be seen in this figure that both the error 
amplifier output voltage and the mark/space ratio of the AVR remain 
constant. 
Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the waveforms of the same quantities as Fig. 6(a) 
and (b), following a sudden 2.5V decrease in the input voltage. In this 
case, oscillations appear in the error amplifier output voltage before this 
settles down to its increased value of 6.4V. The mark/space ratio of the 
AVR output voltage clearly increases with the decrease in the input voltage, 
in an attempt to remedy the effect of the step decrease in the input 
voltage. 
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Fig. 8(a) and (b) present the same waveforms following the 2V increase 
in the input voltage. Here, the error amplifier voltage again oscillates 
before settling down to its decreased value of 5.1V, causing the AVR output 
voltage to be reduced to zero. 
All three sets of results in Figs. 6,7 and 8 show very close agreement 
between the predicted and experimental waveforms of the AVR circuits acting 
in isolation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The paper has outlined the development of a mathematical model for an 
AVR, with the resulting equations being arranged in a state-variable form 
which is particularly suitable for numerical solution on a digital computer. 
The results presented have demonstrated that very close agreement is 
obtained between corresponding sets of predicted and experimental results, 
and have also indicated the range of detailed information that the computer 
model can provide. The agreement achieved provides considerable confidence 
in the model developed for the regulator and in the accuracy of the 
numerical solution of the system equations. 
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